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Where the rubber meets the mat 
A practical rubber band training compendium for all grappling styles 

By John Flais aka Period 

 

  

  

UNFINISHED VERSION 0.1, for review & feedback use only!  

Version 1 due for (free) release in June 2020! 

Discussion thread here: https://www.kampfkunst-
board.info/forum/showthread.php?190029-Leitfaden (please read, additional info on 

progress there); feedback welcome, please post in the thread or send a PN. 

  

https://www.kampfkunst-board.info/forum/showthread.php?190029-Leitfaden
https://www.kampfkunst-board.info/forum/showthread.php?190029-Leitfaden
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This is e-book is COMPLETELY FREE. 

NO products are being pushed here, NO subscriptions required, NO strings attached. 

All sales of this book are prohibited (including paid memberships etc.). 

Free distribution of the entire ebook is encouraged. 

 

 

 

 

The author has no affiliation (commercial or otherwise) with any of the brand names or other 
authors mentioned. All experiences by the author or other persons mentioned – whether with 
certain products or any type of exercise – are their own and may vary for the reader.  

Be sure to consult with a certified physician and your coach(es) before attempting any exercise or 
recommendation mentioned here. Only work out when healthy and warmed-up properly. 

Also, ANYTHING can get you injured and / or cause health problems (including doing nothing), so 
be sure to watch out for all kinds of aches and pains. If they occur, stop what you are doing, find 
and eliminate the cause of the problem. When in doubt, rest. If self-evaluation and rest is not 
sufficient, go talk to a qualified medical doctor, preferably one specializing in sports injuries. The 
author assumes no responsibility for any harm that may result to you, third parties or property 
attempting to do the exercises described here.   
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DEDICATED 

 

To all my coaches and training partners, wherever they may be. 

 

Thank you for your time, your advice, blood, sweat and tears. 

 

Thank you for being there for me when nobody else was. 

 

Thank you for making all the mistakes before me, and telling me about them so I could laugh when 
they happened to me. 

 

Thanks for everything, including the scars and the cauliflower ears. 

 

I love you guys. 

 

 

 

 

 

So, let us embark on our training journey once more, knowing that 

Two things are infinite: the universe and human stupidity; and I'm 
not sure about the universe. 

[Albert Einstein] 

& 

After you have wrestled, everything else in life is easy. 

[Dan Gable] 
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1. CAUTION 
While rubber bands aka resistance bands are generally considered a safe form of training, it 
is totally possible to hurt yourself with it. The most obvious danger comes from bands 
snapping, which latex bands will after a certain time, through mechanical damage, wearing 
out or simply aging. Inspect your bands regularly for signs of this, ideally before every use, 
even if the band you are using is advertised as being extra tough. A snapping band might give 
you a nasty welt or even damage an eye (NEVER pull a questionable unprotected band 
towards the eye without at least wearing safety glasses). In addition, you may lose your 
balance and fall if the resistance is suddenly gone. Also, physical parts like anchors and 
handles may come loose and shoot towards you. A hard object shot towards you accelerated 
by 50-100 kg of draw weight over a long draw length will shatter through most of the things 
in its way and be potentially lethal. I once did expander squats with a nominal resistance of 
125 kg standing on a 5 kg iron bar which anchored the bottom ends. Said bar slipped out 
from under my bar feet, shot straight up in front of my head, took a sizeable chunk out of 
the concrete ceiling, came clattering back down and busted a floor tile. It was blind luck – 
and maybe a hint of reflexes that caused me to lean back – that it missed me entirely both 
times (I spent the next five minutes laughing – as Churchill said “There is nothing more 
entertaining in life than being narrowly missed by a bullet.”). So be sure to only use sturdy 
anchors and work well within your limits when using handles etc. Of course, enough 
resistance from rubber at the wrong angle can kill a rotator cuff just as easy as a weight… 
just saying. Warm up, be careful with new variations & be safe.  

Another caution: While basic rubber bands and bungee cords are fairly cheap, people are 
always trying to market fancier and more expensive versions with added features (usually 
also making the thing heavier, bulkier and less portable). I am not mocking that, but you 
should know that it totally IS possible to spend more money on bands than on a 300 lbs set 
of weights (or 1-3 years of gym membership, for that matter), and then needing to replace 
the bands a few years or even months in (depending on band type and band care) while 300 
lbs, as they say, will always be 300 lbs). Sometimes, manufacturers of these bands will claim 
that only THEIR products will work to help you towards your goals (e.g. Neil Adams’ bands @ 
https://effectivejudo.com/uchi-komi-bands/ Interestingly enough, Adams wrote in his book 
“Olympic Judo: Preparation” that rubber bands were a very sub-par way of doing Uchi-komi, 
so I suppose we can be glad he remedied that…) or that all other options are unsafe 
regardless of how they are used, which is just plain BS. Decide for yourself what you want 
and how you want to spend your money, just know that used inner tubes gotten for free 
from bike stores etc. have worked just fine for people for decades (see sections 3.1 and 3.2 
on equipment for discussion).  

I should mention that latex (the most common type of rubber used in training) may cause 
allergic reactions for some people. There are alternatives, though (see section 3 and FAQ). 

Also, again, talk to your doctor before starting any exercise regime (yaddayaddayadda, you 
know the drill). 

In short, don’t kill yourself or go broke over rubber bands and then come to me to complain.  

https://effectivejudo.com/uchikomi-bands/
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2. Introduction 
 

This book is the result of my roughly twenty years of experience training with rubber bands 
(I will use this term instead of “resistance bands” because the bands used are not all 
marketed as such – see chapter 3) and expanders of various types. I started training with my 
dad’s old Schmidt Sport Expander as a twelve year-old kid back in 2000 or so, though I was 
introduced to wrestling-specific band training quite a bit later (from 2009 on). This form of 
training is very common among the wrestlers and SAMBists I trained with, while other 
grappling styles such as Judo and BJJ have developed their own, slightly different 
approaches. I started compiling this information for various training partners and have been 
expanding it from there, choosing to write in English instead of in my native language so that 
more people might have a chance to read this booklet and use it as a basis for their own 
experiments.  

Please note: all of this is my personal experience and opinion. Your mileage may vary. 

 

   
Before rubber guard, there was rubber bands! 

The idea of rubber bands for grappling – as I was introduced to it – is a mix of specific 
strength & conditioning and technique drills. Especially among wrestlers in the former 
Eastern Block, this type of exercise with bands is huge, as exemplified by a Russian team-
mate telling me “Ringer ohne Gummi kann icchhh mir nicchht vorstellen.” (“I cannot imagine 
a wrestler without rubber” – and yes, the word “rubber” has the same connotation in 
German as it does in English); BTW, that teammate had no idea what girya [kettlebells] were 
– so much for Dragondoor’s marketing that kettlebells were “the” training tool of soviet 
wrestlers. Indeed, while almost all wrestlers do SOME form of weight training in their 
training – not necessarily curls, and not necessarily heavy squats, deadlifts and bench 
presses either –, that is usually considered an add-on twice per week or so, while for many 
of the world’s best wrestlers, the humble rubber band is a regular part of their morning 
routine. You may also be familiar with the use of rubber bands for Uchi-komi in Judo (though 
there is some debate about the usefulness of that, see section 9) where, once again, it is one 
of the most frequently and widely used training tools.  

Generally, you can do various types of exercises with bands (see sections 7 and 8 for 
examples), ranging from traditional strength exercises to more or less specific imitations of 
the movements of various sports, including those of various grappling styles. You can choose 
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a resistance that stops you cold in your tracks during or after the first rep, or a resistance 
that allows you to do several thousand reps per workout, or even in a single set. All of them 
can be beneficial, and all intensities and volumes can have their place in a training cycle, 
even though IMHO rubber bands come into their own more for movement training than for 
pure strength work, which is exactly what they are usually used for in grappling sports. 

Rubber bands allow virtually unlimited range of motion at every joint, enabling you to do an 
almost unlimited selection of exercises impossible to do with weights. Almost all wrestling or 
grappling moves can be simulated to varying accuracy (with various amounts of logistic 
preparations) using one or two anchor points and various grips or attachments, along with 
the simulation of more traditional resistance training exercises; they can make bodyweight 
exercises harder or easier, whichever you choose. The advantage of rubber bands over most 
other training tools is that they are fairly cheap1 and extremely portable  – typically weighing 
anywhere between 100 and 2000 grams – in relation to the resistance they provide, and 
especially the long, medium thickness latex bands allow you to vary the resistance from a 
few pounds to impossible by folding them multiple times if needed. So you can get in a few 
thousand reps of your favorite wrestling or grappling moves any time you want (no partner 
required) and condition exactly the muscles you need for them (specific preparation, 
sometimes also referred to as “special exercises” or “functional training”, though that term 
has been misused quite a bit IMHO). The bands can also be used as rehab as well as prehab, 
allowing you to strengthen specific muscles (including any small stabilizers) you might be 
somewhat neglecting in your mat and/or weight training, as well as providing extra stimulus 
for all the others. 

  

From the Russian forest to the US Olympic Wrestling Training Center: Rubber bands are a universal training tool. 

                                                           
1 A quality band (5-7 m of 8-12 mm bungee cord or 7.5 m of silver Thera-band tubing) that will last you several 
years with correct use will set you back about 5 (!)-30 $, special bands such as 5-7 meters of extra-thick (16-20 
mm) speargun-rubber or 16+ mm bungee cord will be more in the ballpark of 50-100$ (generally, you pay for 
the amount of latex you get). Of course, if you collect rubber bands with different resistance curves (guilty as 
charged – call me a rubber fetishist if you want…) or need to have the latest and greatest product range of 
Stroops, Suples etc., then you can easily spend an amount equal to several years of gym-membership or a nice 
home-gym. 
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2.1 How this book was written (and how to read it) 
 

I started working on this book on a bit of a whim in February 2020. I had recently started to 
intensify my own band training sessions again, in an effort to return to the wrestling mat 
after being sidelined for a significant amount of time after various injuries incurred through 
years of wrestling (mostly knee problems leading to a number of operations). Initially, I only 
wanted to write the tables in chapter 7 and 8, along with the list of links in section 9.1. But 
then, the Corona lockdown hit, I got injured again doing a dynamic bridging exercise, had 
writers block with my habilitation and things started getting out of hand, I started filtering 
and analyzing information from videos, books and things I had been taught by training 
partners and coaches years ago. I also started including a few of my own ideas and theories. 
In addition, I purposefully put myself under additional pressure to work on the manuscript 
by repeatedly uploading the current state of progression to a German forum asking for 
feedback (https://www.kampfkunst-board.info/forum/showthread.php?190029-Leitfaden).  

One of my close friends has called me a “chronic optimizer” (#EquipmentNerd), and my 
girlfriend claims I am “an avid collector of rubber bands” (#TotallyNotAFetish). There is some 
truth to both of those statements, and I admit rubber bands are among the things I am 
constantly tempted to test and optimize (the others currently being knives, slingshots and of 
course wrestling techniques). Therefore, I had a lot of fun working on chapter 3 especially, 
though I realize it is probably way over the top for most readers in its nerdiness - it is the 
most extensive buyer’s guide I could come up with and goes into more detail than most 
readers will probably care for. But whatever. The rest of the chapters sort of floated along 
and just ended up being the way they are now.  

There are a few ways you could read this booklet. One option of course would be reading it 
cover to cover. But let us assume you just want to have a brief look is this rubber band stuff 
from this dude you never heard of is any good (and, more importantly, how it will help your 
grappling). In this case, maybe start reading chapter 4, if you like polemic essays, maybe 
jump back to read chapter 2.2 afterwards. You could then go to chapter 9.1, scroll to a 
grappling discipline that is close to yours and see how people are implementing bands in 
their training there. Chapters 5 and 7-8 are basically my attempts to classify the various 
techniques shown in chapter 9.1, which can be seen as an additional commentary from my 
side. Chapter 7 lists basic exercises, which are a good starting point to develop a feel for 
rubber bands if you are new to them, as well as for general fitness (also if you aren’t a 
grappler). Chapter 8 includes the exercises and drills more specific to grappling sports 
(especially wrestling), chapter 5 gives you some additional pointers on how to simulate 
certain grips or tie-ups.  

If you have questions or don’t understand certain terms, see if you can find any answers in 
the Glossary (chapter 6) or the FAQ (chapter 10). 

  

https://www.kampfkunst-board.info/forum/showthread.php?190029-Leitfaden
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2.2 A small rant on “exercise science” (as viewed by the public) – where I stand and 
what that has to do with rubber bands 
 

 
“You NEED to squat HEAVY BARBELLS in order to have strong legs” – yeah, right… pity nobody told Dauren Kurugliev 

apparently. 

 

I have gone on record before saying that I don’t give a damn about most of exercise science, 
more specifically, that I abhor what people are doing with studies and prefer to listen to my 
coaches even if their views may sometimes contradict “exercise science” (or what passes for 
it these days). Now, I happen to be a scientist myself (though in a different field), and I am 
not trying to hate on my colleagues. If I may, please let me explain. 

The one problem with science in general is that it is viewed as the new magic. What was 
once a theory with some data supporting it, quickly becomes “the truth”, then “absolute 
truth” and finally a dogma or “only truth”. Note that scientific experiments should per se be 
conducted in a manner that allows them to be repeated indefinitely – which is basically 
impossible with exercise science! Also, while science may prove that a certain approach 
works reliably and repeatable (on average in X amount of cases, when parameters Y and Z 
are given etc.), it does NOT automatically prove that all other approaches don’t work! It can 
compare various approaches and weigh them against each other, but advantages and 
disadvantages are often dependent on minor details. Supporters of certain theories will still 
be willing to get up and shout down everybody who opposes them. If you happen to support 
your own theory with examples that, in fact, your theory has been proven to work reliably as 
well, people will immediately claim that their scientific methods are better, and the things 
your coaches taught you are unscientific, based in dogma and tradition, and that “scientific 
methods” will undoubtedly produce much better results. Apparently, “everyone in history 
was stupid” is a very popular argument among the “science fan club” (and others). That both 
you and your coaches are a lot stronger than them and, in fact, the average supporter of 
their theories (even using their own standards, let alone yours) is immediately disregarded 
as “superior genetics”, “drugs” (feel free to test me any time! I will charge you 1€ for the first 
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test and then double the amount with each successive test, just to compensate me for my 
time and bodily fluids) or something among those lines. 

This discussion tends to become especially heated when it comes to the subject of lifting 
weights and especially, with what objective to lift weights. In martial arts circles in the US 
and most of Europe, it is now an established view that you “have” to lift heavy weights, and 
that “99% of all professional athletes lift weights”. I happen to disagree with the former and 
tend to add “in some form, with some objective and at some point of their careers” to the 
latter. Again, please let me explain: what you need to do is to DEVELOP ALL PHYSICAL 
QUALITIES, among them maximal strength, to at least “passable” level. Weights are one way 
to achieve this, but definitely not the only way. Even if you are using weights, you can 
choose various approaches; the powerlifting approach is quite popular in the US and is also 
becoming more and more popular in Western Europe, but it is definitely not how wrestlers 
in the Eastern Block are conditioned. In fact, lifting weights happens to have certain 
drawbacks when it comes to training wrestlers – first of all, you need access to facilities, 
qualified instruction, qualified spotters etc. Then, in order to train maximal strength with 
weights, you need to be fresh. “Being fresh” is a rarity for any grappler, especially for one 
that is maximizing his mat time (spending 2-4 hours on the mat on 5-6 days per week). And 
that is not even beginning to take into account the questions of specificity, required levels of 
strength, weight gain through weight training, losing focus on your grappling over weight 
room numbers etc.  

But yeah, science says “you have to lift weights if you want to be strong” – as if science could 
even begin to make such a claim! There isn’t even a scientifically acknowledged standard for 
“strong” or how it should be measured, let alone an established optimum protocol to get 
optimum strength for certain activities. Again, I am not here to diss scientists. I am here to 
tell you science is not what you may think it is, and also that science needs to study how and 
why things work in established and successful schools and traditions, not just in a vacuum 
where eggs are square and Tabata protocols keep working forever (hint: they don’t, and 
besides, what most of you are doing are not Tabatas to begin with). THEN it can start 
comparing better and worse. 

 

Just like good rugby players, the parts of a system interact, and how it compares to other systems will 
depend on the quality of single parts as well as the quality of the interaction. 
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How do you understand the value of a tool in a system? By analyzing the place it has in a 
given system, because SURPRISE, components of a system INTERACT. The reason why I am 
placing so much emphasis on how certain groups of grapplers use a certain means of training 
– in this case rubber bands and endless repetitions of certain techniques – is because I want 
to give you an insight into how their systems work (as far as I understand them). If you want 
to replicate certain effects of a system, then you have to replicate the entire system, or at 
least understand what certain parts of the system do. Failing to do so is not “scientific”, but 
rather something between “courageous” and “utterly stupid”. And for the record, coaches of 
successful training systems run experiments constantly, on various scales. Most successful 
training systems are EXTREMELY competitive, EVERYONE is looking for an edge and NO-ONE 
will train in a certain way if it is not continuing to produce results. If you cannot 
“scientifically” see why that is, you clearly don’t understand the system (food for thought, 
huh?). 

Now, I am not saying you need to stop lifting weights and replace that with lifting people, 
moving your own body around and pulling rubber bands for hours on end, because that is 
what my coaches and training partners from the Eastern Block have taught me to do. In fact, 
I have nothing to gain from you attempting or discarding what I am proposing here – I am 
not selling anything, and I am not even writing this under my real name (so much for fame 
and women!). Again, it may or may not work for you, given on various parameters of your 
system. But if you are feeling cocky and confident about your conditioning, let me propose 
this experiment: get yourself a cheap piece of bungee cords from the next hardware store 
(as per recommendations for your weight class of chapter 3.3.; if you can only find them up 
to 8 or 10 mm, double or triple accordingly). Go out, find yourself a solid central anchor (see 
chapter 3.6), set up your bungee cord(s) with one end for each hand. Warm up thoroughly, 
then attempt to do the Kolat circuit2 using the full resistance of the bands (pulling them until 
they will not stretch further on each rep), but for five rounds instead of two. Before each 
round, run a fast 400 m (fast = definitely under 60 seconds, if you are a good runner under 
55, if you are an excellent runner under 52 and if you are a former 400 m runner under 50). 
Finish each round by doubling the band so that one hand holds both ends and the other the 
folded end, loop it around your anchor and do 50 clean rows, starting under tension and 
touching the chest on each rep. If you still feel cocky in round 2, do burpees instead of push-
ups. Once you have overcome or followed the urge to puke, feel free to tell me about how 
well your weight training has prepared you for this, how this isn’t serious training, and how 
you absolutely NEED to lift weights in order to be strong and well-conditioned. I’ll be waiting. 
So far, we have a 100% success rate – now calculate the impact factor for THAT. 

 

                                                           
2 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tfotdMxXaG8  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tfotdMxXaG8
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Come over  to the dark side – we have rubber bands. 

 

If you have been convinced of the conditioning aspect and find yourself doubting the 
technical aspect – whether rubber bands can actually improve your technique instead of 
destroying it like some people will claim – again, start with a simple conditioning circuit. 
Gradually experiment with circuits mimicking certain techniques more closely (see sections 
5, 8 and 9.1). If you don’t find it works for you, fine; I would still recommend trying again 
every now and then, since you may find that you actually need to be proficient enough at 
certain techniques with a partner in order to simulate them alone with or without a rubber 
band. And don’t despair – a lot of high-level grapplers also prefer to not mimic their 
techniques too exactly with the bands, especially if they have enough good training partners 
at their disposal. I still find it a valuable option in case you ever don’t.   
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3. Equipment 
 

 
I got 99 problems, but the bands ain’t one… The author’s rubber band collection in his mat/bedroom3. 

 

Ok, ok, I MAY have more bands than I currently need… but believe it or not, I have used all of 
them over the years, and I still use more than half of them regularly, while some are backup, 
some are (mostly) retired, some have been re-purposed as slingshot bands, and quite a few 
have already found a new home with training partners and in martial arts clubs. 

This section is a fairly lengthy and pretty nerdy (I honestly think I went somewhat overboard 
here – #rubberfetishism) section about choosing the right bands for your as well as choosing 
/ DIYing accessoires that fill your requirements. If you already have some bands and just 
want to start, feel free to skip forward to section 4. If you are in the market for some bands – 

                                                           
3 Flat loop bands cut open (left upper corner), next to them inner tubes (some more hanging attachd to wall 
anchor in the back), roll of Thera-band Gold (lower left corner), next to it a flat Cando Multigrip band and a set 
of mini bands. In the middle bungee cords of various lengths and thicknesses next to a collection of colorful 
Lifeline bands (45-120 cm), endless amounts of Thera-band tubing silver (including a shorter piece tied into a 
loop), a Thera-Band Flex-bar, and Ironmind Expand-your-hands-bands (lower right corner), speargun rubber 
and extruded rubber string along a rubber band with a sleeve (in this case, Thera-Band Tubing silver inside an 
old inner tube) and a bow-trainer (homemade with short pieces of Thera-Band silver and a wooden stick) in the 
upper right corner. 
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either a first-timer or looking to upgrade – and want to prevent disappointment in your 
purchases, feel free to read on. 

In this section, I made several attempts to give you an overview on the various types of 
rubber bands you can get, and what you can expect from them when trying the types of 
exercises described on sections 7 and 8. First, we have a discussion on band lengths and an 
introduction to the types of rubber bands most commonly used for wrestling training. This is 
followed in section 3.1. by an attempt to list the pros and cons of all various types (not 
brands, mind you) of rubber bands used for exercises and the applications they are best 
suited for (in the sense of: if you have band X, this will work well, this so-so and this is risky). 
In section 3.2, the five main types of bands are compared among each other in terms of 
durability, versatility, portability and cost, and an attempt is given to explain the preferences 
of various grappling styles for certain bands. Section 3.3 discusses recommendations for 
resistance levels for various weight classes and requirements. Section 3.6 discusses wall and 
door anchors, while section 3.7 covers the subject of grip attachments. 

After this long-winded introduction, on to the important subject of band length. 

For optimal versatility, usually fairly long bands are recommended, since they have a more 
gradual strength curve and allow resistance adjustments by standing at various distances 
from the anchor. Length recommendations usually range from 2 – 7.5 meters, with about 3-
5 m being the most common. Some preferences apply based on the application: wrestlers 
usually favor longer bands for more general exercises, while Judokas often bands between 
75 and 230 cm for uchi-komi (see section 1 for description and section 4 for discussion). 
Ideally, one might have multiple thicknesses available in the wrestling room (or at least a 7 m 
medium thickness band that can be doubled up to 3.5 m4). The necessary length will of 
course depend on the exercises, but a band is much more likely to be “too short” than “too 
long”, provided you are not working indoors and have very little room. Greater band length 
allows for a longer distance of elongation (DOE), more gradual and linear resistance curve5, 

                                                           
4 I would argue that something like a single piece of silver Thera-Band tubing (7.5 m long) is probably the most 
versatile option for beginners. As a single layer, it gives you a fairly gentle resistance curve, especially at full 
length. On the other hand, you can double, triple or even quadruple it (for basic exercises rather than wrestling 
moves, but feel free to try) and still have quite a bit of useable length at a high resistance (doubled-up, it is 
similar in resistance to 12 mm solid rubber, tripled like 16 mm speargun rubber, quadrupled it will be similar to 
18 mm speargun rubber; gripping multiple strands will feel somewhat different to gripping one thick piece of 
rubber, though). As long as you don’t tear – will not happen readily in my experience when observing the basic 
safety precautions, this stuff is pretty damn tough – or cut it, you will have a lot of options in terms of 
resistance and can work out in the open as well as in confined spaces indoors.  
5 A band of a certain thickness will give you its maximal resistance at the longest elongation, regardless of band 
length, the difference being the amount of extension it takes to get there. A long band can feel more like a 
weight pulley system, since by starting with a certain pre-stretch you can have, say, 10 kg resistance at the start 
of the movement and 12-15 at the end, compared to a shorter band of the same thickness which may give you 
1 kg at the start and 15 kg at the end (compare to JC Santana’s statement here: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ek2BJDiNslI). A long (say, 7 m), thick band will give you the resistance of a 
medium-length thin band in first 2-4 m of stretch, the resistance of a medium-length medium-thick band in the 
second 2-4 m of stretch and the resistance of a medium-length thick band in the last 2-4 m of stretch, with the 
resistance increasing almost linear, giving you the option to go back and forth to get exactly the resistance you 
want. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ek2BJDiNslI
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constant resistance6 as well as greater versatility in exercise: by walking further away from 
or closer to the anchor (observing the DOE), the resistance and range of motion can be 
altered, the ends of the bands can be tied into loops of varying sizes and lengths etc., all of 
which are at least more complicated when using shorter bands. On the other hand, for some 
applications such as uchi-komi, a shorter band length can in fact be favorable (see sections 
3.1, 3.2, 4 and the links to uchi-komi in section 9.1) and definitely more convenient to pack 
and carry (while providing the same peak resistance as a long band), so the choice is yours. 

As for types of rubber bands, the most commonly used ones among wrestlers are latex tubes 
in the form of Thera-Band tubing (silver) or speargun rubber (usually 10-18 mm, rarely up to 
20 mm), in some geographic areas also solid rubber strings. Some people like to have textile 
covers (e.g. Stroops, HIRTS etc.) around latex tubes for added protection of the band against 
over-stretching and mechanical damage as well as the user in case of the band snapping. The 
main drawbacks of this are weight (portabilitiy) and price, also with most models it’s 
impossible to inspect the tubes for wear (there have been reported cases where the band 
has snapped inside after a short time due to sharp edges of the end attachment). All in all, 
this option is fairly popular in the West (as they say “Don’t mock Americans – they have the 
best taste money can buy.”) but less so in the former Eastern Block with the possible 
exception of Bulgaria where Ivan Ivanov’s Suples company resides, though it caters mostly to 
the western market.  

Bungee cords (e.g. Schmidt Sports Zugseil or simply bungee cords for tying sh*t to other sh*t 
from the hardware store) composed by multiple thin strands and a woven textile cover are 
probably the second most common option; they are extremely long-lived and hard-wearing 
– the strands are well-protected, and even IF one of them rips, 
the others are completely un-affected by that. Just be aware 
that bungee cords stretch less (usually 70-110%, compared to 
500%+ on a latex band) making them less versatile as a one-
band option – latex tubes can be doubled-up multiple times to 
achieve precisely the stretch and resistance you want – and 
requiring a significantly longer band (while a 3.5 m latex band 
is plenty long and even a 2 m latex band gives you quite a bit of freedom, a 3.5 m bungee 
cord may be too short for certain applications such as long duckunders) or multiple 
thicknesses to achieve the same amount of stretch and resistance curve. On the other hand, 
the stop at the end can be used as a guide or an extra isometric stimulus (which could also 
be achieved by feeding paracord inside a latex tube, as some companies do7), and it does 
provide a feedback to the user that maximum extension is reached, giving a sense of 
security. The cover can however cause abrasions on bare skin by rubbing and pinching (users 
usually wear long sleeves during exercise, ideally a hoody), and therefore can be somewhat 
uncomfortable as well as slippery to hold. Also, bungee cords and cords and rubber bands 
with webbing sleeves, handles etc. will be heavier at the same resistance and stretch and 
therefore less portable, although the extra weight can also be an advantage for some 
                                                           
6 A shorter band may force you to start with little to no resistance in order to finish the movement within the 
stretch limit of the band; this is also true if the band is too strong for the chosen exercise. 
7 E.g. Bodylastics (https://bodylastics.com/stackable-resistance-bands-features/) (pictured on the right) or JC 
Santana in collaboration with lifeline (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CJYGisvLQ3E 04:38). 

https://bodylastics.com/stackable-resistance-bands-features/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CJYGisvLQ3E
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applications (e.g. for battling rope use). On the other hand, bare latex needs to be protected 
more and periodically checked for tears.  

Long story short: most Russian wrestlers I know tend to favor bare latex bands between 3 
and 5 meters in length for their personal use (for the aforementioned reasons, and maybe 
because that’s what they are used to). In Poland, Ukraine and on the Balkan, bungee cords 
seem to be the more common option. In Judo, the most common choice are inner tubes, flat 
bands or specially designed Uchi-komi bands. Just know that if used long enough, a latex 
band WILL tear – it is up to you to prevent it from tearing WHILE you use it through careful 
use and regular checking for damage and wear. If you can’t be bothered to take care of your 
equipment and/or want your bands to last decades rather than years, use bungee cords. For 
club use, bungee cords or latex tubes with a webbing sleeves are probably the better (more 
durable and safer) option, provided that they are the right length for the available space. If 
using latex bands in clubs, it might be better to put someone in charge of checking the bands 
for tears regularly (members will usually NOT check equipment that is not theirs prior to 
use), put up warning signs with safety instructions and/or make members sign a waiver to 
prevent potential lawsuits. 

If this introduction to rubber band types was not enough for you, we will now discuss each in 
detail. 

 

3.1 Band types, pros and cons 
In this sub-section, band types are listed alphabetically and discussed individually. 

Bungee cord / shock cord: elastic band that is composed 
of a number of thin rubber8 strands (multispan) or, more 
rarely, a single thicker rubber stand (monospan) and in 
either case a tightly-woven textile (usually PP, PE or PES9, 
in “military” versions more often also [glazed] cotton10) 
cover – similar to paracord, but flexible. Resistance and 
stretch coefficient can vary significantly11. Bungee cords 
usually stretch “only” to 70-150%, some brands to 20012 

                                                           
8 Might vary from manufacturer to manufacturer (information on rubber type is not always provided) but the 
ones I have seen seem to be synthetic rubber rather than natural latex, which would partially explain the price 
difference to speargun rubber. 
9 PE being considered the most durable, PES the most skin-friendly and grippy option (but also most susceptible 
to mechanical damage), PP somewhere in between. See https://www.kanirope.co.uk/shop/shock-cords-elastic-
ropes (resistances are given for the various individual products). While PE covered bungee cords can definitely 
be used for training, in my experience they are both very slippery and abrasive in the hand, so I would advise to 
attach grips of some kind or to tape the gripping part on the band. 
10 See https://www.theecwcorp.com/mil-c-5651d  
11 For example, some 10 mm bungees are rated @ 150 lbs (68 kg) at 100% stretch (see PDF at 
https://www.superiorbungee.com/index_files/Page545.htm [Type III high, 3/8]), while most bungees of that 
thickness will only produce 8-12 kg of pull at 100% stretch. My personal suspicion is that the given unit is off 
here (lbs instead of lbf = foot-pounds, which would convert to a mere 203 Newtons = 20.6 kg). 
12 It should be noted that the more stretchy versions usually have flatter strength curves – they reach similar or 
slightly lower (hard to tell, I couldn’t find a graph up to full stretch) peak resistance at a given thickness, but at a 

https://www.kanirope.co.uk/shop/shock-cords-elastic-ropes
https://www.kanirope.co.uk/shop/shock-cords-elastic-ropes
https://www.theecwcorp.com/mil-c-5651d
https://www.superiorbungee.com/index_files/Page545.htm
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or even 250%13, most typically 90-125% (stretch coefficient) before 
the extension is stopped by the textile cover. Either way, bungee 
cords are probably the most long-lived and hard-wearing rubber 
band variation, fairly resistant to sharp objects and sunlight – if you 
can only take one band to a lonely island, this might be the one – 
but potentially abrasive to bare skin and somewhat less 
comfortable to grip compared to latex tubes (picture on the right: 
welts on the author’s shoulder incurred by doing shoulder throws 
with bungee cords at maximum extension [hitting the “stop” on 
several reps] while wearing a long-sleeved rashguard; these stayed 
visible for about a week). That means bungee cords work well with 
an anchor (post, door, wall hook etc.), but are somewhat less 
suitable for exercises where the band is anchored below the (bare) 
feet.  

It is recommended to use at least 5 m of bungee cord in order to get a suitable resistance 
curve, but 7-8 m can give you more versatility, at the price of a higher weight. With bungee 
cords, it is especially recommended to tie a knot or loop at the end, potentially padding it with 
a foam sleeve (ca. 20 cm long). This gives you safer and more versatile gripping options (hands 
in the loops, gripping both strands of the loop for extra grip training…) and allows you to loop 
the bands around wrists, ankles etc. The recommended thickness to start out is 8 mm for 
lightweights, 10 or 12 mm for middle weights and 12 or 14 mm for heavyweights14. A pro for 
bungee cords is availability – you can usually purchase 8 or 10 mm bungees at any larger 
hardware store at the desired length for a fair price (typically 0.7-2 € per meter), though 
bungee cords of 12 mm and up can be somewhat harder to find in local stores and you might 
have to order them online. You can get them in all kinds of colors, the most common however 
being “practical black”. Since bungee cords are cut to size, the textile cover may start to come 
apart at the ends if no care is taken. To prevent this, you can duct tape around the place where 
you want to cut BEFORE cutting (most retailers will do this); you can also sear the edges of the 
cut with a lighter to melt down the textile strands, provided they aren’t made from cotton. 

Expander: A band system where one or multiple bands 
(sometimes also called strands, therefore the older term 
“strandpulling”. These can be either bare latex tubes or 
bungee cords, though steel springs can also sometimes be 
still found) can be hooked to hard or soft grips. Band length 
varies from 30 to usually about 70 cm, though longer 
“exercise bands” exist. Expanders are used mostly for 
strength exercises, and due to their usually short length 

                                                           
longer DOE. See https://www.expandable.de/gummiseile_anschlagteile/gummiseile/ Also, you can see here 
that even with the same manufacturer, peak resistance and stretch coefficient will vary quite a bit even within 
the same band type between different diameters, presumably based on how tightly a certain band is woven 
etc. 
13 https://estoma.de/gummiseile/bungee/202/bungee?number=S-7100-12&c=70  
14 See section 3.3. 

https://www.expandable.de/gummiseile_anschlagteile/gummiseile/
https://estoma.de/gummiseile/bungee/202/bungee?number=S-7100-12&c=70
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(with the partial exception of the mentioned exercise bands) are not really suitable for most 
of the exercises described here, especially if the expander uses bungee cords. 

Flat band (latex and webbing): There are basically three 
variations here: very thin and broad flat latex or latex-type 
bands (Thera-Bands etc.), thicker but narrower flat latex 
bands that usually come as loops (Jumpstretch, Ironwoody, 
Deuser… see “loop bands” below; tough especially in Russia, 
you can sometimes get several meters of thick flat band; 
while those are not discussed here due to rarity, see section 
on loop bands below to know what to expect in terms of 

longevity etc) and flat elastic webbing bands. The thinner bands have the advantage of 
coming in large rolls, therefore can be trimmed to desired length; also, they are very easy on 
the skin due to large surface area. Finally, they are the most space-saving in terms of 
transport, because they can be rolled or folded without almost any wasted space (only latex 
;), which makes them a very travel-friendly option. Something like Thera-Band gold will 
provide a very nice resistance curve (it is stronger than the silver tubing), both with a central 
anchor or doubled-up. On the down-side, they will rip fairly easily once the edges are 
damaged, and considering cost their comparatively short half-life makes them mainly a good 
additional or travelling choice (if you happen to care whether you carry 450 or 100 g and 
whether pack size is 20x10 cm or 3x12.5 cm). Thera-band gold is the thickest and most hard-
wearing broad flat band I know, can easily take 300% of stretch(stretch coefficient) and 2 m 
will cost you around 12-14 € (or dollars15). You can reasonably expect about a year of use 
out of that, of course depending on training volume and band care (compared to about 4-5 
years with tubes in similar conditions; of course, if you damage the band, it might rip within 
the first 1000 repetitions either way16). A tube of similar strength and length will only take 
up slightly more space, but for travel, the flat band actually has some advantages such as 
skin-friendliness – a clear advantage when you only wear shorts for training –, small pack 
size and ease of gripping, plus it can double as an emergency joint brace (been there, done 
that). The length works well to provide a compromise between ease of carry and versatility 
(variety of exercises, resistance curve, being able to double, triple and quadruple the band). 
1 m (or the classic 1.3 m) of Thera-Band Gold or a comparable mini band (possibly cut open) 
might work for you if you want to go ultralight (ca. 50-125 g) and mainly do certain types of 
exercises with a short range of motion like uchi-komi, rows etc., though you lose a bit of 
versatility again. So I’d advise to get a piece of 2 m, and if after experimenting you find you 
don’t need the extra length, you can always cut it in half and keep one as backup in case the 
other one tears. 

                                                           
15 Amazon prices, local prices might vary significantly.  
16 A Russian sports store put it best in my opinion, when they wrote about a broad thin band (similar to Thera-
Band): “Soviet legacy: the legendary rubber bandage expander, which trains not only muscles, but also self-
control and reaction speed, as it can break if stretched excessively. :-) Homeland: USSR” 
(https://nakover.ru/categories/bortsovskaya-rezina-i-zhguty/products/espander-bint-rezinovyy).  

https://nakover.ru/categories/bortsovskaya-rezina-i-zhguty/products/espander-bint-rezinovyy
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Ultralight travel set for emergency indoor trainings: 1.20 m of Thera-Band gold, mini door anchor and drawstring bag to 

house both. Total weight: 129 g. 

The flexible webbing bands (basically flat 
bungee cords) are also very easy on the 
skin and come in a variety of lengths 
(though very long and strong ones are 
unusual, the Blitz Uchi-komi Band with 
3.5 m total length being an exception, 
though I haven’t tried that one). Some 

have sewn-in loops, which can be handy. I have limited experience so far, the only one I had 
so far (from Cando) had broken rubber strands sticking out of it after a total of less than 15 
min of use, so I am hesitant to recommend it. Another possible disadvantage is the restricted 
maximal extension (see bungee cords for discussion). 

Flat bands are generally easier to grip than tubes or bungee cords due to the significantly 
larger surface area at the same resistance level and therefore higher friction, which 
according to your preference can be an advantage (you can use more resistance than 
otherwise) or a disadvantage; they can be pinch gripped in various ways however, which can 
be very challenging and potentially better simulate lapel grips etc. 

HIRTS: band system from Suples designed to be 
used with a wall anchor consisting of long tube 
bands with webbing sleeve (Stroops type) as 
well as a variety of attachable grip options 
designed by renowned Greco-Roman wrestling 
coach Ivan Ivanov. Most famously, the HIRTS has 
a rope attachment and can be used for climbing 
as well as resisted sprints (see website); a spin-
off of the HIRTS is the choke dummy, which 

features a wrestling dummy torso for more realistic throwing training. The system is of high 
quality, high versatility (though of course, something similar can be improvised for a fraction 
of the cost of the original) and is both fairly expensive and very heavy. It is therefore mostly 
an interesting option for wrestling clubs, professional trainers or people who want to have a 
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rope climbing simulator, battle ropes and rubber bands in a single package that fits inside a 
duffel bag easily stored in a corner or the trunk of a car. 

Jitsgrips: Jitsgrips are a band system for gi grappling, designed 
specifically for ground work. It consists of a fairly strong rubber 
tube (about 1 m long surgical tubing by the looks of it), to which 
two Gi simulators can be attached. The system seems to be of 
high quality, the asked price is in the medium range (though of 
course, something similar can be improvised for a fraction of the 
cost). However, the sample application can serve as inspiration 
for exercise ideas. 

loop band: usually flat band that is made in a loop (e.g. mini 
band, Deuserband, Jumpstretch or Ironwoody band) or 
band/tube that is tied to a loop of desired length. Loop 
bands are either extruded (standard) layered (EliteFTS) or 
made out of thin strands of rubber inside a webbing band 
(Blackroll). The narrower and thicker (loop) bands are 
usually fairly durable compared to broad and thin flat 
bands (see above) and come in a variety of resistances. 
Their disadvantage is that they are fairly short, so if you 
plan to use them for most of the exercises described here, 

you will need at least two (of the same strength, either with the same anchor or one cut 
open and anchored to the other), maybe even three bands (two of the same strength, one 
twice as strong). The loop bands have some possible advantages for more classical exercises, 
e.g. a length that lends itself well for providing additional resistance to squats, bench-
presses, push-ups etc., as well as assistance for pull-ups, muscle-ups etc. Of course, any band 
can be tied into a knot to form a loop and/or to adjust the length as needed. Mini bands 
(sometimes also referred to as booty bands) can be used for some exercises with a short 
range of motion, but they are too short for most of the exercises described here. The stretch 
coefficient of loop bands seems to vary between 200 and 300% typically. 

Solid rubber string: fairly uncommon type of band in the 
west, though it is among the most commonly found types 
in Russia. It is usually made from extruded latex 
(sometimes called NR or natural rubber) and is a single, 
solid strand of rubber, usually with a round cross-section. 
In Russia, you can commonly find 10 mm, 12 mm, 14 mm, 
15 mm, 16 mm and 18 mm in 

sports stores (for strength rankings, see section 3.3). Outside of 
Russia, you might find this type of rubber band in certain 
hardware stores (just make sure it is natural rubber, not 
artificial one [NBR], which is less stretchy and smells super 
bad). I was able to find an industrial retailer (Maagtechnic.ch) 
in Switzerland offering them in 10, 12, 15, 20 and even 30 
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mm17 (picture on the right). Upon inspection, they seem to be the same stuff as the 
uncolored bands you can get in Russian sports stores (though at a lower price)18. I haven’t 
had the opportunity to compare solid rubber strings and tubes extensively, but it seems to 
me extruded rubber tends to have a somewhat higher shore hardness – typically around 50 
– than dipped rubber (more commonly around 40). This MAY make it more resistant to 
mechanical damage, but also slightly more prone to tearing once a tear starts. Compared to 
tubes (see below) extruded rubber strings are more grippy but less stretchy (breaking point 
at about 500%, stretch coefficient can be as low as 125% before stacking). 

Stroops: A manufacturer in the US catering especially 
to an MMA clientele. Their products are made from 
latex tubes with a webbing sleeve, similar to the Suples 
HIRTS (not sure who was first, and honestly, I don’t 
care). They offer a variety of products of various 
lengths and strengths from short “Slastix” exercise 
bands with handles to full-blown elastic battle ropes. I 
have only tried them occasionally, so I cannot comment 
in depth. The quality and safety is supposed to be very 
good, but the prices are also fairly steep.  

 

tube: elastic band of usually round cross-
section (see below for inner tubes from tires) 
that is either dipped – made by dipping an iron 
rod into liquid latex (latex-free variations are 
available from some manufacturers if you are 
allergic; they might be somewhat less flexible 
than a latex band though) repeatedly in order 
to create a layer structure; when the rod is 
removed, the hollow core remains (most 
speargun rubber and lifeline cables are made this way). Alternatively, tubes can also be 

made by extrusion (laboratory tubes for example, at least 
the red variety). Tubes need to be protected from sharp 
objects and sunlight, either by using a protective textile 
sleeve (tube band) or simply by taking care. Tubes generally 
have longer life expectancy than a flat band (which will 
usually tear from the side, and all but the most minor 
damage will usually cause a rip; tubes on the other hand 
can last a significant time even with significant partial tears) 
but shorter ones than a bungee cord and usually can be 

                                                           
17 https://shop.maagtechnic.ch/de/elastomertechnik-gummiprofile-rundschnuere/rundschnur-nr-maag47734/ 
The color of the band in reality actually differs quite a bit from those on the website, and the surface has a 
quite a bit of texture.  
18https://budomaster.ru/catalog/sportivnyy_inventar/rezinovye_espandery/rezina_dlya_dzyudo_sambo_borb
y/sportivnaya_rezina_zhgut_trubka_300_sm_sm_075_indigo/?oid=49678  

https://shop.maagtechnic.ch/de/elastomertechnik-gummiprofile-rundschnuere/rundschnur-nr-maag47734/
https://budomaster.ru/catalog/sportivnyy_inventar/rezinovye_espandery/rezina_dlya_dzyudo_sambo_borby/sportivnaya_rezina_zhgut_trubka_300_sm_sm_075_indigo/?oid=49678
https://budomaster.ru/catalog/sportivnyy_inventar/rezinovye_espandery/rezina_dlya_dzyudo_sambo_borby/sportivnaya_rezina_zhgut_trubka_300_sm_sm_075_indigo/?oid=49678
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stretched to at least 400-500% of resting length (some versions to 750-900%) before 
breaking, though the greater the elongation, the shorter the life expectancy of the band on 
average, with a useable stretch coefficient between 300 and 450% usually. Latex tubes come 
in several varieties: natural (“blonde”, e.g. surgical tubing, see picture on the left), a natural 
core with a colored outer layer (most speargun rubber, Lifeline & Bodylastics tubes etc., see 
picture on the right), and colored throughout (Thera-Band tubing, some speargun rubber). 
Natural uncolored latex is considered to be among the most elastic19, however, it is also the 
most vulnerable to abrasion and UV light. Some varieties may also get more soft in intense 
heat and become somewhat sticky to the touch.  

I’ve had good experience with 7.5 m long Thera-Band silver tubing in terms of flexibility and 
longevity, though speargun rubber of 10-16 mm diameter should work well, you can even go 
up to 18 or 20 mm if you feel like it (though I haven’t used any brand long enough to give 
recommendations here). Surgical tubing was used a lot in the past, though it has become a 
less popular choice, probably in part due to the high availability and often lower price of 
other options, but if you can find a length of suitable thickness for a good price (see section 
3.3), it may be worth a try. 

Thick-walled round tubes can be remarkably hard to grip and will want to slip out of your 
hands, which according to your preference can be an advantage (extra grip training) or a 
disadvantage (you can use less resistance than otherwise). You can tie loops and/or 
constrictor knots in the ends though, provided the band is long enough. Rubber tubes are 
the favorite training tool of grapplers in the former USSR (including Armenia, Ukraine etc.), 
the rubber used apparently being mostly speargun rubber and solid rubber strings (10-18 
mm diameter, usually 3-5 m long in both cases). 

Tubes, inner: inner tubes of bike tires etc. were probably 
among the first resistance bands used by grapplers 
(evidence goes back to at least the 1960ies). Back then, they 
were still made of latex and therefore an easy way to get 
cheap latex. These days, latex inner tubes are rare and the 
less flexible but more air-tight ones made from butyl are the 
rule. These usually only have a stretch coefficient of 60-
100%, interestingly retract quite slowly once stretches and 

can tear fairly easily and without warning, especially if they are a little older (can happen 
with latex as well, though it will happen much later). Therefore, it is recommended to either 
get latex inner tubes (sometimes for racing bikes and racing mountain bikes) or flat tube 
bands such as Danrho/Kwon Judo tubes (pictured here) are basically very strong and thick 
inner tubes made of latex – as far as I can tell, raw latex tubes from the process of producing 
rubber bands for office use20 marketed specifically for exercise, coming at 75, 135, 160 and 

                                                           
19 Behm 1988 has resistance values in his table for the resistance curve of surgical tubing up to 900% stretch 
and even reported a breaking point at 1400% of resting length for the particular tubing he was using 
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/290885009_Surgical_tubing_for_sport_and_velocity_specific_training pg. 68-
69. I have tested various variations of surgical tubing for both slingshots and exercise, and generally, thin-
walled versions will stack later (around 600-700% in my experience), while thick-walled versions stack at 
around 400%. The tubing I have tested to destruction tore between 750% and 900% elongation (new tubing). 
20 See https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aEIAYBGRyYY at about 2:00.  

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/290885009_Surgical_tubing_for_sport_and_velocity_specific_training%20pg.%2068-69
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/290885009_Surgical_tubing_for_sport_and_velocity_specific_training%20pg.%2068-69
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aEIAYBGRyYY
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190 cm in length (more rarely in 230 cm)21 and are quite a bit more flexible than butyl 
(stretch coefficient of Judo tubes: ca. 300%, latex inner tubes: ca. 400-500%). That being 
said, I have seen video evidence that normal bike tubes are still in use with some Japanese 
college Judo teams22). Inner tubes are more like flat bands when it comes to gripping, due to 
large surface area and therefore higher friction compare to normal round tubes. In terms of 
longevity, latex inner tubes fall in between thin flat bands and tubes (the advantage being 
that there are no corners on the tube as such, so damage usually occurs as punctures and 
not as tears, with little progression), thicker versions such as the Danrho are closer to thick 
flat bands than to thin flat bands in terms of properties. 

Uchi-komi bands: term used by various brands (major ones 
Adidas, Mizuno, Neil Adams, as well as some smaller ones like 
Blitz, Sportland, Green Hill etc) to label a product system based 
on an elastic component (various lengths, types and strengths 
depending on brand and product variety) and usually two grips 
made of Gi material made specifically to train Uchi-komi for Judo 
and related grappling styles with a gi (even though other types 
of bands, such as tubes are often used for uchi-komi). Their main 

advantage – like with the shorter Jitsgrips – is the specific grip options they provide. The 
problem for this evaluation is that basically all other aspects can vary wildly from brand to 
brand, in the type, strength and length of rubber used as well as the design of the gi grips, 
the specific grip options they provide (lapel only, sleeve only, lapel and sleeve…) and the 
quality of materials and workmanship. Generally, uchi-komi 
bands seem to be fairly expensive for what you get – very 
durable options can be made from some quality rubber band and 
a torn gi (if you have one lying around) exactly to your 
preferences with little effort and for little cash (see section 3.7). 
If you decide to buy a pre-made set, please refer to the 
appropriate section for the type of rubber used (including section 
3.3) and evaluate the quality of workmanship yourself. 

  

                                                           
21 But even the short and medium ones are used for full throw entries: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2HgLr4Ege5c (around 1:09) and here 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3NjsZyp9bKk (1:13-1:15). It seems the shorter tubes are used by 
stronger/heavier (male) athletes (or, as in this case, they grip a long tube shorter by doubling up the end), while 
female athletes use longer ones or even just one end of a longer one. The other popular exercise are bent over 
rows, done rhythmically for high reps – 30-50, it seems (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m9mWr1MRE7U, 
after 10:40). These also seem popular in the native Korean belt wrestling style Ssireum 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IBIRmWNr8GQ 3:25) which might be due to exchanges of training 
strategies with Judo (or vice-versa). 
22 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hWMvOlU9gV4, around 3:00-3:15.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2HgLr4Ege5c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3NjsZyp9bKk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m9mWr1MRE7U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IBIRmWNr8GQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hWMvOlU9gV4
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Table 1: band types 

Band type Pros Cons Best use 
Bungee cord 
 

+ long life span (10+ 
years w. proper use) 
+ most hard wearing 
+ most cost-effective 
+ very safe 
+ no overextension 
possible 
+ can be tied easily 
+ availability (sold by 
the meter at hard-
ware stores 
+ grips etc. can be 
added easily and 
cheaply 

- hard on bare 
skin 
- limited stretch 
coefficient => 
high weight, 
long length or 
multiple 
thicknesses 
required to 
achieve 
versatility and 
gradual 
resistance curve 
(see chapter 3.5) 

Club or outdoor 
gym use with a 
wall anchor, 
grappling 
specific and 
general exercises 

Expander 
 

+ adjustable 
resistance at the 
same extension 
+ high resistance 
possible 
+ grips ideal for high 
loads 

- fairly high 
weight 
- limited 
versatility (will 
depend some-
what on rubber 
type and length) 

Strength 
exercises with 
short range of 
motion 

Thin flat band (Thera-band) 
 

+ fairly cheap 
+ very portable 
+ multiple thicknesses 
+ very skin-friendly 
+ high stretch-
coefficient 
+ multiple lengths 
available 
+ can be folded 
and/or tied easily 

- fairly short life 
span (ca. 1 year 
w. proper use, 
thicker versions 
will last longer 
than thin ones), 
very sensitive to 
sharp corners, 
will rip fairly 
easily once 
damaged 

Rehab, to assist 
or intensify 
bodyweight or 
weight exercises, 
ultralight 
travelling / 
backpack option 
(high versatility if 
long enough);  

Loop band 
 

+ multiple thicknesses 
up to crazy strong 
+ fairly long life span 
(ca. 4-5 years w. 
proper use) 

- need to be 
protected from 
mechanical 
damage 
- limited 
versatility 
(multiple 
thicknesses 
required) 

To intensify or 
assist 
bodyweight or 
weight exercises, 
use in confined 
spaces 

HIRTS + very versatile 
+ high quality 
+ protected tubes 

- very high 
weight 
- very high price 
(can be 

Wrestling clubs, 
professional 
trainers, outdoor 
use 
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+ lots of gripping 
options including 
rope climbing and 
battle rope simulator 

improvised 
cheaper) 
- large space 
required (ca. 10 
m length) 

Jitsgrips + high quality 
+ specific length and 
grip options for gi 
grappling 
+ grips can be 
detached for other 
exercises 
+ fairly portable 

- medium price 
(can be 
improvised fairly 
easily) 

Gi grappling with 
focus on ground-
work (special 
“uchi-komi 
bands” available 
from different 
brands), private 
or club use 

Mini bands 

 

+ fairly cheap 
+ very portable 
+ multiple thicknesses 
+ skin-friendly 

- fairly short life 
span, very 
sensitive to 
sharp corners, 
will rip fairly 
easily once 
damaged 

Rehab, to assist 
or intensify 
bodyweight 
exercises, 
travelling 
(limited 
versatility) 

Tubes (round) & solid 
rubber strings 

 

 

+ fairly cheap, good 
cost to performance 
ratio 
+ very portable 
+ multiple thicknesses 
+ high stretch-
coefficient (tubes) 
+ multiple lengths 
available  
+ taxing on grip 
strength 
+ fairly long life span 
(ca. 4-5 years w. 
proper use) 
+ can be folded or 
tied easily (thinner 
varieties) 
+ grips etc. can be 
added easily and 
cheaply 

- not as skin 
friendly as flat 
bands 
- need to be 
protected from 
mechanical 
damage 

Home or travel 
use, for general 
or specific 
exercises with or 
without wall 
anchor 
(extremely 
versatile, 
relatively 
lightweight) 
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Tubes (webbing sleeve) + controlled 
extension 
+ protection against 
mechanical wear 
+ very safe 
+ very skin-friendly 

- more 
expensive and 
heavier than 
bare tubes 
- slightly less 
versatile 

Club or 
professional use, 
users who want 
most of the 
advantages of 
tubes with 
added safety and 
comfort  

Tubes (inner) 

 

+ fairly long life span 
(ca. 2-5 years w. 
proper use) 
+ very skin-friendly 
+ easy and 
comfortable to grip 

- usually limited 
length and 
stretch 
coefficient 
(especially if 
butyl) => less 
versatile than 
longer bands 
- butyl tubes 
tear easily 

Uchi-komi, basic 
strength and 
conditioning 
exercises with 
limited range of 
motion, use in 
confined spaces 

Webbing bands 

 

+ very portable 
+ multiple thicknesses 
+ very skin-friendly 
+ machine washable 
+ while individual 
strands may rip, the 
entire band will not 

- limited stretch 
coefficient 
- fairly sensitive 
to mechanical 
damage => 
potentially 
varying life-span 

Rehab 
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3.2 Ranking of band types 
 

Here, the most common band types for grappling applications are ranked in four categories 
versatility, durability, portability and cost. Of course, one could try to declare an overall winner here, 
but I shall refrain from that and leave it to the reader, who may value one of the aspects 
disproportionately more. It might also be worth to chart preferences in various grappling styles 
(Judo: inner tubes and thin flat bands, 0.75-2 m long; wrestling: rubber tubes [3-7 m long] and 
bungee cords [normally 2.5-5 m, sometimes up to 7-10 m]; MMA: rubber tubes with webbing sleeve 
[1.25-5 m long]) as well as regional preferences (Korea and Japan: inner tubes and thin flat bands, 
0.75-2m long; Russia/former USSR: rubber tubes and thick flat bands, usually 3-5 m long; central 
Europe: bungee cords, 2.5-8 m long; USA: 1.25-5 m long). Sometimes, one can even observe how a 
certain concept or product is introduced into a new market by a person or company with a certain 
geographic background, and in the process, the material is adapted to the preferences of that market 
(or the different material and its properties are used for marketing purposes, especially if the product 
in question is preferred by a certain group of elite athletes somewhere). This is partially due to 
tradition, regional brand preferences (like Schmidt/Deuser in German speaking countries, Stroops in 
the US) and availability, but partially also due to the most common exercises and the desired 
resistance curve (e.g. from no or low resistance to high resistance within the range of motion of the 
initial pull for uchi-komi; to simulate the whole throw, you would want a less steep resistance curve 
due to the longer range of motion; and if you want to be able to adjust the resistance during the 
motion, you would either need multiple bands of the same length or one longer band), which might 
be something to bear in mind when making your choice in addition to the criteria listed below. 

a) Versatility 

1. long thin to medium-thick tubes (with and without webbing sleeve), long flat bands and thin 
rubber strings 2. Long thick rubber tubes, flat bands & rubber strings, medium length thin flat bands 
& inner tubes 3. long bungee cords 4. Short bands 

Explanation: versatility means the possibility to do various exercises, with and without anchor, with a 
single band. Long tubes and long flat bands win here, the tubes having a slight edge since they can 
usually take more extension. If they have a webbing sleeve which will stop the extension, you can 
somewhat work around that when only using partial length of the band by moving the slack of the 
webbing to the portion you are using (although that may lead to overstretching). Thinner bands tend 
to be more versatile than thicker ones: Being able to double, triple etc. your band is advantageous, 
since you can train at various levels of resistance (e.g. single layer: warm-up & rehab, double layer: 
endurance & speed, triple layer; strength endurance etc.). Bungee cords lag behind a bit, since they 
are somewhat less suited for the more classical strength exercises due to their limited stretching 
ability and higher abrasiveness on the skin (you can work around that to some degree through 
selecting appropriate alternatives and / or isometrics and by dressing appropriately). If you have 
bungee cords that are more flexible (say, about 200% of stretch) and have softer covers like PS or 
cotton, their versatility increases. Versatility can also be increased through special grip attachments 
etc.  

Of course, versatility according to my definition may apply to your needs only to a certain degree if 
you only do exercises with a certain range of motion (e.g. uchi-komi), work out exclusively in small 
rooms indoors (in which case you’ll want to get several resistance levels of shorter, reasonably 
flexible bands), or always wear long sleeves during training. 
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b) Durability and safety 

1. bungee cords 2. tubes with webbing sleeve 3. Rubber strings 4. tubes 5. thick flat bands & inner 
tubes 6. thin flat bands 

Durability means lifespan of a band in use, resisting many thousand pulls as well as surviving 
potential wear (especially contact with hard objects with potentially sharp corners and edges) as well 
as sunlight. Safety means the likelihood of the band snapping during use. Bungee cords win by 
landslide here (you wouldn’t use any other type of rubber band to tie sh*t with sharp corners to your 
car, right?). Places 2-5 might be changed up depending on the quality of manufacture and design as 
well as shore-hardness23 (softer rubber is more likely to be damaged by contact with other objects). 
Bungee cords and tubes with webbing sleeves are notably better at tolerating sunlight exposure. 

c) portability 

1. medium-length thin flat bands (ca. 80-250 g, pack size 12x2-5 cm) 2. Medium-thick long tubes, 
thick short tubes, long thick flat bands & inner tubes (200-500 g, pack size ca. 10-20x5-10 cm) 3. long 
bungee cords and medium to long thick tubes (350-1000 g, pack size ca. 25-35x7-15 cm) 4. Long, 
thick tubes with webbing sleeves and extra-thick long bands of any type (>1000g, pack size ca. 25-
40x15-20 cm) 

Simply put, the less rubber and other stuff there is, the less you have to carry and store. Of course, X 
grams of rubber can only give you Y amounts of pull over distance Z, so bear that in mind (for a 
statistical outlier – made from TPU, not rubber – check the Aerobis Alphabands, more in section 3.3). 
Also, the closer and more often you pull something to its breaking point, the faster it will bust. 

d) cost (lowest to highest, per unit) 

1. inner tubes (0-15 €) 2. Medium-length thin flat bands and thin to medium-thick long bungee cords 
(4-15 €) 3. Thick long bungee cords & medium-thick long latex tubes (15-30€) 4. Extra-thick bungee 
cords, rubber strings and speargun rubber (30-100 €) 5. Tubes with webbing cover / systems with 
special attachments and multiple bands (60-600€) 

Inner tubes win here, provided you can get them for free ;) Just be aware that the ones you can get 
that way are rarely in the best condition, and even if they are, they are more suited for uchi-komi 
than for anything else (and don’t do any exercises where the band suddenly snapping leaves you in a 
dangerous position). If you buy inner tubes, make sure you get latex, not butyl, but that will probably 
set you back at least 10€ for a working set (one extra-thick one or two regular ones). Otherwise, 
bungee cords tend to be the most affordable option per meter as well as often per unit, since you 
can find 5 m of 8-10 mm thick bungee cord for 3-5 €! Taking into account their lifespan, they are 
most likely the most cost-effective option you can buy, and also one of the most widely available 
ones.  

                                                           
23 Sports manufacturers usually will not tell you the shore hardness, while it is sometimes listed for surgical 
tubing. It seems like natural (honey-colored) latex will usually have a shore hardness of around 40, while 
colored latex variations (containing various additives) will be closer to 45-50. See 
https://www.labmarket.com/Products/Labor-Latexschlauch.aspx#!#s1816 & 
https://www.faust.ch/shop/Allgemeiner_Laborbedarf/Schlaeuche/Gummi/$B$einfo1079_lang_DE.htm . 

https://www.labmarket.com/Products/Labor-Latexschlauch.aspx#!
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3.3 Which resistance level is right for me? 
 

 

Which one to choose? 

This question is a little bit hard to answer. First, it will depend on your weight class, strength and 
conditioning level, and second on the type and amount of training you want to do with it. Simply put, 
there is a difference whether you want to pull your rubber 10 times, 60 times or 3.000 times in 
succession. As described in sections 7 and 8, the most common rep ranges with rubber bands are 25-
50 reps per exercise, usually done in circuits lasting 2-10 minutes with no rest between exercises. 
This will mean that you only need a limited amount of top resistance for a single band (and of course 
you can always double, triple etc. if you happen to need more resistance). If you want to do fewer, 
harder reps of exercises that require a long range of motion you will need to opt for a thicker band. If 
you mainly want to train in the 25-50 rep range, you might want a band that allows you to do about 
25 reasonably hard reps of the standard exercises at its peak resistance (= full extension that you are 
going to use in case of latex, maximal extension in case of bungee cords). This allows you to use the 
full length of the band productively, while a band that either doesn’t allow you to use full extension 
at all or only for a few reps will limit you somewhat more in terms of range of resistance and in 
addition will be heavier as well as more expensive. You could work with that band until you can do 50 
reps at full extension, then upgrade to a heavier band (or do more reps). On the other hand, you 
could just as well choose a band that only allows you to do 1-5 clean reps at full extension and work 
up to 20 reps etc. – it all comes down to what you want.  

In general, you might find that for example Freestyle wrestlers tend to use thicker and stronger 
rubber bands than Greco wrestlers; this might be surprising at first glance, since Greco Wrestlers 
usually have stronger upper bodies in the same weight class, however, it can make sense if put into 
context: Greco wrestlers first of all will do more pummeling drills (grip-fighting) for endurance with 
the bands, while Freestyle wrestlers will drill more shots and leg attacks, where you are fighting an 
opponent’s legs, which are stronger and require more resistance to mimic the effort accurately. Also, 
Greco wrestlers tend to do more weight training, dummy training etc. as a group, while for Freestyle 
wrestlers, rubber bands and bodyweight in addition to partner training are often the main staples for 
specific conditioning. It all comes down to context. 

I have put in some time into researching recommendations for band diameters, which I mostly found 
on Russian and Ukrainian websites. The recommendations are based on weight classes / weight 
ranges, and it can safely be assumed that these are male weight classes – female grapplers would 
probably have to size-down at least one diameter. The recommendations of course are averages and 
for general purpose work. For rehab, you will want a lighter band, for maximal strength a thicker one 
etc. 
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Resistance ratings are sometimes given (see tables below), though they are hardly accurate, hardly 
scientific, and may differ from brand to brand. It should also be noted that industrial manufacturers 
of rubber bands will tend to measure resistance typically end to end (single layer, one strand), while 
sports stores seem to measure the pull on an anchor in the middle of the band (two strands – 
DOUBLE strength instantly!). I think this can be seen best in the table for bungee cords, for which 
there are several non-sportive applications. Also, there is no standard procedure for measuring, 
which can be especially relevant in latex bands (is it 100, 200, 300, 400… % elongation? Breaking 
strength?). Also, please bear in mind that different bands can have different maximum elongation 
(bungee cords 70-125% typically24, depending on thickness and manufacturer; some latex bands 
supposedly stretch up to 900%25, though in use, 200-400% are more typical. And finally, 
manufacturers and retailers can tell you a lot of things about the resistance level of the bands, not all 
necessarily true26. I should point out that even where accurate peak resistances are given, they can 
only partially be compared to weights or pulley systems, since they represent peak contraction. Since 
the strength curve matches that of your muscles (which contract stronger towards the end of a 
motion), 20 kg of peak resistance may feel more like 15 kg of resistance on a pulley (provided the 
pulley is rated accurately; the plates on pulley systems often do NOT represent the resistance but the 
weight lifted). A short band has the same peak contraction as a long band, but a long band offers a 
less steep resistance curve when using an anchor: the resistance will change less during one 
repetition of a certain movement. A short band may go from zero to peak resistance during one rep, 
while a long band may give you 50% of peak resistance at the beginning and 60-75% at the end, 
depending on the distance from the anchor point. Therefore, a long band will usually feel more 
similar to a pulley system and allows you to more freely adjust to the desired resistance “by feel”. 
With bare latex bands, you may want to not fully max out the potential resistance, while with bungee 
cords and bands with webbing covers, you may actually use the “stop” for an isometric contraction 
without fear of the band snapping.  

All of the weight class recommendations below are averages for the male category; if you are a male 
below average fitness for your weight class, you should down-size, ditto if you are female. Of course, 
you can work up to higher resistance levels as well (20 mm speargun rubber, anyone?). Selecting a 
long band (ca. 7.5 m) of medium thickness (ca. 10 mm) and then doubling or tripling it can allow 
people of various weight classes to use the same training tool or allow one user to have all resistance 
levels from ultralight to damn tough at his or her disposal. Still, the tables below should give you a 
rough idea or baseline for your own experiments. If you want to do your own band resistance testing, 
feel free to let me know the results. 

Bungee cords 

Choosing the right resistance is more important IMHO with bungee cords than with latex 
tubes due to the limited extension: if the resistance of a 5 m band is too low for your taste at 
the maximal extension, doubling it may make it too short to do the exercises you want. Of 
course, if the band is too strong, your form will be out of whack and/or you will have to start 
a move without resistance to finish at a resistance you can manage. As a rule of thumb 
(based on an approach more geared towards higher reps), I was told that 8 mm thickness are 
for lightweights and youths, 10 mm for middleweights and 12 mm for heavyweights (length 

                                                           
24 This is active elongation in use, not the breaking point (which will usually be between 200 and 300% 
according to manufacturers). 
25 I read that claim for dipped latex bands: https://www.garagegymreviews.com/best-tube-resistance-bands 
(breaking point!). According to this site, extruded latex will break at about 600% elongation. 
26 Check https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dj-ewY2aV2A for example. 

https://www.garagegymreviews.com/best-tube-resistance-bands
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dj-ewY2aV2A
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5m+)27. The polish wrestling stores I found online only sell 10, 12 and –as a recent addition in 
one case – 14 mm bungee cords for wrestling training28, so we can assume that 12 mm is 
supposed to be for middleweights and 14 mm for heavyweights (and maybe very strong 
middleweights).  

My personal experience basically confirms this: any length of 5 m and up will be fine (if you 
want to tie knots in the ends for grips and/or wrap the cord around an anchor, I would 
rather tend towards 6-7.5 m) allowing a DOE of at least 2.5 meters with a central anchor. If 
the bungees are extra stretchy (200%+), 4 meters will work as well. For thickness, 10 mm will 
be a good starting point for a middleweight to train technique, a physically strong 
middleweight can definitely also use 12 mm if they have experience in rubber band training. 
14-17 mm should be possible, but using it to its full stretch (!) and for high reps in complex 
movement patterns/technique simulation will require quite a bit of training. Also, be aware 
you can use both ends in one hand, getting double the resistance per arm, and of course, 
you could double or triple the rope altogether. Double 8 mm should be about equal to 10 
mm, triple 8 mm to 14 mm of the same type of cord at the same extension. Bungee cords 
will allow you to do an isometric contraction at full extension and can be somewhat more 
progressive (rather than linear) towards full extension, so they may feel a bit different to 
latex tubes as the same resistance, which can be an advantage or a disadvantage depending 
on your preferences. Still, let us look at some other sources to compare recommendations:  

Bungee cords resistance table 

Thickness: Source: sportcompany.com.ua29 
8 mm Resistance level: 14-23 kg 

Target group: lightweights (50-65 kg) 
Use: technique & strength 

10 mm Resistance level: 19-34 kg 
Target group: middleweights (65-75 kg) 
Use: technique & strength 

12 mm Resistance level: 32-40 kg 
Target group: (light-)heavyweights (80-100 kg) 
Use: technique & strength 

14 mm  Resistance level: 42-55 kg 
Target group: superheavyweights (100-120 kg) 
Use: technique & strength 

17 mm Resistance level: 53-75 kg 
Use: technique & strength 

                                                           
27 Thanks for the info to the guys of Wrestling Fight Store, who were willing to chat with me for a few minutes 
during the European Wrestling Championships 2020 in Rome while selling me 7.5 m of 12 mm bungee cord, 
warning me they usually sold it to guys over 90 kg and not to middleweights with a walk-around weight of 80 
kg. They were also slightly bewildered that an Italian citizen could never have wrestled in Italy, be a native 
German speaker, and apparently have this Dagestani personal coach with him. Thanks for everything, guys! If 
you are reading this, I really like the bands and have fun with them all over Rome and Zurich. They have greatly 
amused my coach, who had never seen this type of резина used for training. I have since gotten 10 m of 14 
mm bungee cord in addition (just can’t stop buying larger and larger rubbers until I find one big enough for me, 
I guess!). 
28 https://wrestling.com.pl/en/47-training-expanders & https://www.zoltansport.pl/product-pol-3297-
Ekspander-guma-treningowa-12-mm.html  
29 https://sportcompany.com.ua/p952117212-zhgut-sportivnyj-rezinovyj.html  

https://wrestling.com.pl/en/47-training-expanders
https://www.zoltansport.pl/product-pol-3297-Ekspander-guma-treningowa-12-mm.html
https://www.zoltansport.pl/product-pol-3297-Ekspander-guma-treningowa-12-mm.html
https://sportcompany.com.ua/p952117212-zhgut-sportivnyj-rezinovyj.html
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Rubber tubes 

For latex tubes, the variety in resistance per thickness might be even bigger, since they are hollow 
and the resistance will depend on the inner diameter as well as the outer. You can even have 
significant variations with the same manufacturer – I have older (generation 1 +2, see further below) 
Thera-band silver with a diameter of 12 mm, while the newer one is barely 10mm thick (the hole in 
the middle is 5 mm in both cases – don’t tell me they have the same resistance). Rubber tubes are 
more flexible than bungee cords and therefore offer a bigger range of resistances. The recommended 
length for rubber tubes is 3-6 m, allowing a DOE of at least 3-6 m with a central anchor. 

Let’s look at what our friends in the Eastern Block have so say:  

Rubber tubes resistance table 

Thickness: Source: 
sportcompany.com.ua30 

Source: Borcovskaya 
rezina31 

Source: budomaster.ru32 

9 mm /  Resistance level: 2-6 kg 
11 mm /  Resistance level: 5-8 kg 
12 mm Resistance level: 32-40 kg 

Target group: 
middleweights (65-75 kg) 

Resistance level: 11 kg 
Target group: 
lightweights (<65 kg) 

Resistance level: 7-10 kg 

15mm  / / Resistance level: 12-30 kg 
18-35 kg33 

16 mm Resistance level: 42-55 kg 
Target group: (light-) 
heavyweights (80-100 kg) 

Resistance level: 38 kg 
Target group: middle- 
heavyweights (65-100 
kg) 

 

18 mm Resistance level: 53-75 kg 
Target group: 
superheavyweights (100-
120 kg) 

Resistance level: 50 kg 
Target group: super-
heavyweights (>95 kg) 

 

 

Solid rubber strings 

As mentioned in section 3.1, these are fairly common in Russia. I found a fairly complete list of 
recommendations and resistance ratings here. If you compare these numbers to the table for tubes 
above, there is a significant difference, with the tubes rated harder in many cases. Now, I am not 
entirely sure about this, since I haven’t tried the Russian version here. I did manage to secure some 
extruded solid natural rubber (NR/latex) from a European source for test purposes though (3 m, 15 
mm thick). This specific band feels a lot harder than 16 mm speargun rubber, since the force curve is 
steeper and it is fairly hard to pull from the beginning. In my opinion, this is due to the higher shore 
hardness (said rubber is rated at 50 shore, while speargun rubber, though unrated, is usually closer 

                                                           
30 https://sportcompany.com.ua/g52771740-bortsovskaya-rezina-zelenaya  
31 (Youtube channel of SportCompany.com.au! So here we have different resistance ratings and 
recommendations from the same retailer) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gSZFNI6-SyM  
32https://budomaster.ru/catalog/sportivnyy_inventar/rezinovye_espandery/rezina_dlya_dzyudo_sambo_borb
y/espander_trubka_lateksnaya_sm_074_indigo/?oid=49677 & 
https://budomaster.ru/catalog/sportivnyy_inventar/rezinovye_espandery/rezina_dlya_dzyudo_sambo_borby/
sportivnaya_rezina_zhgut_trubka_12_30_kg_15_mm_500_sm/ 
33 https://tiu.ru/p457240975-zhgut-rezinovyj-tselnolitoj.html  

https://sportcompany.com.ua/g52771740-bortsovskaya-rezina-zelenaya
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gSZFNI6-SyM
https://budomaster.ru/catalog/sportivnyy_inventar/rezinovye_espandery/rezina_dlya_dzyudo_sambo_borby/espander_trubka_lateksnaya_sm_074_indigo/?oid=49677
https://budomaster.ru/catalog/sportivnyy_inventar/rezinovye_espandery/rezina_dlya_dzyudo_sambo_borby/espander_trubka_lateksnaya_sm_074_indigo/?oid=49677
https://budomaster.ru/catalog/sportivnyy_inventar/rezinovye_espandery/rezina_dlya_dzyudo_sambo_borby/sportivnaya_rezina_zhgut_trubka_12_30_kg_15_mm_500_sm/
https://budomaster.ru/catalog/sportivnyy_inventar/rezinovye_espandery/rezina_dlya_dzyudo_sambo_borby/sportivnaya_rezina_zhgut_trubka_12_30_kg_15_mm_500_sm/
https://tiu.ru/p457240975-zhgut-rezinovyj-tselnolitoj.html
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to 40). The only logical explanation I could come up with for latex tubes to be rated higher is that 
dipped, softer rubber will extend more than extruded rubber before breaking, BUT you would 
probably not be working at limit extension either way. Also, I would say that especially the numbers 
for the resistance ratings in the left column of the table above seem pretty high in comparison, so 
take it with a grain of salt. Solid rubber strings are usually sold at lengths of 3 or 5 m. I can only 
comment on the DOE of the two samples I have (3 m length in both 12 and 15 mm), and in both 
cases, it seems to be limited to about 2 m with a central anchor.  

Solid rubber strings resistance table 

Thickness: Source: Nakover.ru34 Source: workoutshop.ru35 Source: 
budomaster.ru36 

10 mm Resistance level: / 
Target group: Children 
Use: learning rubber use 

Resistance level: ≤ 15 kg 
Target group: Children, 
Flyweights <60 kg 
Use: learning rubber use, 
technique 

 

12 mm Resistance level: / 
Target group: light- and 
middleweights up to 75 kg (incl. 
juniors) 
Use: Technique 

Resistance level: ≤ 25 kg 
Target group: light- and 
middleweights 60-75 kg 
Use: Technique 

 

14 mm  Resistance level: / 
Target group: middle- and light 
heavyweights (75-90 kg) 
Use: Technique and strength 
work 

Resistance level: ≤35 kg 
Target group: middle- and 
light heavyweights (75-90 kg) 
Use: Technique and strength 
work 

 

15 mm / / Resistance level: 
20-30 kg 

16 mm Resistance level: / 
Target group: heavyweights 
(90-105 kg) 
Use: Strength 

Resistance level: ≤47.5 kg (?)37 
Target group: heavyweights 
(90-105 kg) 
Use: Strength 

 

18 mm Resistance level: / 
Target group: 
superheavyweights (>105 kg) 
Use: Strength 

Resistance level: ≤55 kg 
Target group: 
superheavyweights (>105 kg) 
Use: Strength 

 

 

Flat bands 

So, you might be wondering about converting the weight class recommendations to flat bands, if that 
is what you can get your hands on. They also have certain advantages, like not tending to roll in the 
hand or if placed against a body part. Flat bands will often come with a resistance rating from the 
manufacturer these days, even though the same logic applies here. I found one website that sells flat 
rubber bands as well, and while they are 50% longer than your typical flat band and no resistance is 

                                                           
34 https://nakover.ru/categories/bortsovskaya-rezina-i-zhguty/products/rezina-bortsovskaya-kruglaya-nakover  
35https://workoutshop.ru/catalog/espandery/bortsovskie_zhguty/?utm_source=workoutshop.ru&utm_mediu
m=BLOG&utm_campaign=Kak-Vibrat-Borzovskiy-Ggut  
36https://budomaster.ru/catalog/sportivnyy_inventar/rezinovye_espandery/rezina_dlya_dzyudo_sambo_borb
y/sportivnaya_rezina_zhgut_trubka_12_30_kg_15_mm_500_sm/  
37 Estimation, since the site doesn’t list 16 mm currently.  

https://nakover.ru/categories/bortsovskaya-rezina-i-zhguty/products/rezina-bortsovskaya-kruglaya-nakover
https://workoutshop.ru/catalog/espandery/bortsovskie_zhguty/?utm_source=workoutshop.ru&utm_medium=BLOG&utm_campaign=Kak-Vibrat-Borzovskiy-Ggut
https://workoutshop.ru/catalog/espandery/bortsovskie_zhguty/?utm_source=workoutshop.ru&utm_medium=BLOG&utm_campaign=Kak-Vibrat-Borzovskiy-Ggut
https://budomaster.ru/catalog/sportivnyy_inventar/rezinovye_espandery/rezina_dlya_dzyudo_sambo_borby/sportivnaya_rezina_zhgut_trubka_12_30_kg_15_mm_500_sm/
https://budomaster.ru/catalog/sportivnyy_inventar/rezinovye_espandery/rezina_dlya_dzyudo_sambo_borby/sportivnaya_rezina_zhgut_trubka_12_30_kg_15_mm_500_sm/
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given, the dimensions are listed, and again, we have weight class recommendations. While you may 
not be able to obtain these exact bands, you can use the table below  as a guideline if you happen to 
have some leftover loop bands you want to cut open, or want to use two mini bands. 

 

Flat rubber bands weight class recommendations: 

Dimensions: Source: Nakover.ru38 

 

40x1.5 mm 
Length: 3 m 

Target group: kids up to 55 kg 
Use: warm-up/technique 

50x2.5 mm 
Length: 3 m 

Target group: light- and 
middleweights up to 55-85 kg 
Use: Technique 

70x2 mm 
Length: 3 m 

Target group: (light-) heavyweights 
(85-105 kg) 
Use: Technique and strength 

50x5 mm 
Length: 3 m 

Target group: superheavyweights 
(>105 kg) 
Use: Strength 

 

All this “research” on band strength (= googling random Russian and Ukrainian sports stores) got me 
curious on the validity of these ratings, and I decided to go out and see for myself for the random 
selection of bands I happened to have lying round, also in order to see how close my subjective 
impressions of “easier” and “harder” were. Prior to testing, I considered the ratings of the various 
Thera-Band varieties the most accurate, since these (through and for their use in rehabilitation etc.) 
had been tested scientifically by various institutes39. 

I am not claiming to have been super-scientific in my own testing: I used a basic 100 kg feather scale 
(NOT a calibrated dynamometer; the difference in % between my measurements and calibrated 
measurements should be fairly high at low poundage, but lower at higher poundage due to the 
construction of the feather scale) fixed to the band with a piece of webbing, as well as a measuring 
tape to check the extent of elongation, which I then calculated in %. I anchored the band at a height 
of 1m from the ground and measured the resistance at the same height. For convenience’s sake, I 
tried to use an active band length (anchor to holding point) of as close to 1 m as possible, measuring 
length before and after the test to make sure nothing slipped, and repeating the test unless the 
difference was under 1%. If I only had a shorter piece of band available, the math was slightly more 
tricky, but the basic approach was the same. 

I took the resistance measurements at 100% elongation (= twice the resting length) as well as peak 
resistance before the resistance started increasing exponentially (stacking) with latex bands or a hair 
before the webbing cover would stop elongation (bungee cords). I have explained the term of 
“stacking” before; this is the point where you feel like you hit an invisible obstacle within the Band. I 

                                                           
38 https://nakover.ru/categories/bortsovskaya-rezina-i-zhguty/products/rezina-bortsovskaya-ploskaya-nakover  
39 E.g. https://academic.oup.com/ptj/article/81/8/1437/2857666 An abbreviated chart is also included in the 
various Thera-Band handbooks. A comparison of charts can be found here: 
https://www.prohealthcareproducts.com/blog/theraband-colors-sequence-resistance-levels/ Notice that the 
numbers can easily differ up to 33% between charts for the same band color at the same elongation; this is 
probably due to Thera-Band changing the thickness of its bands several times (making them thinner) over the 
years. See rubber tube resistance chart below. 

https://nakover.ru/categories/bortsovskaya-rezina-i-zhguty/products/rezina-bortsovskaya-ploskaya-nakover
https://academic.oup.com/ptj/article/81/8/1437/2857666
https://www.prohealthcareproducts.com/blog/theraband-colors-sequence-resistance-levels/
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have tried to repeatedly “feel” this with the same band, and it always occurred within a few cm of 
the same elongation. This is basically the maximum I would be pulling a certain latex band in training, 
usually trying to stay well below that level of stretch. This is to a certain degree arbitrary, since the 
band will not rip immediately after this point. However, from my experience with rubber bands 
(especially slingshots, where I purposefully play with close to maximal elongation at full draw length 
in order to get maximum projectile speed), pulling beyond this point repeatedly will drastically 
reduce band life. In fact, one inner tube ripped during the test after I had gone slightly beyond the 
stacking point to reach a full 500% of stretch. 

 

 

Illustration of my not very scientific band testing set-up, here getting ready to test a Lifeline R9. 

You could easily use a similar set-up to do your own measurements, should you ever be interested to 
know the approximate resistance of your bands beyond the manufacturers claims. 

All measurements in the tables below are taken on a single strand of elastic anchored at the end (if 
anchoring in the middle and gripping one end in each hand, this would be the “per hand” poundage); 
if it was originally a loop band, then I either cut it open or used a ripped band. The only exception 
here is the Cando multigrip, which comes as a double strand that is sewn together every 20cm, and 
cutting the seams would defeat the purpose of the band. 
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Bungee cords 
 
Measurements 

Band type 
10 mm 

monospan 
PE 

10 mm 
multispan 

PP 

12 mm 
multispan 

cotton 

12 mm 
multispan 

PP 

12 mm 
multispan 

PS 

14 mm 
multispan PE 

Surface of 
cross-section 
(rubber) 

Ca. 70 mm² Ca. 70 
mm² 

Ca. 104 
mm² 

Ca. 104 
mm² 

Ca. 104 
mm² 

Ca. 143 mm² 

Resistance @ 
100% 
elongation 

8 kg 9 kg 12 kg 16 kg 10 kg 18 kg 

Peak resistance 
before stacking 
@ XXX % 
stretch 

10 kg @ 
125% 

10 kg @ 
110% 

16 kg @ 
165% 

20 kg @ 
125% 

24 kg @ 
200 % 

27 kg @ 
150% 

 

It should be pointed out that all bands came from different manufacturers (10 mm monospan PE: 
Kanirope 10 mm multispan PP: part of an uchi-komi band set sold by Foeldeak in 2010, unknown 
manufacturer; 12 mm cotton: “military bungee cord”, unknown manufacturer; 12 mm multispan PP: 
sold to me by wrestling-fightstore.it, unknown manufacturer; 12 mm PS: Estoma Germany, special 
model with frost-resistant rubber strings; 14 mm PE: LYSEL/planenscout.de) and therefore, various 
raw materials for the core, webbing techniques etc. were probably used, which is also evident in the 
differences in stretch factor. Stretch factors above 150% are quite rare, though. The 14 mm PE really 
didn’t like to be tied in knots, it would keep slipping until I wrapped it in kinesio tape before making 
the knot. In general, bungee cords with a PE cover will tend to slide a lot, so you might have to wrap 
them around an anchor pole twice to prevent side-to-side play. In terms of skin-friendlyness, cotton 
and PS are fairly gentle, PP is ok, PE is very rough.  

 

Rubber tubes 
 
 
 
Measurements 

Band type 
Thera-
Band 

tubing 
silver  

Gen. 3 

Thera-
Band 

tubing 
silver  

Gen. 2 

Thera-
Band 

tubing 
silver  

Gen. 2 

Deutsch & 
Neumann 
surgical 

latex 16x10 

Lifeline R940 Speargun 
rubber 

Imersion 
black 20 

mm 
Surface of cross-
section (rubber) 

59 mm²  
(o: 10 i: 
5 mm) 

76 mm²  
(o: 11 i: 5 

mm) 

94 mm²  
(o: 12 i: 5 

mm) 

122 mm² 
(o: 16 mm, 
I: 10 mm) 

174 mm²  
(o: 15 i: 2 mm) 

310 mm²  
(o: 20 i: 2 

mm) 
Resistance @ 
100% elongation 

3 kg 4.5 kg 4.5 kg 4 kg 10 kg 16 kg 

Peak resistance 
before stacking 
@ XXX % stretch 

12 kg 
@600% 

16 kg @ 
450% 

18 kg @ 
400% 

22 kg @ 
700% 

28 kg @ 500% 40 kg @ 
600% 

Note: Here, there are two diameters listed, outer (o) and inner (i). The surface of the cross-section is 
o-i.  

                                                           
40 Rated @ 90lbs peak resistance by the manufacturer: https://www.amazon.com/-/de/Lifeline-Plugged-
Resistance-Cable-Blue/dp/B017RKKQDG/ref=cm_cr_arp_d_product_top?ie=UTF8  

https://www.amazon.com/-/de/Lifeline-Plugged-Resistance-Cable-Blue/dp/B017RKKQDG/ref=cm_cr_arp_d_product_top?ie=UTF8
https://www.amazon.com/-/de/Lifeline-Plugged-Resistance-Cable-Blue/dp/B017RKKQDG/ref=cm_cr_arp_d_product_top?ie=UTF8
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I was honestly surprised by Theraband generation 1 and 2: 1 has thicker walls (3.5 mm vs. 3 mm), but 
the pull was virtually the same (note: older rubber can be harder to pull, and generation 1 is about 9-
10 years old at the time of writing, generation 2 8-9 years, which may in part explain why they are 
“punching above their weight” in terms of resistance). I suppose they might have changed the 
composition or the shore hardness between gen 1 + 2. Generation 3, on the other hand, is 33-45% 
weaker, depending on the elongation. Both have shown to be very stretchy, stretching 450% / 600% 
before stacking, with the newer generation having the upper hand (not sure whether this has to do 
with the ne compound and/or the older rubber just lost part of its elasticity, but gained in hardness). 
This makes these bands true weight wonders when compared to the 12 mm solid string: at the same 
peak resistance, a 2.5 m band will weigh between 150 (gen. 3) and 250 g (gen. 1), but offer you up to 
7.5 m of DOE (you would need 12-15 m of bungee cord to achieve the same! That would weigh 
around 1200-1500 g at an equivalent resistance). The solid rubber string, on the other hand, will have 
to be 3 m long to provide a fairly modest 2.30 m of DOE, and weigh in at around 400 g. I should point 
out that two strands of gen. 1 and three strands of gen. 3 will have the same peak resistance of 36kg, 
which is more than that of one strand of 20 mm speargun rubber. 

The Lifeline and Imersion speargun rubbers stacked at 500 resp. 600%. They also both exhibited a 
different strength curve: the maximum resistance was “only” 2.5-2.8x the resistance at 100%, which 
may have to do with the preferred strength curve for spearguns, so they have a more even increase 
of resistance later in the DOE. That both performed similar is hardly surprising, since their 
composition is similar (multi-layer dipped natural latex core, colored outer coating). 

Finally, the Deutsch & Neumann was the last rubber band I bought, in the final phase of writing this 
book. I got a very good deal on it since it was a leftover piece, I ended up paying 20 € for 5 meters, 
which would have normally cost me around 55 €. It is surgical tubing made from uncovered medical 
grade latex with no additives. I am mentioning this because in the slingshot community, it is usually 
said that natural “blonde” latex will tend to get sticky when it’s hot (no pun intended), and is also less 
abrasion resistant than the colored versions from the same manufacturers41. The tube is VERY 
stretchy at 700% before stacking, with a linear strength curve up to 22 kg peak resistance (very high 
for something of this cross-section, again due to the high stretch factor). It is also fairly skin-friendly, 
with a surface that is only slightly textured. This, however, also makes it fairly hard to grip. For a 
compromise, I folded over the ends and tied them together with a thin piece of flat band, also 
attaching some loops in the process (see section 9.3 for a picture). However, I also use a piece about 
5 feet long without any modifications as a travel band. 

  

                                                           
41 For a complete resistance chart of surgical tubing, check here: http://www.latex-tubing.com/Exercise.html 
They provide a comparison chart to Thera-Band tubing, which must be fairly old – Thera Band tubing Gold 
hasn’t been made in like forever, so I’d assume it’s generation 1. The values for tubing of said company should 
be fairly consistent though, however there may be not insignificant differences to other companies’ products.  

http://www.latex-tubing.com/Exercise.html
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Rubber strings 
 
Measure-
ments 

Band type 
12 mm 

solid  
(Nakover) 

12 mm solid  
(Eriks/ 

Maagtechnic 
NR) 

14 mm solid 
(Dopamineo) 

15 mm solid  
(Eriks/ 

Maagtechnic 
NR) 

15.5 mm 
solid  

(Nakover) 

16 mm solid 
(Dopamineo) 

Surface of 
cross-
section 

113 mm² 113 mm² 154 mm² 176 mm² 189 mm² 201 mm² 

Resistance 
@ 100% 
elongation 

6 kg 14 kg 8 kg 20 kg 12 kg 6 kg 

Peak 
resistance 
before 
stacking @ 
XXX % 
stretch 

18 kg @ 
300% 

18 kg @ 
150% 

26 kg @ 
300% 

24 kg @ 
125% 

28 kg @ 
275% 

36 kg @ 
300% 

Both solid rubber strings from Eriks stacked quite a bit earlier than I would have guessed (the thinner 
one noticeably later than the thicker one), I would have expected this to happen at around 175-
200%. The extension felt more like a bungee cord than like a rubber tube. But then again, it was not 
really made to stretch far (it’s a piece of sealing rubber, though a fairly expensive one around here). I 
blame the fairly high shore hardness of 50. Also, I should mention that whenever I did a full workout 
with either of the two rubber strings, I got a strong irritation of the elbow tendons. All in all, I would 
say they’re not really a good choice at a length of 3m; maybe it would be better if they were longer, 
but then again, the cost per meter is higher than comparable speargun rubber, which is superior in 
every way. 

I later acquired two 5m long solid rubber strings made by Nakover directly from Russia42, one 
recommended for weight classes up to 75 kg (12 mm) an one for weights between 75 and 90 kg (15.5 
mm). The Nakover rubber bands are a lower shore hardness than the Eriks, resulting in a much 
higher stretchability (275-300%). This makes them much preferable for training, as they produce a 
much more even resistance curve. They are sold in lengths of 3-5 m, and I even use 2.5 m lengths 
without problems. The downside is that they wear out quite quickly, and I wouldn’t recommend 
using them at more than 250% stretch, since they are prone to visible micro-tears. 

The last bands I got were from Dopamineo in Israel, which are a mix of latex and silicone. They 
exhibit very interesting resistance curves – very soft at the beginning, and then quite progressive 
after 200-250%. However, I have observed at least some tendency of plastic deformation at 300% 
(even if the bands didn’t “stack” like most latex bands I have), so I decided not to push it any further, 
even though the manufacturer claims stretchabilities of 500-700%. 

  

                                                           
42 If you are wondering: I did so via the website parcl.com, which is basically a forwarding site for purchases 
made in Russia. This allows you to use paypal, which is rarely accepted there. On the other hand, shipping, 
insurance and the service charge for my 150 $ order (several rubber bands, a pair of Sambo shoes and two 
Kurtkas) amounted to 160 $ for a 310$ total. It only made sense for me due to curiosity about the resistance 
levels of these bands, and because my order was large enough that I would have paid more in total for the 
items on Amazon. 
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Flat bands 
 
Measurements 

Band type 
Aerobis  
X-heavy 

Aerobis 
Argh! 

Thera-Band 
Gold 

Adidas 
Uchi-komi 

Band 

Cando 
multigrip 

Gold43 

Deuserband 
red 

Surface of 
cross-section 
(rubber) 

30.4 mm² 46 mm² 79 mm² 100 mm² 120 mm² 122 mm² 

Resistance @ 
100% 
elongation 

8 kg 12 kg 4.5 kg 6 kg 5.5 kg 6 kg 

Peak resistance 
before stacking 
@ XXX % 
stretch 

16 kg @ 
200% 

27.5 kg 
@ 200% 

17 kg @ 
675% 

6 kg @ 
100% 

9 kg @ 
200% 

12 kg @ 225% 

 

This category includes bands of four basic types: wide and thin flat latex bands (Therband), thick and 
narrow flat latex bands (Deuserband), narrow TPU-bands (Aerobis) and flat webbing bands with 
multiple rubber stands inside (Adidas, Cando). The latter category demonstrated fairly low peak 
resistance in comparison to the cross-section with a variable stretchability. I was actually 
disappointed in the Adidas – the idea is nice, the workmanship is good, but the quality of the elastic 
used is in my opinion sub-standard, making this product a suitable option for kids only in my opinion. 

The Thera-Band Gold actually measured at an initial lower resistance than stated by the 
manufacturer in their current manual44 (4.5 vs. 6.5 kg), however, it was closer at 200 % (8 kg vs. 9.5). 
This may be due to inherent faults in my testing, however, it might also be a question of generations: 
Generation 1 of Thera-Band flat was significantly stronger (rated at 9.8 kg @100% and at 18.2 kg @ 
250%45 and both thicker and wider than the newer Thera-Band Gold), so the newer manual is giving 
the ratings for generation 2. I should also point out that in Thera-Band tubing there have been three 
generations in the last ten years, each thinner than the last one (see above), and while I cannot 
confirm this, I have been told by fellow slingshooters that the flat Thera-Band Gold was also made 
thinner twice in the past decade (going from 15 cm to 12.5 cm width first, the second generation 
with no logos and the third generation having the large brand logo printed on it), so the difference 
MAY be in part also due to that. Anyway, it is still very stretchy and fairly strong @ about 17 kg peak 
resistance. I should point out that Theraband considers it band abuse to stretch the bands more than 
200%. 

The Aerobis Alphabands (sold as loop bands and in 5 m lengths) are statistical outliers when it comes 
to the relation of cross-section and resistance. They are made from TPU, not from rubber. They are a 
little bit stiffer at the beginning, but stretched to a respectable 200% before stacking in my tests 
(note: the manufacturer recommends stretching them only to 150%, but lists the same maximum 
resistances I have recorded at 200%, so it might be due to room temperature etc.). They are UV-
stable and skin-friendly and fold up in an incredibly tiny package, making them an ideal choice for 
travel.  

                                                           
43 Some strands on the Cando were already torn before the test, I would estimate a new band to be up to 10 % 
stronger. 
44 https://www.theraband.com/international-instructions  
45 https://www.sport-tiedje.de/thera-band-5-5m-beige-extra-duenn-gelb-duenn-rot-mittelstark-la-20010  

https://www.theraband.com/international-instructions
https://www.sport-tiedje.de/thera-band-5-5m-beige-extra-duenn-gelb-duenn-rot-mittelstark-la-20010
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Inner Tubes 
 
Measurements 

Band type 
Michelin C4 Latex 1.75 Innova 1.75-2.00 Butyl Kwon Judo tube46 

Surface of cross-
section (rubber) 

50 mm² 96 mm² 180 mm² 

Resistance @ 
100% elongation 

Ca. 1 kg 4.5 kg 6 kg 

Peak resistance 
before stacking 
@ XXX % stretch 

6 kg @500%47 8kg @ 125%  
(already stacking) 

24 kg @ 300% 

 

You can see that the butyl tube stacked quite strongly towards the end, the pull increasing to almost 
double within 25% of stretch. The Kwon stacked at 300%, quite a bit earlier than the Michelin at 
500%, but it also delivered four times the peak resistance of the Michelin and at least three times as 
much as the butyl tube. It is a fairly thick tube, the cross-section being larger than the recommended 
flat band for 85-105 kg wrestlers in the flat bands table. Since they are only sold at shorter lengths, 
they will exhibit fairly steep to very steep strength curves – great for uchi-komi and basic strength 
exercises like rows, but maybe somewhat more limited for other uses especially if you are in a lower 
weight class (also see section 9.1: Judo for further discussion).  

All in all, inner tubes will perform somewhat in between flat bands and tubes (unless made of a 
material as inflexible as butyl or high-shore extruded rubber): they will be easier to grip than tubes – 
especially if textured as nicely as the Kwon –, be as skin-friendly as a Theraband since they have no 
sharp edges or reduced surface of contact while lasting longer than flat band of the same thickness, 
though typically not as long as tube with a comparable cross-sections, since they tend to wear faster. 
I have had tubes with multiple puncture holes that held up just fine for another half a year. All in all, 
if you are reasonably careful and avoid rubbing them over sharp surfaces or against each other 
excessively (something to bear in mind with all bands of lower shore hardness!), I am confident you 
will get at least one if not two years of good use out of them.  

 

All in all, I would say my testing basically “confirms” the ratings of most of the Russian and Ukrainian 
websites above, under the premise that most (but not all) of them will list the resistance of two 
strands instead of one. I personally find listings for one strand easier to compare to dumbbell, 
kettlebell or pulley weights, since in most cases that is the resistance “per hand”. Now, if we look at 
the tables again, we will find that in most cases and regardless of the band type, the recommended 
peak resistance per hand is between 1/5 and 1/3 (on average ¼) of the weight class. I find this a good 
range for experienced users, since ¼ will give you a peak resistance on par with the weight limit of 
your weight class (measured at the anchor point) when doubling up the bands for rows, squats etc. 
With bungee cords, a slightly lower peak resistance is required than with pure rubber bands, since 
you can use the bungees to full extension, which you may want to avoid with unprotected bands for 
safety reasons. 

                                                           
46 A Korean-style Judo tube similar if not identical to the Danrho. These are sold in lengths between 75 and 190 
cm. They are all useful, but IMHO the 190 cm is the most versatile. Plus, if it does rip, you will still be left with 
one if not two useable lengths. If you shop around, you will find the 75 cm for 7-8€ and the 190 for under 15 €. 
47 This was probably already plastic deformation: the band did not return to true and in the next attempt broke 
at about 400% stretch. It should be mentioned I bought it about six years ago. 
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To wrap this section up, let me give you my personal preference for “optimal resistance level” 
(whether or not you can find that in a single band is another question, and how long that will work 
ideally another): In my opinion, a band should allow you to shadow-wrestle/drill for 6-10 minutes 
continuously at a fast pace – preferably not at full stretch, but with constant tension. Ideally, your 
“working distance” for shadow wrestling would be at about two thirds of the bands DOE; this leaves 
room for improvement and strength-dominant intervals, but also allows you to safely warm up with 
the same band. This holds true regardless of whether you are using the band as a single layer, 
doubled or tripled up; however in the latter cases, it becomes more challenging to grip. 
The band should allow you to do the general exercises where you can use less resistance (e.g. triceps 
extensions) for about 30-50 reps (little stretch) and 15-25 reps (more stretch). It should further 
challenge you to do 25 reps for the general exercises where you can use more force (e.g. rows and 
upright rows) as a double band (both ends in one hand or double layer). That would be the 
combination that will allow you to work on all aspects of your fitness and challenge you for at least a 
year or two. If you are well-trained and have experience with bands, that should be in the 
neighborhood of the suggestions above. 
To learn the moves and exercises, pick a weaker and/or longer band (or stay closer to the anchor 
point), to challenge yourself after some time you can try a stronger and/or shorter one (or move 
further away from the anchor point – provided the DOE is long enough). 

If you’re in doubt which band is right for you, opt for a weaker and longer band, since that will always 
be useful. Anyway, rest assured, if you get bitten by the band bug, the first band you get will likely 
not be your last one ;-) 
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3.4 Band care 

      

To quote an old acquaintance of mine – “Match the points, find the giraffe.” 

This short section is basically about “dos and don’ts” of band training. As stated in section 3.1 and 
3.2, certain band types are more resistant to abuse than others. Regardless of type of band used, 
what it will like least is mechanical damage. Therefore, avoid contact with any sharp edges. Don’t 
wrap it around anything rough or sharp if possible (no right angles, no bark, street shoes… smooth, 
clean surfaces are good, padded surfaces are best), and anchor the band in a way that prevents it 
from sliding around, which can also be abrasive. Be aware that some commercially available anchors 
are made from fairly rough variety of webbing, which will increase wear; the same can be true for 
attached grips, though here, the culprits are usually plastic or metal parts (for more details on 
anchors, see section 3.6, for grip attachments, see section 3.7). Also, don’t wear jewelry while 
training (including piercings – for your own good), keep your fingernails short or, if that goes against 
your lifestyle48, consider wearing gloves (not fingerless ones, duh!), hold the bands in a way that 
avoids contact with the elastic or use grips. Flat bands and inner tubes are more sensitive here. 

Further, avoid overstretching the bands. Every band has an immediate breaking point, which will 
depend on the type and thickness of the band. For some bands, this will take far more than 100 kg of 
force, and over 900% of elongation; others will snap already at 200% elongation, so be sure to 
familiarize yourself with your equipment. However, be aware that every band also has a point where 
it will start to accumulate wear at a faster rate. Therefore, I would suggest to avoid stretching bands 
past the point where they start to become increasingly progressive in resistance, therefore suddenly 
harder to pull (called “stacking” in archery) if you want to have them for a long time.  

 

                                                           
48 As an interesting side note, long and sharp fingernails are an integral part of certain martial traditions, most 
notably “gouging”/”rough and tumble”, a vicious fighting style popular in Virginia in the 18th/19th century, often 
resulting in one or both opponents being severely maimed. Supposedly, the long thumb nail is for thumb 
techniques in boxing, long nails on other fingers for wrestling. See Elliott J. Gorn, “Gouge and Bite, Pull Hair and 
Scratch”: The Social Significance of Fighting in the Southern Backcountry. In: The American Historical Review, 
Volume 90, Issue 1, February 1985, Pages 18–43. If that is your thing, so be it. Just please, don’t shred innocent 
bands. 
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Don’t overstretch your bands. Don’t drag them over sharp edges (including fingernails). Don’t expose to 
chemicals or to UV light (including sunlight) for prolonged periods of time. Don’t snap them into your eyes. 

Don’t kill yourself. Refer back to this list periodically.  

 

Finally, latex bands don’t like: sunlight/UV light for extended periods, extreme temperatures (both 
high and low), ozone, all kinds of oils (it’s a resin!), solvents (including chlorine), hydrocarbons (both 
aromatic and aliphatic), acids and alkalis. If they come into contact with any of these, they should be 
washed with clear water and air-dried. Dusting with talcum powder to prevent sticking is optional. 

The best way to store bands is in a temperate, dry and dark place, away from heat and sunlight etc. I 
have sometimes seen them being stored in an appropriate can, though the standard is a dark nylon 
bag (trash bags work surprisingly well, but so do shopping bags). If you want to go fancy, you can use 
a drybag or something similar.  

Long story short: take care of your bands, and they will take care of you. 
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3.5 Customizing the resistance curve of rubber bands 
 

 

The Schmidt Sports Deuser Zugseil.  
Simple design (though too short for my personal taste), yet inspiring. 

 

Ok, this is going to start out somewhat nerdy, but please bear with me. I came up with this concept by 
experimenting with slingshots and pondering about what possible advantages the grip design of a 
certain resistance band (Schmidt Sports Deuser Zugseil) might have to offer. I am pretty sure people 
have figured this out before me, but I have never read anything about it in a training context, so I will 
elaborate a bit. 

  

Slingshot bands: tapered flat bands (left) and various pseudo-tapers on flat bands and tubes (right). 

Let me introduce you to the concept of « tapered bands ». Tapered bands are rubber bands that have 
more material on one side than on the other. This can be achieved by cutting them asymmetrically, or 
– in the case of tubes – using a « pseudo-taper », meaning that part of the tube is folded over and 
fastened to itself at some distance from the anchor point. In slingshooting, this is all about speed : you 
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want to achieve the maximum acceleration by using the minimum amount of rubber, because the extra 
weight will hinder acceleration, and larger amounts of rubber will « stack » earlier than smaller 
amounts of the same rubber (don’t ask me about the physics – molecule adhesion and whatnot49). 
Therefore, tapered and pseudo-tapered bands shoot faster than regular bands that are cut 
symmetrically (parallel sides), always compared at the same peak resistance, the same length, with 
the same raw material and the same ammo50. In a way, the taper will help you to overstretch the band 
partially, especially in the narrowest part. Therefore, while extreme tapers produce the fastest-
throwing bands, they also have the shortest lifespan. Moderate tapers (e.g. 20 mm at the base to 12 
mm at the pouch) are more common and provide a compromise between speed and longevity. 

Now, I am not recommending you cut up your flat bands to make tapered bands (although you could), 
since that would be a trade-off in longevity and also an irreversible modification. While you can 
absolutely build pseudo-tapers using tubes, flat bands etc., I think the type of band most suited for this 
endeavor are bungee cords, just like on the Deuser Zugseil. Because the bungee cords will have an 
inbuilt «stop» when reaching the end of their stretch, they will care a lot less about continued pull on 
them at that point (while you can plastically deform a bungee cord and elongate it beyond elastic 
deformation to the point where it will break, this will take a significantly increased amount of 
resistance).  

Bungee cords therefore seem perfect for making pseudo-tapers, also considering the price – you can 
make a band with the stretch properties of a 60-80 € four meter piece of speargun rubber for around 
10 €, and it will probably last you a lot longer due to the webbing cover. That is not to say that the 
bungee is superior to the speargun rubber in every way – for example, you’ll need a longer band to 
achieve the same DOE, and therefore require more space to work out. However, that shouldn’t be an 
issue when training outdoors or in a big gym. Most bungees will also be rougher on the skin in 
comparison, and the speargun rubber will be better suited for exercises without an anchor (standing 
on the band, for example). Also refer to sections 3.1 and 3.2 for more comparisons. 

 

 

How and why is this relevant here? Well, simply put, you can also use this to customize resistance, 
which in this context is especially interesting if you want to change the characteristics and resistance 

                                                           
49 See https://slingshotforum.com/blog/11/entry-128-why-are-tapered-bands-faster-and-what-useful-
information-have-i-learned-in-the-process-of-discovering-the-answer/ for a discussion of the effects. 
50 See http://slingshotchannel.blogspot.com/2011/11/tapered-vs-straight-reliable-data.html  

https://slingshotforum.com/blog/11/entry-128-why-are-tapered-bands-faster-and-what-useful-information-have-i-learned-in-the-process-of-discovering-the-answer/
https://slingshotforum.com/blog/11/entry-128-why-are-tapered-bands-faster-and-what-useful-information-have-i-learned-in-the-process-of-discovering-the-answer/
http://slingshotchannel.blogspot.com/2011/11/tapered-vs-straight-reliable-data.html
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curve of a band you have, rather than having to buy one that has exactly the characteristics you are 
looking for, which can be tricky and expensive. By using a pseudo-taper, you can actually get double 
the regular peak resistance out of the band. In contrast to a normal double band, you will have a 
smoother, easier pull at the beginning, but the same peak resistance. That means not only do you need 
less band to achieve the same peak resistance at the same DOE, you can also modify the pseudo taper 
to fit your personal preferences. 

With slingshots, the recommended ratio for pseudo tapers is usually somewhere between 1:1 and 6:1 
(single tube : doubled up part), with 2:1 to 5:6 being most common. With resistance bands, everything 
goes. Just bear in mind that the length of the doubled-up part will determine the DOE after reaching 
peak resistance of the single band. In the case of the Deuser Zugseil, the loops are about 20 or 25 cm 
long, meaning you will at the most have the higher resistance in the last 15 cm (stretch factor ~90%, 
plus you will be gripping the loop51). If, however, you made loops that are 100 cm long, you would 
have ca. 90 cm of DOE at a higher resistance at the same stretch factor (naturally more if the stretch 
factor is higher). You could even get real crazy and by making a triple taper and/or connecting several 
bands (just be sure to connect them properly!) of various properties and types52 to create a band-
system with several resistance “jumps”53. You get the idea. 

Let me illustrate the effects of various pseudo-tapers in the tables below. The same logic and setup 
and precision (or lack thereof) apply as for my tests in chapter 3.3. The pseudo-tapers were produced 
by simply tying a loop of the desired length (ratios given below; for clarity: at 240 cm band length, ratio 
3:1 equals a single band length of 180 cm + a loop length of 60 cm, 2:1 = 160 + 80 cm, 1:1 = 120 + 120 
cm; with a band length of 182 cm, 3:1 = 136 cm + 46 cm, 2:1 = 121 + 61 cm, 1:1 = 91 + 91 cm). Since I 
did the test in my mat room where I have about 5.5 m of room from the anchor point, I chose to use 
band lengths that would produce a maximum distance of elongation (DOE) of 3 meters, and took 
resistance measurements at 33% (1m), 66% (2m) and 100% (3m) of DOE. 

 

10 mm bungee cord, peak resistance 10 kg @ 125% stretch 

Setup Resistance @ DOE (distance of elongation) X 
Band length from 

anchor point 
Pseudo-taper 

(single: double) 
1 m  

(= 33 % max) 
2 m  

(= 66 % max) 
3 m 

(= 100 % max) 
240 cm none 4 kg 7 kg 10 kg 
240 cm 3:1 4kg  8 kg 20 kg 
240 cm 2:1 4kg  10 kg 20 kg 
240 cm 1:1 7 kg 14 kg 20 kg 

12 mm bungee cord, peak resistance 16 kg @ 165% stretch 

Setup Resistance @ DOE (distance of elongation) X 
Band length from 

anchor point 
Pseudo-taper 

(single: double) 
1 m  

(= 33 % max) 
2 m  

(= 66 % max) 
3 m 

(= 100 % max) 

                                                           
51 Otherwise, for the resistance curve it doesn’t matter whether you grip the tapered or the loop part. 
52 If you are connecting flat bands or (inner) tubes with bungee cords, I would suggest making the bare rubber 
bands the “stronger” (= higher peak resistance) part of the system. Therefore, the bungee will stack before the 
bare rubber, and you will not be forcefully pulling on a stacked-out bare rubber band with no overstretch 
protection.  
53 Why would you want to do that? This might be interesting in several scenarios – entering a technique, then 
having to overcome a counter (e.g. sprawl) by powering through, for doing setups at a low to moderate 
intensity and then suddenly applying full force for a throw, or for intervals. It is especially interesting if you 
have limited room to move back, for example when training indoors at home. 
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182 cm None 7 kg  12 kg  16 kg 
182 cm 3:1 7 kg  12 kg  32 kg 
182 cm 2:1 7 kg  12 kg  32 kg 
182 cm 1:1 8 kg 15 kg 32 kg 

12 mm bungee cord, peak resistance 20 kg @ 125% stretch 

Setup Resistance @ DOE (distance of elongation) X 
Band length from 

anchor point 
Pseudo-taper 

(single: double) 
1 m  

(= 33 % max) 
2 m  

(= 66 % max) 
3 m 

(= 100 % max) 
240 cm None 8 kg 13 kg 20 kg 
240 cm 3:1 8 kg 14 kg 40 kg 
240 cm 2:1 8 kg 16 kg 40 kg 
240 cm 1:1 10 kg 20 kg 40kg 

 

The longer the loop, the earlier the single strand will reach near-maximum poundage and the earlier 
the second strand will come into play; therefore, the longer the distance you will be working against 
both strands. Not always will an increase in loop length affect the resistance curve noticeably: in the 
second bungee, a 3:1 and a 2:1 pseudo taper gave the same reading on my archaic instruments. This 
may be partially due to the fact that the bungee in questions is unusually stretchy. In other cases, we 
can see very clear and almost linear increases. It so happens that the first and the third bungee are 
very relatable, since they have an identical stretch coefficient as well as a clear relation in resistance 
by pure coincidence54. We can see that with a pseudo-taper of 1:1 with the 10 mm bungee, we can 
produce a resistance curve that is almost identical to a single strand of the stronger 12 mm bungee, 
even though a single 10 mm has exactly half the resistance of the 12 mm at all measurement points 
(so doubling it would produce an identical strength curve). You could also use this approach to slowly 
and gradually progress from a single band to a double band, without limiting yourself to the potentially 
fairly small range of motion (and/or few reps) in which you could initially pull the double band if it’s 
too strong for you. You can, however, slowly work up to using a double band by increasing the length 
of the loop (1:1, 1:2, 1:3 => double band). Basically, pseudo tapers give you many additional options 
to adjust the resistance curve. 

The critical factor here is once again the length of the band: in order to produce a 5 m band with a 1:1 
pseudo taper, you will need about 7.5-8.5 m of bungee cord, depending on thickness and whether you 
use knots or other means such as zip-ties or clamps to produce the loop. In fact, if you want to play 
with this concept using bungee cord, I would recommend getting somewhere between 8 and 10 
meters, which should allow you to really get creative.  

When using pseudo tapers, it can actually make sense to cut the band in half, leaving you with two 4-
5 m bands (I’d cut to 4 m only if the band stretches at least by 150%). In this case, you can decide 
whether you want the loop on the anchor side or whether you want to grip it (using a poacher’s knot 
for the anchor). Personally, I choose to put the anchor on the loop sides for most exercises, but will 
reverse to the poacher’s knot on the other end for shots etc., using the loop around my hips. 

When building pseudo tapers, your maximum draw weight will always be dictated by the type of band 
you are using, which is somewhat limiting in the peak resistance you can produce. In order to produce 
exactly the peak resistance you want, you could connect various pieces of different types of bands, or 

                                                           
54 They are different types of bungee cord, made by different manufacturers. As stated before, the properties 
of bungee cords will very much between manufacturers and thicknesses, so actually a thinner bungee can 
produce more resistance than a thicker one (in fact, I have one 9 mm bungee that produces up to 24 kg of pull 
as a single strand).  
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you could play with the DOE. There is now law saying you HAVE to use the full DOE of a band, so if for 
example you had the second bungee cord in the example above (165% max stretch) and wanted to 
build a band that would give you 24 kg of resistance at a DOE of 3 m, you might want to use a pseudo-
taper in the neighborhood of 1:1 and an active band length of 2.40 m per side = 5m total length (ca. 8 
m of bungee). The reasoning here being that we can deduce from the rough strength curve above that 
our pseudo-tapered band will reach 25 kg of resistance at around 80-90% of maximum stretch (= 130-
150% elongation in this case). Alternatively, you could use a double band with 2.8 meters per side (ca. 
12 meters of bungee). Of course, if you truly wanted to be exact with the poundage, you would have 
to use more precise measuring equipment than me, produce more detailed strength curves etc., but I 
think you should get a general idea about the possibilities of this approach. 

 

 

Pseudo tapers and linked bands in action:  
Top: a 12 mm bungee (8m, 16 kg maximum draw weight) with a 1:2 pseudo taper for a 32 kg maximum draw 

Bottom: a compound system of two Deuser Zugseile (2.4 m each, red: 20 kg maximum draw, grey; 24 kg maximum draw) 
with a partial pseudo-taper of 3:1 on the grey one for a maximum draw weight of 48 kg55.  

This system produces various “jumps” in resistance. 

 

  

                                                           
55 All resistances are given “per hand”/”per end”, not “on the anchor”, just like elsewhere in this book. The maximum force 
on the anchor is always double of the maximum resistance “per end”. 
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3.6 Anchors 
Using a long band means will necessarily have to use some king of anchor. The 
main criteria here are solidity and not damaging the band. This can be achieved 
simply by looping the band around the waist or arm of a partner as seen on the 
right, though one could argue that in this case, some of the bands’ benefits of solo 
training are lost, and also if you happen to let go of the band, your partner will get 
a nasty snap.  

You can anchor your band around any solid and 
smooth object, especially rails, street signs and 
lantern posts. Trees etc. might be too rough for most 
types of bands. If you only loop around that object 
once (as seen on the left), you should note that your 
band is only held laterally by tension and friction, and 

if you pull asymmetrically, it can slide, which may erode the band over time. It is 
better to pass the band around at least twice (as seen on the right), or loop the band through itself in 
a self-tightening knot as seen with anchors below on the right. The disadvantage of this is that you 

lose some active band length, more so if your anchor is a thick post.  

Therefore, and to increase versatility, you can use a separate anchor, 
usually made from webbing. There are some commercially available, 
most of which have some kind of knob which can be wedged in a sturdy 
door (over the top, on the side – preferably the hinge side – or on the 
bottom) which is then closed so that the user and the bands are on one 
side and the knob is on the other. Ideally, the door would open to the 
outside from the perspective of the user, so that the band tension pulls 

the door closed and not open, which puts tension on the lock (and hinges) and may cause the 
mechanism to fail. I have come awfully close to ripping doors from the hinges, so be warned. Also, if 
there is any chance of other people wanting to use that door while you are exercising, lock it. 
Anchors can also be looped around a post as seen on the right. If you want to be able to also anchor 
around very thick objects, you can use a longer webbing belt (both ends tied together or with a 
buckle).  

One problem with webbing anchors is that, again, the band(s) can slide 
end thereby erode – most types of webbing are fairly rough. You can 
minimize this by again double-looping the bands around it, by wrapping 
the loop in duct tape, or by adding a foam or rubber sleeve around the 
anchor. This is what I recommend for maximum band life. A semi-flexible 
rubber sleeve or a solid plastic tube (make sure to break the corners of the 
inside, so it doesn’t tear up you anchor band and shoots in your face!) 
might be the best option for certain tapes of bands: thick latex tubes and 
bungee cords usually don’t take too kindly to very small-radius bends, 
which again may shorten band life.  
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Homemade anchors made from martial arts belts and webbing, some with foam sleeves or duct tape wrap to protect the 
bands. Separate webbing band with buckle – for outdoor use on big posts, trees etc. - attached to the black (20 mm 

speargun rubber, 4 m long) rubber tube in the middle. On the right, anchors for doorways: the green one is homemade and 
has a taped knot on to, above a Thera-band anchor without band protection, on the right a long no-name anchor with two 

pieces of rubber, suitable both as a door anchors and as an outdoor anchor. 

 

 

Wall anchor (re-purposed ceiling anchor for boxing bag), bare (left) and with safety padding cut from a leftover piece or mat 
(4 cm thick). Webbing band attached via constrictor knot, holding blue speargun rubber tubes in another constrictor knot. 

Grey Thera-Band tubing constrictor-knotted to one strand of webbing. Second (red) anchor attached to first anchor. 
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3.7 Grip Attachments 
While gripping the bare bands works fine for the most part, there are some occasions in which you 
might want to change things up. Basically, you have the option to make gripping easier or harder.  

The easiest way to make gripping a single band easier is to simply tie a knot at the ends, which should 
prevent your hands from slipping off. This is a very minor change – though it will cost you some 
active band length56 –, and you can still get the full benefit of in-built grip and wrist training if you 
grip the band above the knot with a little space in between. The knot can give you tactile feedback 
that you are, in fact slipping – something you might not be aware of otherwise – and you can re-
adjust your grip or continue with the easier grip setting. 

The next logical step would be tying a small loop, in which case you lose even more band length (25-
50 cm per side, depending on band thickness). This serves the same purpose as the knot, with the 
additional potential benefit that the lose end is aligned with the working band and can be gripped 
along with it. I especially like this in the case of bungee cords, which tend to be slippery and 
somewhat uncomfortable to grip otherwise. You can also feed the knot through the loop and voila, 
you have a constrictor knot. This can serve as a “safety belt” around your wrists, or allow you to loop 
the band around your ankles or even around your hip.  

You can also tie a bigger loop and pad it with some foam or fabric, 
though again, you lose more band length that way. Another 
possibility is to add loops made of webbing. These can simply be tied 
or looped to the ends if you made a knot there, or zip-tied on as 
seen on the right. This way, you can also more easily use several 
bands together, which can be a bit sketchy without a separate grip. 
This will give you similar benefits to a large or small loop, only you 
should be careful that any attachments you use are anchored safely 
and don’t damage the bands. Of course, you could also attach grips 
with solid handles if that is what you prefer, you can check major 
manufacturers like Bodylastics, Stroops etc. and see how theirs are 

made. You could even attach long handles anchored either on both 
sides (creating a rubber-powered “barbell”) or just on one side, 
creating a bat-type implement allowing you unilateral work. A 
Chinese book on Qin Na suggests using a wooden attachment “the 
size of an arm” for a pulley system, so that you can simulate 
grappling techniques more easily57. One creative type of handle I 
have seen occasionally are tennis and lacrosse balls, apparently 
attached via an eye screw. I am somewhat skeptical about this type 
of attachment, especially for higher strength bands, but honestly 
haven’t tried it and therefore will refrain from definitive judgement. 

                                                           
56 More so the thicker the band is. On a thin band, it will only be 5-10 cm per side, on a 20 mm latex strand, it 
will easily be 25 cm per side (and bands that thick can rarely be tied tightly anyway). I wouldn’t do it with latex 
bands thicker than 14 mm, you might be better off just wrapping the end in self-sealing tape or something. 
57 Zhao Da Yuan, Practical Qin Na. Part 2: Foundational Training, Techniques and Methods (Outskirt Press 2016) 
pg. 48-53. 
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In the same manner you can attach pieces of fabric to simulate gripping a Gi 
(making it ”harder” to grip). I have already mentioned Jitsgrips and Uchi-komi 
bands above, so here I will limit myself to stating that you can use all kinds of Gi 
grip trainers including homemade ones, or even tie an entire Gi to the bands58.  

This is also true for ropes. You can use short ropes of various thicknesses, though 
in my opinion this mainly makes for an additional challenge if you use thicker 
ropes (2 cm and up), since at least the bands with a round cross-section tend to 
present their own challenges in gripping, and are actually harder to grip (due to 
stretch and the smooth surface which does not absorb sweat) than ropes of 
similar thicknesses. You could, however, take long bands (at least 3m from anchor 
to attachment) and attach a climbing rope or even Gi rope to it (see the Suples 
HIRTS for inspiration). Unless you use multiple super strong bands, this will be easier than climbing a 
rope without using your feet, and the resistance will vary – easy at the beginning, hard at the end of 
the climb. You can use this to work more on endurance (for longer intervals than you could climb 
rope) or to help building up the strength and coordination for rope climbing if you are currently 
unable to. In any case, it is an ok substitute for rope climbing if you don’t have access to a climbing 
rope. 

 

Homemade Grip attachments: Webbing grips with and without rubber sleeves and plastic tubes (left), Gi-grips (middle), 
wooden wrist simulator, wrist simulator made from a busted wrestling dummy, simple and spliced rope handles (right). All 

handles can be attached to the bands via a constrictor knot using webbing bands. 

  

                                                           
58 As seen here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FdYdDyB1vZU @ 3:30. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FdYdDyB1vZU
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4. Implementation and carry-over 
 

 
Dorky wrestling flyer from 1900 shows you how to carry over (#ILiftThingsUpAndPutThemDown). 

 

In this section, we will look at several aspects. First, I will give you some suggestions on how 
to start implementing rubber bands into your training, if you want to start right away 
(section 4.1). Secondly, we will have a more in-depth look at how rubber bands carry over to 
grappling sports, and which factors influence carry-over (section 4.2). And thirdly, I will give 
you some sample workouts, but feel free to check out the much broader array of 
suggestions in sections 5, 7, 8 and 9 as well. 

 

4.1 How should I start my training journey with rubber bands?  
 

So now that you have procured yourself at least one rubber band, what do you do with it?  

Put simply, I would generally suggest starting out with basic exercises first, in order to 
develop a feel for the implement. From there, you can start implementing more and more 
specific exercises for grappling techniques you are familiar with. I cannot stress this aspect 
enough: while rubber bands can be a valuable learning aid (apart from being a training tool, 
of course), they cannot replace the feedback of a human partner, let alone coach. I would 
therefore strongly encourage you to learn techniques with a coach and partner first, and 
introduce rubber band simulation of that technique only once you have a firm grip of it. 
Otherwise, you run the risk of developing bad habits, and lose the benefit of proper 
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visualization. You can think of specific exercises with rubber bands the same way a grappling 
dummy is used, or pad work, punch bags and shadowboxing in the striking disciplines: 
technique first, resistance second, free combination third. 

 

I will introduce you to a few sample workouts in section 4.3. For general exercises, I 
recommend the sample workouts by Cary Kolat and Maga Ismailov for starters. Once you got 
a hang of that, I suggest looking at the workouts of Damir Zakhardinov for specific exercises 
for stand-up grapplers and wrestlers. Please refer to section 9 for additional ideas if you 
come from a jacket wrestling (Gi, Kurtka etc.) discipline or look for training ideas for ground 
grappling.  

 

During your first training sessions with the rubber band, you may realize that you have 
chosen a band that is unsuitable for what you are trying to do. The band may be too strong, 
too short, too weak, too long etc. If the band is too weak and (too) long, you can try doubling 
it up or use the pseudo-taper approach suggested in section 3.5. If it is simply too long, you 
can wrap it around the anchor or the hands, or grip it shorter (provided it is stretchy enough 
to work at the shorter length, which may not be the case for bungee cords). If it is too short 
or too strong, you will have to get a longer, more flexible or weaker band. If it is a flat band, 
you could try trimming it at one side, though I wouldn’t recommend that, since it produces 
uneven edges and increases the risk of the band snapping. 

 

4.2 Carry-over to grappling sports 
As for carry-over to other types of exercises, carry-over of specific exercises with rubber 
bands to grappling is exceptionally good when done properly. Carry-over to weightlifting and 
bodyweight exercises is going to be mixed, and better the closer one exercise mimics the 
other. Longer bands in my experience generally seem to be more beneficial for exercises 
that can’t be replicated with weights, though of course they can be shortened for more 
traditional exercises (where they are ideally used in conjunction with either weights or 
bodyweight to either facilitate or as additional resistance – see below for examples). Same 
for cardio: while rubber bands can be used to imitate certain types of cardio activities with a 
good deal of success – especially cross-country skiing and swimming – the carry-over will be 
fairly specific (mostly lactate training/”local endurance” for the muscles involved). It is 
however entirely possible to create a broader carry-over through certain types of circuit 
training that keep the pulse up all the time (e.g. running in place at fast pace – pulling rubber 
– burpees – pulling rubber etc.). 

For grappling, there are several training approaches. In Judo, uchi-komi (throw entries) have 
become a staple for most of the high-level competitors, both with a partner and using 
rubber. If you look at the very successful South Korean judo team for example, they seem to 
use the uchi-komi approach to break down the throw into phases, each of which is trained 
individually with various exercises and drills: first, “opening up” the opponent by pulling the 
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opponent up and towards you; then turning in; and finally, lifting and throwing59. If you look 
at the Russian Judokas, on the other hand, they rather seem to favor full repetitions (nage-
komi) for their throws, also in their rubber band training60. One can speculate whether there 
is a connection to SAMBO and / or wrestling here, both of which use rubber extensively as a 
training tool, but neither of which favor training isolated entries over training the entire 
throw in one fluid motion61. In either case, this preference in exercises reflects on the choice 
of implement: while the Korean Judokas will use rubber bands between 75 and 230 cm in 
length, the Russian Judokas will favor longer rubber bands of 3-5 m length, much like their 
colleagues in SAMBO and wrestling. It should be noted that a shorter band subjectively feels 
“crisper” for uchi-komi, a longer but thicker one (to get the same tension) can start vibrating 
at the peak extension, which can jar your shoulder. This is not so much of a problem for 
nage-komi. 

 

  

Uchi-komi (left) and nage-komi (right) using rubber bands. 

 

One thing that should be noted about rubber band training is that, compared to other 
training methods, progression is often not as measurable, since you can only feel the 
resistance – a piece of rubber is a fairly abstract source of power compared to a barbell. But 
then again, so is a human being. You can choose to get bands of various thicknesses and try 
progressing linearly, but don’t underestimate the range of applications you can get out of a 
single piece of rubber, especially a long band. Also, for a lot of exercises, you will not want to 
have the exact same resistance, plus you might want to be able to increase or decrease the 

                                                           
59 Rubber band exercises for the three phases are shown here: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qnTKS85D_Ms  
60 As seen here, for example: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dsJdLcJTWj4  
61 I have a non-confirmed theory on why wrestlers never adopted uchi-komi: modern Judo is fairly standardized 
in its gripping game. That is to say, you work to get your favorite grip on the opponent’s Gi (limited to the ones 
you can legally use or reasonably expect to get away with in case they are borderline), and from there you 
throw. In wrestling, due to absence of the Gi, grips are never as standardized, never as firm (people get real 
slippery after two minutes of high-intensity grappling!) and hence, throws and takedowns usually require 
constant minor adjustments during execution in order to produce the desired result. The (partial) exception are 
bodylock throws, but those are usually trained with a wrestling dummy, not with bands. Therefore, in my 
opinion, it makes sense that there are no Uchi-Komi in wrestling. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qnTKS85D_Ms
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dsJdLcJTWj4
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resistance during a set. In my opinion, it is a lot more convenient to be able to make one or 
two quick steps towards or away from the anchor to achieve that, rather than having to 
switch bands. In either case, the variables you can play with are once again volume (reps per 
set, total reps, training frequency) and intensity (resistance/elongation, speed). And while I 
agree that it is good to have some benchmark tests for your fitness, there is also something 
to be said for training by feel sometimes. After you got used to rubber band training and the 
exercises involved, I would encourage you to try sets of 3-6 minutes non-stop for a few 
sessions – only one exercise per set, 2-5 sets total – and see what that does for you in terms 
of ingraining a technique as well as specific conditioning. 

 
Andrey Brener shadow-wrestling with band62 

No matter which approach you choose, the carry-over of technique training with rubber 
bands is going to be better the closer your simulation is to your technique with a partner. 
That means, it should feel the same (or as close as possible), the angles of force should be as 
similar as possible, etc. An important part is visualization: in your mind, you should be 
fighting people, not pulling rubber. This will help to improve carry-over. Naturally, this 
should be easier the more advanced you are as a grappler, and will take considerable effort 
to achieve for a beginner, who still doesn’t know what goes where with a partner (note: solo 
training is not always easier than working with a partner – at least if the partner is 
experienced ;-) 

You will find plenty of workout options in section 9, so I will only elaborate a few in this 
chapter. You can choose from more general exercises (see section 7) and more grappling-
specific exercises (see sections 5 and 8). Rep ranges can vary wildly, from five or ten reps to 
literally thousands of reps per exercise. Each rep range has its own justification – lower reps 
for building strength, higher reps for smoothing out the repetitions. Bands are especially 
great for this, since they provide kinetic feedback, similarly to a good training partner. It 
should be noted that there is a certain carry-over between low and high reps, how much will 
depend on the individual (muscle fiber distribution etc.). When in doubt, choose higher reps 
with bands and use other means for maximum strength training. 

                                                           
62 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y0s5hLQT6Mc  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y0s5hLQT6Mc
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Sounds cheesy, yet true. 

4.3 Sample workouts 
To start your rubber band journey, I have long been recommending a circuit of bodyweight 
exercises and basic rubber band exercises by Cary Kolat63. Check the video in the link for 
exercise demonstrations. For your convenience, I have written down the circuit (as well as 
the following ones) here, for easy reference, printing out screenshots etc. Please note that in 
the original version, all exercises are done for 30 reps each (or 30+30 in the case of unilateral 
exercises), while I have decided to give a range so that you can shift the focus as desired and 
either work up to higher reps at the same resistance or use lower or higher resistance. If you 
can pull anywhere close to the recommended peak resistance for your weight class (see 
section 3.3) for the following circuits, you’ll likely never have to worry about strength-
endurance on the mat. 

Kolat Circuit (2-3 rds) 
Reps Exercise  
20-50 Push-ups (bodyweight); standard or variations (e.g. narrow, wide, divebombers, one arm…) 
20-30 Incline presses (back to anchor) 
20-30 Chest flies (back to anchor) 
40-60 Pummeling (back to anchor) 
20-30 Overhead triceps extensions (back to anchor) 
20-30 wide rows (facing anchor) 
20-30 narrow rows (facing anchor) 
20-30 Double ski poling (facing anchor) 
40-60 diagonal curls/arm drags (facing anchor) 
20-30 curl to snapdown (facing anchor) 
20-30 Sideway reverse flys (side to anchor) 
40-60 wrist pummeling (facing anchor) 
20-30 good mornings (bodyweight or band on neck/head) 
20-30 narrow squats (bodyweight or against band) 
20-30 regular squats (bodyweight or against band) 
20-30 Sumo squats (bodyweight or against band) 
40-60 Jumping lunges (BW / band on hips facing anchor); or: Cossacks, pistols, shrimp squats… 
20-60 calf raises (bodyweight); variations: toes on a block or in full squat 

                                                           
63 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tfotdMxXaG8 (last checked 27.12.2021).  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tfotdMxXaG8
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Another good basic circuit is the one that wrestler and MMA fighter Maga Ismailov 
demonstrates when getting a visit from Roberto “Cyborg” Abreu64. Again, watch the video 
for exercise demonstrations. It has slightly different, partially a little bit more complex 
exercises, so you could try it once you got a hang of the Kolat circuit. Ismailov also 
specifically states you should do the last two to ten reps of every exercise very explosively. 
Interestingly, he also recommends consciously breathing through the mouth while 
exercising, while the first 20-27 reps can be done slower. I also especially like the rubber 
banded stretches in the end, and should point out that some advanced pummeling exercises 
are shown towards the end of the video, but not included in the original circuit. Feel free to 
substitute muscle-ups for exercise 1+2, or additional rows (doubled band) + push-ups if you 
don’t have a pull-up bar. 

Maga Ismailov circuit (1-3 rounds): 

 Reps Exercise Notes 
1. X One set of pull-ups (as many as you can manage easily) Close grip 
2. X One set of dips (as many as you can manage easily) Or push-ups 
3. 60 Alternating front raise/pummeling (back to anchor) Ice pick grip 
4. 30 Chest flies (back to anchor) Ice pick grip 
5. 30 Overhead triceps extensions down to hips, crossing arms 

(back to anchor) 
Ice pick grip 

6. 30 Overhead triceps extensions, fast (back to anchor) Ice pick grip 
7. 30 Double-arm front raise from the legs (back to anchor) Ice pick grip 
8. 30 Sideways reverse fly (side to anchor, ice pick grip) Mini circuit, 

first do all reps 
on one side, 
then change 

9. 30 One-arm overhead triceps extensions down to hips, 
crossing arms (back to anchor, ice pick grip) 

10. 30 Sideways fly (side to anchor, hammer grip) 
11. 60 Snapdown sequence: to left leg – in between legs – to 

right leg (facing anchor, hammer grip) 
Could do 30, 
60 or 90 total 

12. 60 Diagonal alternating curls (facing anchor) Ice pick grip 
13. 30 Double ski poling (facing anchor) Hammer grip 
14. 20+ Explosive rows to hips (facing anchor) Hammer grip 
15. 1 + 1 Crucifix stretch (back to anchor) and overhead arm 

dislocation stretch (facing anchor) 
Ice pick grip 

 
A short and sweet rubber band circuit comes from Legion wrestling65 in the UK. Before that, 
do the following bodyweight circuit66, three sets of each exercise, only 15 seconds (!) rest: 

3x50 jumping jacks 
3x15 Burpees (no push-up) 
3x15 mountain climbers 
3x15 fingertip push-ups  
3x5-10 pull-ups  
3x X kneeling ab wheel / ring rollouts 

                                                           
64 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6SzP9Wjutno (last checked 27.12.2021). 
65 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I1RbYMeFHjo (last checked 27.12.2021). 
66 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WxQgRtlY7tw (last checked 27.12.2021). 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6SzP9Wjutno
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I1RbYMeFHjo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WxQgRtlY7tw
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 grip work 
This circuit isn’t particularly long or hard as such, but it does get the blood pumping; you 
may want to do the grip work after the following band circuit, unless you are using a loop 
band like the guy in the video. Feel free to kick up the repetitions or use tougher variations 
(one arm push-ups etc). I found this unassuming routine quite interesting, mostly for the the 
short rest time between multiple sets of the same exercise, which can make even moderate 
reps unusually taxing. 3x15 pull-ups with 15 seconds rest in between is quite challenging, for 
example, even if you can do over 30 pull-ups in a single set. 3x20, 3x25 or 3x30 will be a 
challenge for pretty much anybody. Feel free to play around with the concept of short rest 
periods (possibly of varying length, say 30 seconds in the beginning, work down to 15 
seconds, then increase reps etc.). After you’re done, enter the rubber bands:  

Legion wrestling circuit (1-3 rounds) 

 reps Exercise Notes 
1. 30 Alternating snapdown left and right Facing anchor 
2. 15 “forward swim” Facing anchor, bent over 90°, pulling to 

shoulders (half circle in, straight back or 
vice-versa) 

3. 15 “backward swim” 

4. 30 alternating diagonal curls Facing anchor 
5. 30 overhead rotation Back to anchor 
6. 30 Alternating straight arm front raise 

(pummeling) 
Back to anchor 

7. 15 high dive / lunge to bodylock 
(alternating legs) 

Back to anchor, bands in hands, fly to 
locking arms in front of chest while 
lunging 

Again, we have a few new exercises here, such as the high dive (basically the Greco version 
of a double leg at waist level; often, the arms are spread wide when attacking to “collect” 
and lock in one or both arms of the opponent, which explains the execution shown here) and 
the “swim”. I found the “swim to be an especially good exercise for shoulder rehab, by the 
way.  

 

When first looking for more specific exercises, I highly recommend looking at the videos of 
Willpower Wrestling featuring multiple-time Uzbekian Olympian Damir Zakhardinov67. They 
have also designed a set of bands68, which is currently not available yet but featured in the 
videos. Apart from the anchor, it features loops at the end which can be attached to wrists, 
feet or waist. 

They have a number of exercise and workout suggestions online, both with more general69 
and more specific exercises, and I love and highly recommend every single one of them. Let’s 

                                                           
67 https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCYpgxJGxFAn2ffCCnt2qbpg (last checked 27.12.2021). Also have a look 
at the various suggestions for calisthenics drills – I love this channel. 
68 https://willpowerwrestling.com/wrestling-gear/willpower-bands/ (last checked 27.12.2021). 
69 Upper body  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=toN0ThbaIkI, lower body 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nsHd-b2BHc8, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xHtXu2wh3fE (last 
checked 27.12.2021). 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCYpgxJGxFAn2ffCCnt2qbpg
https://willpowerwrestling.com/wrestling-gear/willpower-bands/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=toN0ThbaIkI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nsHd-b2BHc8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xHtXu2wh3fE
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look at a couple of the specific ones that are particularly fun. Again, check the videos for 
exercise demonstrations. Damir’s circuits are often timed, but if you do them more often, 
you can also count how many reps you can do in a given time frame (if, like me, you often 
don’t have a phone or stop watch with you when training outdoors) and go from there. You 
may need to use a relatively light band for the timed set, since in one minute, in most 
exercises you can easily do twice as many reps compared to the circuits we have looked at 
so far. 

 

Damir Zakhardinov / Willpower Wrestling 10 minute workout70.  

This one can be done as a work-along video, by the way, as can some of the following. 

 Time Exercise 
1. 1 min Snapdowns to left leg and right leg (alternating), facing anchor 
2. 1 min “grinders” (handfighting/club downs), facing anchor 
3. 1 min Alternating diagonal curls, facing anchor 
4. 1 min “upper cuts” (= underhooks), facing anchor 
5. 1 min “yawns” (backwards triceps extensions to reverse fly), facing anchor 
6. 1 min “suplex” (back bend with straight arms), facing anchor 
7. 1 min “windmills” (butterfly swimming, then reverse motion), facing anchor 
8. 1 min Pummeling, back to anchor 
9. 1 min “ski jumps” (double front raise jumping forward), back to anchor 

10. 1 min Pullovers (triceps extension to waist), back to anchor 
This one still has mostly basic exercises, mainly the underhooks and the suplex are “new”. 

Let’s look at some more throws next: 

Damir Zakhardinov / Willpower Wrestling: drilling throws circuit71 

 Time Exercise 
1. 1 min Warm-up (facing anchor): snapdowns, club downs, pummeling, arm 

rotations… 
2. 1 min Arm throws (back to anchor) 
3. 1 min Suplex (facing anchor) 
4. 1 min Duck under (facing anchor) 
5. 1 min Foot sweep (facing anchor) 
6. 1 min Fireman’s carry (facing anchor) 
7. 1 min “spar”/pummeling variations (back to anchor) 
8. 1 min Body lock to lift, band around hips (back to anchor) 
9. 1 min “burn it out”/battle rope waves (facing anchor) 

 

 

 

                                                           
70 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q06oquVlTQo (last checked 27.12.2021). 
71 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cAb2GGQCh5M (last checked 27.12.2021). 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q06oquVlTQo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cAb2GGQCh5M
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After throws, time for some takedowns: 

Damir Zakhardinov / Willpower Wrestling: drilling takedowns circuit72 

 Time Exercise 
1. 1 min Snapdown to fireman’s carry, facing anchor 
2. 1 min High crotch, bands at waist, back to anchor (note: this is the outdoor 

version, normally you’d shoot in with the front knee on the mat) 
3. 1 min Body lock to lift, bands at waist, back to anchor 
4. 1 min Sweep single leg/outside single (again, often done with knee on the mat) 
5. 1 min Ankle pick, bands at waist, and a second set on the hands, back to 

anchor 
6. 1 min Double leg, bands at waist, and a second set on the hands, back to 

anchor 
7. 1 min Sprawls, bands around ankles, facing anchor 
8. 1 min Pivot sprawls, bands around ankles, facing anchor, then step over, back 

to anchor 
9. 1 min Foot sweeps, bands around ankles, back to anchor 

 

Damir Zakhardinov / Willpower Wrestling 4 round match circuit73  

Time and intensity Round 1 Round 2 Round 3 Round 4 
2 min: Endurance Snapdowns suplex shots pivot sprawls 
1.5 min: Speed Suplex shots pivot sprawls Snapdowns 
1 min: Strength Shots pivot sprawls snapdowns Suplex 
0.5 min: Max. pivot sprawls snapdowns suplex Shots 

2 min rest between rounds 
 

The circuit mimics the stand-up portion of a freestyle or folkstyle wrestling match with four periods 
or rounds (including overtime) and is quite cleverly designed to mimic that: in the first period, you 
are mainly wearing the opponent down and attacking and try to score some big points if possible. In 
the second and third period, you are attacking all out, although you continuously have to sprawl 
more. Finally, in overtime, you are stopping your opponent’s attacks, continue to wear him down and 
make some last attempts to score with your remaining strength. The intensity of the exercises in the 
rounds is waved according to the recommended band resistance, so you will perform each exercises 
once with a focus on endurance (light resistance), a speed (medium resistance), strength (high 
resistance) and maximum intensity (highest possible resistance). This means you either have to set 
up several bands (each with the possibility to make a loop) or use a long “all around” band that 
allows you to accommodate the resistance by moving closer to or further away from the anchor 
point.  

While I really like this circuit as it is, you could also modify it according to your needs and 
preferences. For example, if you don’t do suplexes on the mat, you could do arm throws, hip throws, 
fireman’s carries or arm drags instead. Please refer to section 8 for the exercise explanations. I 
recommend doing the shots in a way that simulates your favorite leg attack, be it inside single, low 
                                                           
72 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mDZFB4djPxY (last checked 27.12.2021). 
73 https://willpowerwrestling.com/wrestling-gear/willpower-bands/ (last checked 27.12.2021). 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mDZFB4djPxY
https://willpowerwrestling.com/wrestling-gear/willpower-bands/
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single, outside single or double-leg. You can mimic the set-up and execution with your arms and 
head. If you have the option, you could also set up a dummy, heavy bag or partner to shoot to and 
lift. 

You could also adapt this circuit for Greco, parterre wrestling or Judo, as seen below:  

 

Damir Zakhardinov 4 round match circuit MODIFIED: Greco 

Time and intensity Round 1 Round 2 Round 3 Round 4 
2 min: Endurance Pummeling suplex high dive arm drag 
1.5 min: Speed Suplex high dive arm drag pummeling 
1 min: Strength high dive arm drag pummeling suplex 
0.5 min: Max. arm drag pummeling suplex high dive 

2 min rest between rounds 
Please refer to section 8 for an explanation of the exercises. This version is designed according to my 
technique preferences in Greco; you could just as easily do arm throws, hip throws, the Greco 
version of the fireman’s carry, duck-unders etc. instead.  

 

Damir Zakhardinov 4 round match circuit MODIFIED: parterre 

Time / intensity Round 1 Round 2 Round 3 Round 4 
2 min: Endurance shadow defense  Hip heists Rows bridge 
1.5 min: Speed Hip heists rows Bridge shadow defense 
1 min: Strength Rows bridge shadow defense Hip heists 
0.5 min: Max. Bridge shadow defense Hip heists rows 

2 min rest between rounds 
In this version, you will only have to use the rubber band for one exercise (rows) to simulate pulling 
the opponent’s torso in for gut wrenches and lifts. You can choose between anchoring the band 
under the feet or using an external anchor. In shadow defense, you move around on the floor and 
visualize defending against attacks (gut wrench, lift, leg lace, Turks…) depending on your style. You 
could also do push-up variations instead if you don’t have the room. Hip-heists are basically sit-outs 
or stand-ups, you can choose to do them either without resistance or with the band anchored low 
behind you and looped around the waist. The bridge can be done without resistance (either statically 
or dynamically, including bridge spins) or performing pull-overs, rotations etc. with an anchored 
band.  

 

Damir Zakhardinov 4 round match circuit MODIFIED: Judo 

Time / intensity Round 1 Round 2 Round 3 Round 4 
2 min: Endurance Front throw (full) Uchi-komi foot sweeps back throw (full) 
1.5 min: Speed Uchi-komi foot sweeps back throw (full) Front throw (full) 
1 min: Strength foot sweeps back throw (full) Front throw (full) Uchi-komi 
0.5 min: Max. back throw (full) Front throw (full) Uchi-komi foot sweeps 

2 min rest between rounds 
Again, you have options here. I decided to include a forward throw and a backward throw of your 
choice (full execution = nage-komi), uchi-komi (choice of throw) and foot sweeps (choice of 
variation), but feel free to mix it up. 
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One topic I have found increasingly important over the years is indoor training. The reason for this 
was that I started travelling more and more through my job, and that often meant that my day was 
filled with activity from 6:00 in the morning to 10-12:00 in the evening, so I tended to work out in my 
hotel room. Most of the places I stayed in had no gym, and also, I usually had to carry quite a bit of 
gear, which makes you think twice whether you really want to take an additional pair of running 
shoes, two tracksuits, a big rubber band for outdoor work etc. (especially since I usually travel on 
public transport and usually need to pack one or two laptops, up to 10 kg of books and either a suit 
for congresses or 10 kg of excavation gear) when you could just pack some swimming shorts (fast-
drying, so you can wash them after each workout) and 1-2 m of Thera-Band Gold / 2-3 m Thera-Band 
tubing silver or an equivalent band. Therefore, I started playing around with indoor training options, 
including silent ones that I could do without annoying the neighbors at midnight or at five in the 
morning. Of course, you could also do them if stuck at home during a pandemic, let’s say. The 
following circuits work with shorter bands and most don’t require an anchor. 

So, how does one do roadwork without hitting the road? Now, you could do a lot of the options 
listed in the sources section, depending on what space & equipment you have available. I will list four 
options below, all of them combining short rubber bands with bodyweight exercises. There are no 
pull-ups included (since you often will not have the option to do them in hotel rooms, and even if the 
door could potentially hold your weight – do you really want to have to explain a broken door to the 
management?). Some are very short, others can be extended to an hour and more, depending on 
your preferences. As always, feel free to mix & match or make up your own versions. 

 

 

Karl Gotch + deck of cards = Gotch Bible 

The first variation is the famous Gotch bible with a few twists. The Gotch bible is a deck of cards 
workout where you assign four exercises to the four suits and then do the appropriate number (2-10: 
face value; face cards: 10; aces: 11; jokers: first one 20 Hindu push-ups, second 40 Hindu squats) as 
indicated on the cards while flipping through the deck. Red cards are push-ups, black cards are 
squats. Traditionally, it goes like this: 

Hindu push-ups Half moon push-ups 

Hindu squats (reps x2) Hindu jump squats (reps x2) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:SuitDiamonds.svg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Suit_Hearts.svg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:SuitSpades.svg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:SuitClubs.svg
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This should give you 420 squats and 210 push-ups total; if you are crazy, you can do a second round 
back-to-back. Either way, you are supposed to finish the workout by holding a wrestler’s bridge for 3 
minutes (nose to floor).  

I have experimented quite a bit with this type of workout over the years. There are certain things I 
really like about the format, such as not having to count to extremely high numbers per set and not 
having to think about set numbers at all. There is a certain simplicity to the design that I find very 
calming, and it’s a workout that only needs two square meters of space, a deck of cards (or a deck of 
cards app, though I prefer the real thing) and a pillow or towel. Of course, you could also pick just 4 
rubber band exercises and do those. 

However, there are a few things that could be improved in the original design, such as a lack of 
progression and a lack of pulling exercises. I remedied the latter by simply adding one set of rubber 
band rows after each set of push-ups (same number of reps, with a band tension I can get about 50 
reps in a straight set with). If you prefer, you could do uchi-komi or nage-komi instead, double the 
number of reps, or even do one set after each set of both push-ups and squats. I have replaced jump 
squats with reverse lunges after my second knee operation (jump squats feel a bit meh nowadays in 
higher numbers, while reverse lunges feel great; also, reverse lunges are silent, an advantage if you 
work out indoors) and have added progressions to the push-ups. I give you the Flais bible: 

 
Hindu push-ups + rubber band rows; progression for PU: do on fingertips, progress from 
wide stance to narrow stance and to one leg, then progress to divebombers (again, wide 
stance => narrow stance => one leg); progress to one-arm Hindu and divebomber PU 
 

 
Half-moon push-ups + rubber band rows; progression for PU: do on fingertips, progress 
to one leg (alternating each rep); additional options: side-to-side PU, one arm PU… 
 

 
Hindu squats (reps x2) Progression: use rubber band (anchor at floor height, face away 
from it while holding both ends of the bands; on each rep, hands scoop down to floor 
and up to head height, simulating a lift) 

 
Reverse lunges (reps x2); keep weight on the ball of the front foot, touch upper body to 
front knee (head up) and down-block with inside hand. Progression: add a shot after 
each lunge (high being a lunge, low requiring knee pads or a mat). 

Of course, you can always feel free to add some weight (e.g. a backpack). Also, bear in mind that you 
don’t HAVE to go through the entire deck, even if that is the goal. In fact, whenever I do the workout 
after a longer lay-off or introduce harder variations, I usually start with half the deck and work up 
from there. 

The wrestler’s bridge can be done before and / or after the workout, up to 3 minutes (start where 
you feel comfortable). Nose to mat is the goal, but feel free to start higher (touching a stack of 1-3 
books, for example).  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:SuitDiamonds.svg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Suit_Hearts.svg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:SuitSpades.svg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:SuitClubs.svg
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Crazy sports scientist + Royal Canadian Air Force + dorky drawings = 5BX 

The second option is the so-called 5BX, an exercise program developed in the 1950ies for the 
Canadian Air Force by Bill Orban74. It is a true mini workout which, in its original form, can be done in 
about 10-12 minutes regardless of difficulty level. Apart from that, I like two things about it: 1. 
Difficulty goes up to a serious level 2. It has an indoor running substitute system that actually works, 
in fact, at least for me, the indoor substitute of the highest level is actually more challenging than 
running a 5:00 mile (seriously, I wish I had known this back when I was competing in track – it’s a 
whole lot better alternative for winter training than wrecking your Achilles tendons on icy roads…). 
Now, there are a number of ways in which you could tweak the basic program – change the type of 
push-ups (pike push-ups to handstand push-ups, normal push-ups to one arm-push-ups…), change 
the type of squats (pistol squats, rubber band resisted shots…) so I will leave that to your imagination 
and preference. But again, there are no pulling exercises, so I would suggest to at least add one set of 
rubber band rows (until close to exhaustion), but of course, feel free to add more stuff if you want (= 
progressive amounts of your favorite band exercises). One additional set of static or dynamic 
bridging also won’t hurt (I would do that at the end to make sure you are warmed-up sufficiently). 

 

The highest chart (6) in 5BX. Exercise 5 is the indoor running substitute (10 jack jumps from deep squats are done every 75 
double-steps, and you are supposed to do 8 sets [= 600 double-steps]) total).  

They aren’t lying about the difficulty level, either. 

                                                           
74 http://csclub.uwaterloo.ca/~rfburger/5bx-plan.pdf  

http://csclub.uwaterloo.ca/%7Erfburger/5bx-plan.pdf
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The third option is a workout I randomly came across in the archives of my wrestling team back in 
Austria. It was an undated copy of a workout suggestion for wrestling home training by the Swiss 
Nationalturnen association, which consists of originally 12 bodyweight exercises and three difficulty 
levels (determined by different reps and sets). I took the liberty of adding four rubber band exercises 
(in Italics). Reps and sets are given in the table below; the advanced level is quite a beast when it 
comes to total reps, and will keep you busy for at least an hour. 

 

 

Nationalturnen: Swiss Octatahlon competition comprised of stone lifting (10-22.5 kg one-handed from the ground to 
overhead for reps), stone throwing (4-12.5 kg), long jump, a peculiar long-high jump (long jump over an obstacle), sprint 

(60-100 m, depending on category), a floor routine and two rounds of wrestling (Ringen and Schwingen, both done in 
sawdust). Only suggest a nationalist origin of Nationalturnen out loud if you want a running work-out and/or a mass brawl. 

 

Let’s look at the exercises first: 

1. Push-ups: Just regular push-ups, though you could do them on your fingertips, Hindu or 
divebomber, one arm, on your fingertips… 

2. Deep squats: Full squats (ass to grass) are shown, though you could do Hindu squats, 90° squats, 
pistol or shrimp squats 

3. Jacknives/V-ups: Lie on back, raise legs (straight) and upper body (with extended arms) until 
fingertips and feet meet in mid-air 

4. Rubber band rows (double band): either use a door anchor or step on the middle of the (folded) 
band. If your band does not challenge you to do all the reps and sets, do one-handed rows. 

5. Jump squats: squat down (as far as you can manage) and jump up with extended arms. Hindu jump 
squats (jumping forward and backward) would be an acceptable substitute. 

6. Scorpion push-ups: When doing a push-up, raise up one leg and swing it up over your back, 
touching the floor on the opposite side. Look towards the side where the leg was (e.g. swing right leg 
to left side while looking to the right) 

7. Sit-ups: no explanation should be needed here.  

8. Throw 1 (entry/uchi-komi or full/nage-komi): pick one of your favorite specific drills (see chapter 8; 
could be a throw, but doesn’t have to be) and do it for the prescribed number of reps. 
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9. Jumping lunges: start in a deep lunge; come up fast and switch legs in mid air (changing the front 
foot). If you have bad knees, try reverse lunges (from parallel stance, step back with one leg, either 
with upper body upright or bending forward until it touches the front knee) 

10. Burps: Do a push-up, then from the “up” position (plank), jump both of your legs forward to 
between your hands (crouching). Jump back & repeat. 

11. Throw 2 (entry/uchi-komi or full/nage-komi): pick another of your favorite specific drills (see 
chapter 8; could be a throw, but doesn’t have to be) and do it for the prescribed number of reps. 

12. Duck jumps/standing broad jumps: from a deep squat, jump forward repeatedly, landing in a 
deep squat again. If you have bad knees, do a squat variation that doesn’t give you problems instead. 

13. Prone hyperextensions: Lie flat on your stomach, rise legs and upper body (both straight) as high 
as you can. 

14. Cossack jumps (Hopak): bounce in a deep squat position on your toes and shoot the left and right 
leg out alternating. If you have bad knees, instead do a squat variation that doesn’t give you 
problems. 

15. Throw 3 (entry/uchi-komi or full/nage-komi): pick a third of your favorite specific drills (see 
chapter 8; could be a throw, but doesn’t have to be) and do it for the prescribed number of reps. 

 

Nationalturnen wrestling home conditioning. Numbers given are “sets x reps (total reps)” 

Exercise Beginner  Intermediate  Advanced 
1. Push-ups 2x4 (8) 4x8 (32) 7x12 (84) 
2. Deep squats 2x12 (24) 4x24 (96) 7x36 (252) 
3. Jacknives/V-ups 2x8 (16) 4x16 (64) 7x24 (168) 
4. Rubber band rows (double band) 2x12 (24) 4x24 (96) 7x36 (252) 
5. Jump squats 2x8 (16) 4x16 (64) 7x24 (168) 
6. Scorpion push-ups 2x4 (8) 4x8 (32) 7x12 (84) 
7. Sit-ups 2x12 (24) 4x24 (96) 7x36 (252) 
8. Throw 1 (entry/uchi-komi or full/nage-komi) 2x12 (24) 4x24 (96) 7x36 (252) 
9. Jumping lunges 2x8 (16) 4x16 (64) 7x24 (168) 
10. Burps 2x4 (8) 4x8 (32) 7x12 (84) 
11. Throw 2 (entry/uchi-komi or full/nage-komi) 2x12 (24) 4x24 (96) 7x36 (252) 
12. Duck jumps/standing broad jumps 2x8 (16) 4x16 (64) 7x24 (168) 
13. Prone hyperextensions 2x8 (16) 4x16 (64) 7x24 (168) 
14. Cossack jumps 2x8 (16) 4x16 (64) 7x24 (168) 
15. Throw 3 (entry/uchi-komi or full/nage-komi) 2x12 (24) 4x24 (96) 7x36 (252) 
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Former Greco-Roman wrestler turned mixed-martial artist Joe Warren demonstrates indoor roadwork with emphasis on 
upper body75. Rotational curls shown here. 

The fourth option is also completely silent and based on an indoor roadwork workout by Joe Warren. 
He demonstrates it with 25 lbs dumbells, which I have simply replaced with a rubber band fixed 
under my feet when standing in a wrestling stance. I found that for me, a short piece (1-1.2 m) piece 
of Thera-Band Gold works fine (I anchor it under my front foot and switch feet after each round). No 
matter what band you use, you can adjust the tension by gripping it longer or shorter. 

Here is my modified and expanded version of the Warren Roadwork (now actually includes legs): 

Basic prescription is 10 reps for each exercise (20 for alternating ones; adjust up or down depending 
on progression and resistance used76), 2-6 rounds, no rest during rounds, 00:30 -2:00 minutes rest 
between rounds 

1. front raises (pummeling in) 
2. rotational curls (inside pummeling) 
3. reverse flies (bending forward) 
4. alternating curls 
5. one arm overhead press (double band; do kneeling if you have a short band) 
6. upright rows 
7. bent rows (double band, can also be done with one arm = quadruple band) 
8. complex of push-ups (choice, I usually do a superset of 6 different types of push-ups, 10 reps 
each), with or without band resistance 
9. One quality sets of squats (choice of variation, high or low rep) 
10. static bridging 1-3 min 

So, there you have it: four options for home training, two of which are completely silent, each with 
optional modifications to adjust the difficulty level. As always, feel free to “find your own light!”  

                                                           
75 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LeAfEFqX1fg  
76 Higher or lower reps are not automatically harder or easier; it all depends on band tension. More reps at the 
same tension are harder, of course.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LeAfEFqX1fg
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5. Simulating common grappling grips 
 

 
Greco Rules: 1. Handfight, handfight, handfight. Quite literally. 2. Always protect your fingers on the side opposite to the 

referee. 3. Don’t get caught mangling your opponent’s fingers on the side opposite the referee. 4. When the ref finally starts 
keeping a close eye on your hands, cheat with your feet. 5. Giving is more blessed than receiving. 6. Do onto others what 

they want to do to you, before they can do it to you (if there is any doubt, just do your worst)77. 

 

Here, the variations with standard bands are described78. Add-ons (such as gi-sleeves, ropes of 
various thickness, thick grips, tennis balls – see section 3.7) can be used to further simulate specific 
grips. With the grips described, the main goal of the basic versions is to simulate the type of 
manipulation you would be able to achieve with a certain wrestling grip, not necessarily the same 
feeling in the hand. For that, you may need to work with grip attachments. 

The table below lists the most commonly used grips in wrestling and no-gi grappling. Even if you are 
looking for a grip not pictured here, this should give you some ideas (along with a few pointers on 
how to use these grips on the mat). Note that some of the variations are very specific and are not 
used very commonly in rubber band training since most wrestlers seem to prefer doing exercises 
with a broader spectrum of applications (some listed in section 7 and some in section 8 here; see 
section 9.1 under subtitle Wrestling for examples) and doing their most specific work on the mat. 
This makes sense if you can get in a lot of mat time; if, however, you struggle to do that, you can get 
additional specific training using the grips described here.  

 

                                                           
77 Mangling the opponent’s fingers has a proud tradition in wrestling. Leontiskos of Messene supposedly won 
two Olympic games in a row solely through this tactic (Pausanias, 6.4.3). So, in case you do get caught by the 
ref, state you are merely adhering to tradition. It should be noted that mangling your training partner’s fingers 
is usually not considered to be a nice thing. On the other hand, that will either teach you the art of mangling 
fast, or make you quit the sport fast (remember George Orwell: “Serious sport is war minus the shooting.”). 
78 The exercise part makes use of common English wrestling terminology. It is assumed that the reader knows 
how to execute the basic wrestling moves with a partner, because explaining each of them in detail is beyond 
the scope of this booklet. 
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Butterfly grip: The tightest grip you can get on 
an object that is too wide to wrap your fingers 
around – legs and waists, mostly. You can take a 
butterfly grip by wrapping the hands around the 
opposite forearms or even elbows and then 
pulling the whole affair towards your belly-
button. You can simulate this grip in three ways: 
loop bands around both forearms for heavy 
tension and just around the bottom wrist or 
both hands to train mostly the fingers for the 
lock. If your band does not have loops, wrap 
each end around one hand once (open-handed 
ice-pick grip). 

 

Collar/neck tie: Wrap band around hand with 
the working band on the pinkie side (open 
handed ice pick grip), using thumb pressure 
alone to hold the band; curl the hand in to 
simulate a collar tie; grip the band shorter than 
a wrist tie and slightly shorter than an elbow tie.  

 

 

Elbow tie: Grip band in a hammer grip or pinch 
grip with palm facing you to simulate control 
above the elbow (shown here with thumb and 
fingers dug in; keep your fingernails trimmed or 
you may damage your band!) or an ice pick grip 
to simulate control on the forearm (usually 
collapsing the opponent’s arm and pressing it to 
your chest). 
You can fold the band to create more “meat” in 
the hand (shown with a flat band for clarity). 
You cannot really push forward on this tie, but 
you can post up, pull out and / or forward or 
wrench inward, all of which are more effective 
than pushing anyway. 

 

Gable grip: Very strong and versatile thumbless 
palm-to-palm grip, taken in single legs, gut 
wrench variations etc. The Gable grip is a staple 
for many wrestlers, as it is very versatile (vary 
width by squeezing elbows). Also, note that you 
pass through a Gable grip if your butterfly grip is 
slipping, and if you keep slipping, you end up in 
S-grip. You can simulate this grip in two ways: 
loop band around both forearms for heavy 
tension or just around the bottom palm to train 
mostly the fingers for the lock. If your band does 
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not have loops, hold both ends between palms 
(one end pointing up, one down). 

 

Inside tie: Grip band with palm facing away in a 
(thumbless) hammer grip. You can fold the band 
to get some more “meat” in the hand (shown 
with a flat band for clarity) 

 

Overhook: Wrap or loop band around forearm, 
holding the end (or looping it around thumb, as 
shown here); band should form an X on inside of 
forearm (this will require a sufficiently long 
band). 
Apply pressure in and down. You can also use 
this grip to simulate a Saitiev slide-by. 

 

 

Underhook: Grip the end of band, bring hand 
and elbow up to face level, applying constant 
pulling force. Note that while pummeling 
requires some forward and downward pushing, 
one the underhook is in place, it mainly pulls 
more or less statically (exceptions: knee picks, 
underhook ankle picks, throw-bys, transition to 
high crotch etc.). To simulate a transition to a 
high crotch, bring the underhook hand all the 
way up and behind your head (see on the left 
below) while lowering your level. 
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S-grip: S-grips are usually taken when gripping 
around something very wide (fat opponents!), 
when compressing a grip from wide to narrow 
(you tighten it by pulling in the elbows) with no 
time to re-grip or when wanting to have the 
arms straight to facilitate a lift from parterre (lift 
and reverse lift). It is also a last ditch hold when 
your butterfly or gable grip starts slipping. You 
can simulate this grip in two ways: loop band 
around both forearms for heavy tension or just 
around the bottom palm to train mostly the 
fingers for the lock. If your band does not have 
loops, hold both ends between the fingers of 
both hands as pictured on the left. 

 Wrist bodylock: A wrist grip is usually taken 
around the body, most commonly from the back 
after a duck-under etc. It is usually considered 
an emergency option, but the is no reason not 
to train for emergency. Loop band around the 
forearm you want to grip and pull in towards 
your belly-button.  

 

Wrist tie: Grip end of band(s) in hammer or ice-
pick grip (the band’s end being the “hand”, the 
anchor end the “arm”). Again, you could fold 
the end of the band for more “meat” to grip. 
Grip tight with the pinkie to simulate a high 
wrist tie (all on forearm) or with the index and 
thumb to simulate a low wrist grip (around the 
palm).  
Know that the wrestling rules are currently very 
strict about wrist control and consider it passive 
(some refs even going so far as even calling a 2-
on-1 passive). Therefore, this is not a grip to go 
camping on, but something to set up your 
techniques right away – which you should be 
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doing anyway. In wrestling, the most common 
techniques from here are arm drags. Turning 
throws (shoulder, hip etc.) are more commonly 
done with elbow control. 

 

 

Wrist tie (opponent): use a constrictor knot 
looped around wrist to simulate opponent’s grip 
on wrist. This is useful to simulate arm drags, 
duck-unders etc. from an opponent’s wrist tie. If 
you have never tried that, do – I’ve had a higher 
success rate with both than with any other 
variation of these techniques. 

 

2-on-1 (inside): A bit of a specialist position, 
though one of my Greco coaches thought it was 
da bomb. You grip the opponents opposite (= 
left on right and vice-versa) hand (preferred) or 
wrist and the upper arm slightly above the 
elbow with the other hand in a thumbless grip. 
The upper hand pulls in the opponent’s elbow 
to your chest or shoulder, the bottom hand 
pushes the hand/wrist forward, preferably 
twisting it so that the opponent’s palm faces 
out. Be sure to prop up the elbow of the upper 
arm (forearm horizontal) to use as a battering 
ram and to protect yourself from being 
encircled and suplexed. From there, you can set 
up all kinds of fun techniques, like outside duck-
unders, outside fireman’s carries our outside 
arm spins.  
If you understand the mechanics, the rubber 
band version is just a question of body position 
and tension.  

 

2-on-1 (outside Russian): grip both ends of the 
band with one hand (palm up or down 
depending on personal preference) and with the 
other hand 30-50 cm further up to simulate 
shoulder grip in a strong undergrip. The upper 
hand should be goose-necked (curled in) at 
wrist and open-handed (“monkey grip” with the 
thumb on the same side as the fingers) for 
accurate simulation, the lower hand can be 
curled in or straight depending on preference.  

 2-on-1 (outside Russian, figure 4 variation): For 
a figure-4 2-on-1, choose a palm-up-grip on the 
“wrist”, then fold the shoulder grip back over 
the band, under the forearm of the “wrist” arm; 
make fist, turning thumb up and apply 
downward pressure with the forearm of 
“shoulder” hand while pulling up on the “wrist” 
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grip. This 2-on-1 is usually applied for pain 
compliance effect in push-pull to force a 
snapdown or a reaction that can be exploited 
for low singles or high dives. 
All figure 4s work best when applied viciously, 
and ideally require you to have toughened 
forearms with sharp protruding bones as well as 
wrists of steel.  

 2-on-1 (reverse outside Russian): The main 
difference to a normal outside Russian is that 
you are facing the opponent straight on, face to 
face, arms between your bodies, close distance, 
and that the force vector is more vertical (less 
leaning forward, torso very upright). This 
variation is mainly used in Greco to wear out the 
opponent’s arm and shoulder and to set up arm 
drags.  

 2-on-1 (reverse outside Russian, figure 4 
variation): basically the same as a normal 
outside Russian figure 4, except that the angles 
and the force vector are different again. Once 
more, you face the opponent with an upright 
position face to face and use the tie to lift and 
push his arm into him. Changing to an outside 
figure 4 to pull (and potentially snap down) just 
takes one step backwards on the wrist side (and 
vice versa). You can use this tie to get points for 
a push-out (common) or even to set up arm 
spins or fireman’s carries (not very common). I 
have only seen this variation of the figure 4 used 
in Greco. 
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Indian wrestler Vinesh Phogat pummeling with a bungee cord (with attached handles). 
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6. Glossary and abbreviations 
 

 
I mean, I strive for excellence, not perfection, but then again – here’s your glossary. 

 

I know that you should explain the terms used either at the beginning or at the end, it just so 
happened that this chapter somehow ended up in the middle. This section briefly sums up 
most of the key terms used in sections 7 and 8, so you can find the references here in case 
you need to check them. 

active band length: band length that stretches, usually measured from grip or handle to 
anchor. Note that if the handle stretches to the same degree as the band, the active length 
of the band will continue into the grip, up to the finger gripping furthest away from the 
anchor. 

alt.: alternating left and right 

anchor: see section 3.6 

DOE: Distance Of Elongation (= total extended length – band length from anchor to handle = 
active band length x usable stretch coefficient: 2). DOE is basically the amount of meters a 
specific given band at its current length will stretch without being damaged, reaching peak 
resistance at that point. Depending on band type, the band will physically stop here (bungee 
cord, tube with webbing cover) or become suddenly increasingly harder to pull (bare latex). 
If the band is too strong for you in a given exercise, you may hit an “artificial” DOE 
prematurely. All the DOE calculations here are for a central anchor (= DOE for half the total 
active band length). Note that various exercises require a minimum DOE that may range 
from about 15 cm (wrist curls) to around 2 m (long duckunders, of course depending on arm 
length) to be performed with full ROM; therefore, if you want to use a band doubled-up for 
long duckunders, it should have a DOE of at least 4 m. In my opinion, the DOE is the most 
important thing to consider when choosing a band, along with the approximate peak 
resistance. It is similar to maximum draw length on a bow, while the useable DOE (varying 
for each exercise and person) is analogous to the personal draw length. DOE is determined 
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by the stretch coefficient (inherent to certain band types, see below and chapter 3.1) and 
length of the band. A band with a short DOE will tend to feel harder than one with a long 
DOE, even if the peak resistance is the same. When peak resistance is high – at the limit of 
your weight class or even above (see chapter 3.3), consider getting a band with an extra-long 
DOE. A long useable DOE (= the distance you are actually working in, not the distance the 
band could theoretically stretch at a resistance you cannot pull anymore) will mean that you 
can use the same band to warm-up and train, rather than using multiple bands which might 
be necessary with a short DOE. Here, we will consider about 3 m as standard DOE 
(achievable with a latex tube that is at least 3 m long, or a bungee cord that is at least 5 m 
long), everything below as a short DOE. A long DOE would be 5 m and up (3-5 m latex tube 
or 8-10 m bungee cord). As a beginner, it may be good to find out the DOE of your bands, 
and maybe mark a spot on the ground at full DOE (and / or partial DOE) to avoid accidentally 
overstretching your bands. 

hammer grip: cable is attached to anchor on the thumb side. Can be done with or without 
closing the thumb around the band/grip. 

 

 

Hiki-te: pulling/direction hand, usually a sleeve grip (Judo), here used as a short form for 
“hand that holds opponents arm”, regardless of whether gi or no gi (wrestling) variation is 
chosen; also see tsuri-te (below). Usually, the hikite is gripped in a hammer grip on the 
bands. 
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ice-pick grip: cable is attached to anchor on the pinkie side. Can be done with or without 
closing the thumb around the band/grip. An ice-pick grip can simulate a grip on the wrist 
(thumb down), sleeve (pistol grip) or lapel.  

 

 

loop grip: gripping inside or through a (tied or pre-made) loop at the end of a cable (or 
feeding the cable itself through that loop, which is then attached to a body part like a 
constrictor knot). Loop grips can be used to simulate an opponent’s grip, for convenience, 
for added safety or when the grip is too fatigued to hold onto the band. 
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Peak resistance: highest resistance a given band can give you in a given set-up (single strand, 
double strand, triple strand…) at full DOE (see above) before taking damage. Context will 
determine whether peak resistance is measured with a central anchor or end-to-end, single 
hand or double hand. I have tried to clarify which I mean, in case I forgot it somewhere, 
please let me know! For peak resistance calculations and weight class recommendations, see 
chapter 3.3. Some types of bands (e.g. bungee cords and bands with webbing covers) come 
to a real stop at full DOE under peak resistance and will remain at the same elongation even 
if more force is applied. In this case, you can choose to use this stop for an isometric 
contraction, though I find going into that contraction dynamically to be quite jarring on the 
joints. Other band types will continue to stretch, start deforming and eventually tear if more 
and more force is applied. 

pinch grip: holding the band with thumb and fingers pressed together; works better with flat 
bands or inner tubes. Keep your fingernails trimmed for this one! The pinch grip shown on 
the right can be used to simulate an elbow tie; the pinch grip on the left is mostly for grip 
training. 

 

p.s.: per side (you do all reps on one side, then on the other side) 

ROM: range of motion (distance traveled in a certain exercise). Full ROM is the maximum 
your joints allow you to move in a certain exercise. 

Stacking: a term adapted from archery; it signifies a point where the draw weight of a bow, 
band or spring increase suddenly. Usually, this will mean that plastic deformation is starting 
to take place, in other words, you are damaging the implement. This is especially true with 
bare latex bands, while bungee cords and bands with webbing sleeves are protected from 
being damaged in this way. Stacking is how I determine both the DOE (see above), the 
useable stretch coefficient (see below) and the peak resistance (see above) of my bands. 

Stretch coefficient: how far a band can stretch in % compared to its resting length. We are 
talking about “usable stretch coefficient” here, not about breaking point. Usable stretch 
coefficient is determined by stacking (see above). A high stretch coefficient leads to a long 
DOE (see above) in relation to a given band length. This in turn means that a band can be 
shorter and lighter than a band with a low stretch coefficient at the same peak resistance 
and DOE. Bands with a high stretch coefficient are ideal for traveling (due to low weight and 
pack size) as well as for working in confined spaces and without an anchor. Typical stretch 
coefficients are listed in chapter 3.1; the band type with the highest stretch coefficient in my 
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experience are rubber tubes (typically 300-450%), the band type with the lowest stretch 
coefficient are bungee cords (typically 110-125%, some as low as 60%).  

tsurite: lifting hand or direction hand, usually a collar grip (Judo), here used as a short form 
for “hand that controls opponent’s centerline”, regardless of whether gi (high collar, mid 
collar, low collar, belt or shoulder grip) or no gi (wrestling – could be collar tie, underhook, 
overhoook) variation is chosen. It should be noted that Tsurite and Hikite can switch their 
function – you can lift the sleeve grip and pull with the collar, e.g. in Tsurikomi Goshi (just 
like you can turn to the underhook side instead of to the overhook side). It is the action that 
determines tsurite and hikite, not the grip taken. That being said, the Tsurite is usually taken 
as an ice pick grip on the bands. 
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7. Basic exercises 
 

 

Ross Enamait demonstrating good mornings with heavy band tension79. 

 

These are usually done in slightly higher reps than weights, in sets of 15-50 (typically 20-30), though 
multiple sets as well as higher or lower reps are possible. Supersets (moving from one exercise to the 
other without rest) are common, tension can be adjusted quickly by varying the length at which the 
band is gripped and/or the distance from the anchor. As usual, the fewer repetitions the given 
resistance allows you to use, the more it will be developing strength (important: this is about the 
resistance, not the number of reps! Doing sets of 5 with a resistance level you could do 15 with will 
do very little for strength); the more reps, the more endurance. It should be noted beforehand that 
all exercises can and should be done static or moving (forward and back, circling). You can also 
experiment with various grips (hammer, ice pick, loop, open hand, pinch…). Each will have slightly 
different effects. Rubber bands can be used static or slow for strength or fast for speed, though it is 
often recommended to finish a static or slow set with a few very explosive repetitions. 

The distinction between basic and specific exercises can be somewhat fluent, and minor changes in 
execution – stance, movement, visualization – can easily turn a basic exercise into a specific one and 
vice-versa. Basic exercises can also be used to work up to specific exercises, or to build (additional) 
strength for them. Therefore, in the table below, I have chosen to list potential applications instead 
of muscles or muscle groups – you can find out those easily enough. 

Note: Basic exercises are usually done with very clean form (compare to Specific exercises in Section 
8!) and executed slowly and deliberately in order to maximize the involvement of specific muscles. 
General exercises are mostly done to improve activation and strength endurance of certain muscles 
that might otherwise be neglected. 

 

Exercise name Description/pointers/variations Possible 
application(s) 

Suggested 
rep range 
per set 

Double ski poling From wrestling stance, bring arms down 
and back a) hip or knee height, outside 
both legs while squatting and leaning 
forward to different degrees b) to one 

Snapdowns, leg 
attacks, pummeling 

15-50 

                                                           
79 http://rosstraining.com/blog/2020/04/band-good-mornings/  

http://rosstraining.com/blog/2020/04/band-good-mornings/
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leg (knee or ankle) c) between legs d) 
down to both feet or middle while 
bending forward, then straighten up, 
bringing arms over head and out or to 
high curl e) alternating ski poling: bring 
one hand down and back to triceps 
extension, the other one up in high curl 
or diagonal curl (usually maintaining a 
more upright posture); b and c are often 
combined to superset 

Swimming From wrestling stance, pull back a) in 
straight line to chest, then curve out b) 
curve out, then to chest, straight back c) 
similar to a+b, but with a stronger up & 
down component (rotating shoulders) 

Shoulder activation 
/ stabilization, arm 
control 

15-50 

Triceps extension 
(overhead) 

Facing away from anchor, bring hands up 
over/beside head a) bring hands forward 
and back rapidly (simple extension) b) 
bring hand(s) forward (at the same time 
or alternating) and then down to waist 
(straight or crossing) 

Snapdowns, freeing 
arm (neutral and 
parterre) 

15-50 

Triceps/shoulder 
extensions 
(sideways) 

Standing sideways to anchor, bring the 
back arm out and back while holding the 
other band at waist height a) straight 
arm (large circle) b) bent arm, then 
extension c) as above, but over-rotate 
torso until anchor is in the back d) pull in 
an upward arc over and behind head. 
Reverse after reaching shoulder or hip 
height. 

Hikite, parterre 
defense 
(hammerlock) 

15-50 

Triceps extension 
(forward) 

Standing with back to anchor, feed the 
band(s) through under the non-working 
am, hold in hammer grip with working 
arm, extend forward and to the side, 
continue over-rotating torso until you 
face the anchor almost sideways 

Hikite, parterre 
defense 
(hammerlock) 

15-50 

Fly (back to anchor) Standing in stagger stance with back to 
anchor and holding bands in hammer 
grip, bring hand(s) to the side and then 
forward, folding over chest a) 
simultaneously b) alternating c) low, mid 
and high (superset) 

Chest, parterre 15-50 

Fly (sideways) Standing or kneeling sideways to anchor, 
bring the near arm forward and then to 
opposite shoulder while curling 

Chest, parterre 15-50 

Reverse fly Stand upright facing anchor. Bring arms 
out horizontally at shoulder height, then 
back, crossing over chest. Use light 
tension. You can do a similar version 
standing on a band and holding the ends 
cross-wise so the band forms an X in 
front of your legs. Hold upper body at a 

Shoulder stability 15-50 
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45° angle to the ground and do reverse 
flies. 

Jump squats front 
& back (aka duck 
jumps) 

Band tied around waist, jump forward 
from (deep) squat into (partial) squat and 
back a) away from anchor b) facing 
anchor. Long bands will allow for 
multiple consecutive duck jumps. 

Leg attacks, low 
bodylock 

15-50 

Rows A: one band per hand or holding 
opposite ends through loops:  
a) from bent over parallel stance to 
chest/shoulders or ABS b) from (semi-) 
upright stance to chest or ABS, either 
straights or crossing arms c) upright 
stance to shoulders (narrow or wide) d) 
alternating e) stagger stance (all 
variations possible with a straight or 
curving path as well as diagonal) 
B: both bands in one hand: as above, + to 
shoulder; all variations possible with 
body turning away from anchor 

Leg attacks, low 
bodylock, lift, arm 
control 

15-50 

Bent rows Stand on band, bend upper body forward 
and grip band ends. Pull up to chest or 
ABS. Various grips possible, including use 
of a single long handle. Brace head 
against wall or back of chair to prevent 
cheating. 

Bodylocks (standing 
and parterre), leg 
attacks 

15-50 

Curls Stand on band and grip band ends at 
waist height. Curl up to shoulders  or 
head height simultaneously or 
alternating. 

Pummeling 15-50 

Incline press Stand in stagger stance with back to 
anchor, leaning forward against 
resistance, press forward horizontally or 
slightly up.  

Shoulders, 
parterre, shucks 
(posting elbow tie 
up and across) 

15-50 

Overhead rotation Facing away from anchor and leaning 
forward with the entire body, hold both 
ends of the band at one shoulder, extend 
overhead, bring down to other shoulder 
and reverse. 

Shoulder and core 
stability 

15-50 

Side-to-side 
rotations 

Facing anchor, hold both bands at 
shoulder height with straight arms. Then 
turn side-to-side, partially turning on feet 
while pulling arms to the sides. 

Core stability, 
turning throws 

15-50 

Leg curl Lie prone on stomach facing away from 
anchor, band ends looped around ankles. 
Curl in legs simultaneously or alternating. 

Hamstring 
activation, prehab/ 
rehab, Turks 

50-100 

Leg extensions Lie prone on stomach facing anchor, 
band ends looped around ankles. Extend 
legs simultaneously or alternating. 

Quad activation, 
prehab/rehab, 
swimming training 

50-100 

Squats Stand on band. A: Front squat: hold ends 
at shoulder height or loop over upper 
arms or over neck (continuous loop). 

Lifts and throws of 
all kinds 

20-100 
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Squat up and down flat-footed. B: 
Overhead squat: hold ends with arms 
straight overhead. Squat up and down 
flat-footed. C: Hack squats: grip band 
ends short behind back. Squat up and 
down, rising on the toes, making sure the 
band doesn’t slip out. All variations are 
also possible one-legged (where the 
bands can also be used as an aid to learn 
pistols etc. by using a medium to high 
anchor to help overcome the hardest 
part at the bottom; this also helps with 
working up to higher reps), and of 
course, weights or resistance from a 
partner can be used in addition to bands. 

Good morning Stand on band. Loop band over neck 
(continuous loop). Bend upper body 
forward at the waist and raise back up. 

Resisting collar tie, 
duck-unders 

15-50 

Resisted push-up Get down on the floor, looping band over 
back (for normal push-ups) or behind 
neck (for Hindu-push-ups, divebombers, 
pike push-ups etc). Hold ends in hands to 
provide desired resistance. For one-
handed variations, hold free hand at 
chest, small of the back or hold both 
ends in one hand. For resisted handstand 
push-ups, use loops for the feet and 
hands, or wear a belt (for easier 
handstand-push-ups or presses, use a 
high door anchor and loop bands around 
shoulders or waist. Additional weights 
can be added via weight vest, backpack, 
Bulgarian bag, weight plates on 
shoulders etc. 

Parterre defense 10-100 

Front raise Stand on band, grip ends at waist height. 
Raise arm(s) straight in front of you to 
shoulder height or overhead (both arms, 
single arm or alternating) 

Pummeling 10-100 

Lateral raise Stand on band in wrestling stance, grip 
ends at waist height. Raise arm(s) 
straight to the side to shoulder height or 
overhead (both arms, single arm or 
alternating) 

Pummeling 10-100 

Front pummel Stand on band, knees bent (“athletic 
stance” to “horse stance”); grip ends at 
waist height. Raise arms (alternating) 
straight in front of you to shoulder 
height, then curl in to chest and repeat. 

Pummeling 10-100 

Press Stand on band, grip ends at waist or 
shoulder height. Curl hands up to 
shoulders to create pre-stretch, then do 

Parterre defense 
(hammerlocks), 
pummeling 

15-50 
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presses (both arms, single arm or see-
saw) 

Pull-up Assistance: Tie band into ca. 1m loop 
around pull-up bar (the longer, the less 
assistance it provides). Put one foot into 
loop and secure with other foot by 
stepping on toes or instep of that foot. 
Grip bar and do pull-ups. For one-arm 
pull-ups, same procedure can apply (or 
simply grip band with the free hand, 
either close to the bar – further down for 
less resistance – or with arm straight 
down at hip height to control amount of 
assistance).  
Resistance: anchor band low, tie into 
loop and put around back of the neck. 

Bodylocks, arm 
drags, leg attacks 

1-100 

Muscle-up Assistance: Tie band into ca. 1m loop 
around pull-up bar (use a longer, but 
stronger band to only provide assistance 
at bottom for fast muscle ups, or use a 
weaker but shorter band for continuous 
assistance for slow muscle-ups). Put one 
foot into loop and secure with other foot 
by stepping on toes or instep of that 
foot. Grip bar and do muscle-ups. 

Bodylocks, leg 
attacks, 
snapdowns, 
parterre defense… 

1-50 
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8. Specific exercises 
 

 

Special old man strength: Abdulmanap Nurmagomedov (RIP) demonstrating a drill for fireman’s carry80. 

 

The exercises listed here (called “special exercises” by Russian wrestlers) are the classics for 
wrestlers, but can also be applied to other grappling sports. There are also other variations to 
simulate the specific demands of other grappling styles (guard-work etc. – see section on sources 
below). Recommendations for specific exercises range from about 15 per side to hundreds or even 
thousands of reps, or in timed sets (e.g. keep up pace for 3-6 minutes, maximum reps in one minute, 
X explosive reps EMOM etc). They are done in order to drill technique and improve specific 
conditioning (mostly strength-endurance, though either strength or endurance can be emphasized by 
rep-range, band strength or combination with other exercises) at the same time. Also, the bands can 
have a self-correcting effect, teaching you to use your whole body in a move and how to work as 
efficiently as possible81. Different qualities can be emphasized through choice of band strength, band 
length and amount of pre-stretch. It is recommended to use low reps (e.g. sets of 10-20) and fairly 
slow tempo to work on strength and technique – when learning a new throw for example –, medium 
reps (sets of 20-100) and high repetition speed to work on fluidity and throwing speed, and high reps 
(100-3.000) to work on fluidity, efficiency and specific endurance. It should be pointed out the ultra-
high reps are not exceedingly common, especially in a single set (Ivan Vasylchuk being the exception 
here, see chapter 9.1 in the sambo section). More commonly, this is done with a partner, and usually 
in several timed sets. However, if no partner is available, rubber bands can serve as a substitute. 

Specific exercises can be a part of circuits or a circuit of their own and are popular both as specific 
warm-up, off-mat solo training (in Russia usually as part of the morning roadwork or the longer 

                                                           
80 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p-IMyNn-A2E  
81 My personal experience is that people often seem to interpret the «technique over strength/size» principle 
taught in a lot of grappling arts towards «no force needs to be applied». This is a mistake IMHO: you don’t want 
to have muscle through your techniques, BUT you should definitely be applying force, preferably by throwing 
your weight around. “Hanging” your weight on somebody requires minimal muscular effort and is mostly a 
question of weight transfer. Often enough, the “no strength crowd” often seems to be the first to claim that 
“technique XY doesn’t work for me because I am just not strong/tall/big enough…”. Force applied correctly + 
proper technique = people getting thrown around, using at least twice the energy you are (reacting takes a lot 
more energy than acting, and an effective technique takes less energy than a missed technique) and sometimes 
even puking from exhaustion while you are still fresh. Try it, it’s hilarious. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p-IMyNn-A2E
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roadwork session on Saturday afternoon, aka “cross” – that’s where the rubber meets the road) and 
as a specific finisher after mat training. 

Note: Specific exercises are usually done differently than basic exercises (see section 7): they are 
done fairly fast and as efficiently as possible; this doesn’t however mean they are done with “bad 
form”! The term “loose form” might be more fitting: the goal is to get as much of the force of the 
whole body behind the movement. Therefore, moving your center of gravity, creating force from the 
ground up with your legs, moving your hip to create leverage etc. are all encouraged in specific 
exercises, just as they are on the mat82. The band will give you active feedback and teach you how to 
move efficiently (though it might take you a few thousand conscious repetitions). It is my opinion 
that this is the main thing that makes rubber band training especially beneficial for grapplers and sets 
it apart from other forms of exercise.  

 

Exercise name Description/pointers/variations Suggested 
rep range 

Fireman’s carry 
(kata guruma) 

Enter in deep squat (knee down on the side opposite to the 
arm you are ducking); strong pull to hip with pulling arm, 
strong lift straight up with other arm, then lean into throw 
(self-correcting). Single or double band. 

15x-3 min 
p.s./6 min 
alt. 

Pummeling facing 
anchor 

Curl arm to opposite shoulder, then across body while 
bringing elbow up and over band a) single band, then hold and 
pummel in other side or reverse directly b) from end position, 
bring arm down behind hip c) pummel under second band. It 
is possible to incorporate static or semi static holds, 
particularly while circling. 

15x-3 min 

Pummeling facing 
away from anchor 

A: low to mid anchor: bring arms up alternating from hip 
height to a.l. shoulder height a) continuous slow circles b) 
“rest” arm at shoulder while completing fast circle with other 
(usually done with ice-pick grip) 
B: high anchor: wrap band around forearm, take ice-pick grip; 
from shoulder, extend arm forward and down while stepping 
forward and back (forearm pummeling) 

15x-3 min 

Lift Facing away from anchor, one band per hand.  
A: from (partial) squat, swing hands forward and up into 
(Hindu) jump squat 
B: Lunge forwards, hands wide, then cross over chest 
(bodylock) 
In addition, rows and squats will further strengthen the lift. 

15x-3 min 

Snapdown A: single band: Grip one end of the band in each hand. Pull 
both arms towards one leg, stepping it back at the same time 
a) pull leg backwards up (partial sprawl) b) make quarter turn 
and put leg down (back take) 
B: Double band: grip ends in one hand, other hand about 20-
30 cm up. Snap straight down or to the side as above. 
Variation: holding ends of band in ice pick grip with bent arms 
while facing the anchor, do easy half-circle moves as if 

15x-3 min 

                                                           
82 Seriously, next time I hear claim that “wrestling is all about athleticism” and then attempt in vain to arm-curl 
through some falsely executed technique, I will scream abuse, threaten them with bodily harm and kick them 
out of the gym.  
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leisurely mushing opponent’s head down with alternating 
snaps. 

Tai Otoshi Facing anchor, make 180° turn while splitting legs into desired 
position A: one band per hand, pull Hikite back and up, Tsurite 
down in half circle (// Kubi Nage) B: both bands in one hand a) 
single arm, Hikite focus b) grip Tsurite 20-30 cm up, pull hands 
apart during throw. 

15x-3.000 
3-6 min 

Hip throw Fix anchor between chest and head height. Take grips 
according to variation (simulating arm grip + 
head/underhook/overhook, over-under, double under or 
double over; a two-handed grip can work for maki-komis etc), 
facing anchor. Pull the tsurite and turn the hikite according to 
variation, turning back to anchor (180° to 270°) while doing a 
partial squat. Bring hikite up and behind (long pull) and the 
Tsurite down close to the mat while extending the legs.  

15x-3.000 
3-6 min 

Shoulder throw Fix anchor between hip and chest height. Take grips according 
to variation (simulating wrist or elbow grip); set up by 
snapping or arm dragging, then turn back to anchor (180° to 
270°) while doing a partial squat or going down on either one 
or both knees. A: standing: Bring hikite around and out to the 
side (long pull, simulating wrist grip) and the tsurite down 
close to the mat while extending the legs B: kneeling: make 
sure to turn in on “live” feet, keeping the toe(s) curled under 
to allow for secure contact and re-extension of legs if 
necessary. 

15x-3.000 
3-6 min 

Foot sweeps Fix anchor between hip and chest height. Take grips according 
to variation (simulating double inside, collar and elbow, or 
double under). Pull both hands up and to one side, sweep foot 
across body to other side 

15x-3.000 
3-6 min 

Duck under Fix anchor between hip and chest height. Take grips according 
to variation (a + b one band per hand, c two bands in one 
hand simulating 2-on-1) then a) while squatting partially, pull 
hand back in wide arc, bring band down around back and to 
front with extended arm; pull other arm back, either bent in a 
rowing motion or straight in a reverse fly (long duck, 
simulating a duck under from an overhook; try to exhale while 
ducking) b) bring arm out and back in short arc (simulating a 
duck under from an inside or elbow tie), duck through with a 
strong neck lift, lifting other arm up (high crotch) c) from 2-on 
one, set up by misdirection, then step to the front while 
ducking, then lift. Can lead to backwards extension (suplex).  

15x-3.000 
3-6 min 

Saitiev slide-by Using an anchor of chest or head height, establish a “collar” 
grip with one hand. a) wrap or loop (thumb loop, across 
forearm, behind and around elbow and back to hand) the 
other band around the other forearm, optionally holding it 
further up in an “elbow” grip. Snap down in the collar while 
releasing the imaginary elbow grip, bring elbow up high and 
shuck the forearm over and across while looking over the 
opposite shoulder b) as above, but instead of wrapping the 
band just hold it (preferably with a loop) as if trying to 
pummel in. Then snap and turn, pulling the band up and 

15x-3.000 
3-6 min 
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across with a high elbow (taking an imaginary monkey grip on 
triceps) 

Ankle pick Use a high and a low anchor to simulate head (ice pick) and 
ankle grip (hammer). Snap down on the head, lower level and 
row back on the ankle.  

15x-3.000 
3-6 min 

Ko-uchi gari 
(diagonal inside 
trip) 

A: Using a low anchor and a short (preferably flat) loop band, 
stand facing anchor. Step the far leg through the loop, sweep 
to the side and back while leaning forward. B: using mid to 
high anchor, shadow-wrestle the lower body action while 
performing the forward lean and arm action against the bands 

15x-3.000 
3-6 min 

O-uchi-gari 
(inside trip) 

A: Using a low anchor and a short (preferably flat) loop band, 
stand sideways to or in front of the anchor. Step the far leg 
through the loop, sweep out and back while leaning forward. 
B: using mid to high anchor, shadow-wrestle the lower body 
action while performing the forward lean and arm action 
against the bands 

15x-3.000 
3-6 min 

Grapevine lateral 
drop 

A: Leg lift: Stand elevated over the anchor, using a relatively 
short (preferably flat) loop band. Raise and lower foot against 
resistance, a.l. until the thigh reaches parallel. Can be done 
using lighter resistance freestanding (hands on hips) and with 
heavier resistance holding on to something for balance. Also 
possible on a rung wall with a longer band. B: Arm action: 
Mimic the pulling and the backward lean using the bands 
and/or isometric resistance of a rung wall for counter-balance. 

15x-3.000 
3-6 min 

Uchimata (thigh 
sweep throw) 

A: Leg action: stand sideways on a rung wall holding onto the 
bars, facing the anchor (below foot level) with the band 
looped around the ankle. Perform high backwards sweeps 
while leaning strongly forward. B: shadow-wrestle leg action, 
performing the arm action against the bands. 

15x-3.000 
3-6 min 

Turk Lie prone on stomach, facing away from anchor. Loop band 
around back of leg at the knee and lean forward while rocking 
forward into turk. 

15x-3.000 
3-6 min 

Arm drag A: Stand facing the anchor, holding a band in each hand 
(hammer, ice-pick or loop grip). Move one arm across body 
(here and for the following variations: regular set-up, wax-on, 
wax-off are all possible), then hook that band with the other 
hand for drag. Back take optional. For best carry-over, work 
on footwork. B: Stand facing the anchor, one band in each 
hand (hammer, ice-pick or loop grip). Simulate opening the 
armpit with one hand, then simulate reaching across with the 
other hand (hooking optional); finish by reaching around for 
back-take. C: Stand facing the anchor, holding both bands 
band in one hand (hammer, ice-pick or loop grip). Move one 
arm across body, then hook both bands with the other hand 
for drag. Back-take optional. 

15x-3.000 
3-6 min 

Arm drag to back 
take 

Facing the anchor, reach across then row to the side (shoulder 
or hip, depending on variation) with one one arm and curl 
other arm to opposite shoulder (w/wo body rotation) while 
stepping forward with that leg 

15x-3.000 
3-6 min 

Half Nelson Lie sideways to anchor, holding band in adjacent hand (arm 
bent 90° at elbow, band running along forearm). Lever the 

15x-3.000 
3-6 min 
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elbow up while pressing down with hand. Can add ball to 
simulate head. 

Reverse Lift Facing low anchor, kneel down, loop band around forearms. 
Row in, rising into squat. Use fairly strong band tension and 
moderate reps. Train throw separately, preferably with 
dummy or partner. 

5-30x 
 

Stance Walk back and forth or circle with bands at hips, in a mimicked 
tie-up or around head 

3-12 min 

Sprawl A: Band looped around back of one or both knees, down-block 
and move knees back into partial or full sprawl B: snapdown-
sprawl: pull the end of the bands to one side, moving leg on 
that side back (either curl up into air for partial sprawl or step 
back and off-line) 

15x-3.000 
3-6 min 

Parterre defense Band looped around hips (in parterre position sideways to 
anchor), move away & do side-to-side push-ups 

15x-3.000 
3-6 min 

Shot Bands at hips or forehead, facing away from anchor => shoot 
inside or outside single (repeatedly) or duck-walks (bands at 
hips or in hands), mimicking entries to shot or actually 
shooting alternately. Bands can be combined with weights or 
a partner here: it is totally possible to hold something like a 
Bulgarian bag across the shoulders while doing band-resisted 
shots, or to shoot to a partner, dummy or heavy-bag, do the 
desired leg attack and proceed to lift. 

15x-3.000 
3-6 min 
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9. Sources 
 

Here, additional resources are listed and discussed in regards to their content, separated into 
internet sources (videos and articles) as well as books. 

 

9.1 Internet sources 
 

In this digital age, the internet offers a wealth of information, which continues to expand. In fact, I 
found youtube a lot more informative than the books I could find on the subject. However, finding 
and filtering knowledge is the key here, which is why this link list was created. In fact, I consider this 
chapter the core of this booklet, and in my opinion how much you benefit from it may well depend 
on the amount of time you invest in going through the various videos (apart from putting in the 
actual work, of course). 

I have tried to not list any links that show bad technique to the best of my knowledge (though I have 
much more experience in no-Gi grappling than in Gi grappling, so bear that in mind) and have made 
some efforts to comment on specific exercises, as well as listing the type of bands used to the best of 
my knowledge for all you rubber band fetishists out there (I can’t be the only one, right? RIGHT?!)). 
Although it can necessarily not be exhaustive, it should give you an idea of what to look for. The links 
are grouped according to the combat sports they were demonstrated for, though of course one can 
find inspiration across the board. 

All links where last checked in June 2020 and may be subject to changes. 

 

Traditional strength work – general exercises 

As stated above, this is not the main focus of this booklet. Still, here are some links as a starting point 
to get a few ideas on how to simulate “classic” barbell and dumbbell exercises. The bands used here 
are the traditional “loop” type, but you can improvise by tying any type of band to a loop of the 
desired length.  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zWveMGgKtC8 James Grage gives an introduction to working 
strength with bands. Includes anchoring, band choice and basic exercises.Grage explains his 
preference for flat loop bands over bands with handles, since they allow for more varied resistance 
by gripping at different lengths (of course, this is even more so true for longer bands). If you like his 
stuff, he has a lot more on his channel about bands as a substitute for more traditional weight 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zWveMGgKtC8
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training, like a discussion on bands vs. weights here: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xf9QQBc_7e4  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=atauWwjTg0U Bruce Willow talks about selecting the right band 
for a given exercise (of course subjective to his strength levels and the exercises he does). Pure 
comedy. 

 

Dr. John Jaquish – maybe the swolest scientist you will ever see. His favorite bands are almost as huge as his arms. 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCRBhHIvTxcY-c-p58V82lAw/videos Dr. John Jaquish’s channel. 
Jaquish is the owner of X3, a company selling a band-based system with a bar attachment and 
platform. You don’t need to buy the 500$ package (I certainly didn’t), but feel free to have a look at 
his system, repetition and exercise suggestions if you want to do heavy band exercises more in line 
with traditional barbell work with hypertrophy as the main goal. 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nrMe8B9OUgE Georgian Heavyweight Olympic lifter Lasha 
Talakhadze using rubber bands for general warm-up including front raises, flies and reverse flies; 
including an interesting variation with a partner to change the height of the anchor (see screenshot). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xf9QQBc_7e4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=atauWwjTg0U
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCRBhHIvTxcY-c-p58V82lAw/videos
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nrMe8B9OUgE
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Calisthenics 

Calisthenics are known for not requiring a lot of equipment and therefore have seen a renaissance 
recently. However, rubber bands are frequently included in the arsenal in order to provide assistance 
(more rarely resistance) on the way to learning advanced moves on the bar and rings. 

 

Looks cool but potentially painful. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VeQg9CDYpws Introduction by “TrainingPal” to using bands for 
assistance in calisthenics, including advanced bar athletics like one arm pull-ups, muscle ups on bar 
and rings, flags, V-sits, front and back levers 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P_UZZbWKbGQ ditto, for more basic exercises like pull-ups and 
dips 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BofBR1QNzXo CalisthenicsMovement on using bands to make 
calisthenics easier or harder, all levels from push ups to Russian dips, pull-ups to one-arm pull-ups, 
from squats to pistols, front and back levers, advanced ring work like back lever curl to support, iron 
cross etc. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x0Yx9qbZuX8 ThenX video on using rubber bands around the 
ankles (hanging from a pull-up bar) to achieve planche push-ups. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VeQg9CDYpws
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P_UZZbWKbGQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BofBR1QNzXo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x0Yx9qbZuX8
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Wrestling 

 

 

You saw it here first. 

 

In wrestling, you will usually find rubber training exercises that mimic general wrestling moves or 
positions or exaggerate certain aspects of them to develop specific muscles. Very specific imitations 
are rarer, they are more often done with a partner. However, they can be used if no partner is 
available, to strengthen specific muscles involved in the motion etc. Bands can give you an active 
feedback as to whether you are doing the movement correctly, which is not necessarily the case for 
shadow-wrestling, and also can help to simulate and visualize a resisting opponent; therefore, 
imitation exercises with a band are also more beginner-friendly and easier to learn than shadow 
exercises. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tzK-3vLtMjM Classic Soviet Greco-Roman training montage 
from 1988 showing special exercises and the typical morning training (15-20 minutes of jogging, then 
25-40 minutes of partner training, BWEs and rubber band pulling), featuring classic rubber band 
exercises for pummeling and snapdowns at 11:00. Russian with no working subtitles, but the 
exercises are demonstrated quite clearly. As always, the exercises demonstrated in the Soviet 
training series are top-notch, very functional and with little fuzz. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tzK-3vLtMjM
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Rubber bands + Dagestani playground + native training partners = perfect workout. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6SzP9Wjutno circuit workout with rubber bands and 
bodyweight exercises on a playground in Dagestan with Roberto “Cyborg” Abreu. Basic exercises and 
some more wrestling specific exercises (pummeling, long duckunders) are shown. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zyzkgEkaDd4 Very good training montage from two US Greco 
wrestlers training in Armenia. Excellent demonstration of some of the more unusual but very specific 
rubber band exercises for pummeling(with a high number of fairly unusual variations of pummeling 
through both strands of the band with one arm) and throws from pummeling, duckunders (unusual 
variation, both bands held behind the small of the back) and high dives as well as some more general 
exercises like flys and reverse flys, plus some functional weight exercises for pummeling etc. The pull-
up circuit is also worth trying ;) Highly recommended and very much of a hidden gem. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bxZ5OpI3Xdk More of the above (partially same footage), here 
with a dosage prescription: 10 minutes of continuous rubber work (at the 3:00 mark). Also shows 
speed climbing ropes, pistol squats on a bench and advanced bridging. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wRunKSUFbvA some more Armenian training footage, showing 
mostly pummeling (though not as detailed as the first two videos). 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6SzP9Wjutno
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zyzkgEkaDd4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bxZ5OpI3Xdk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wRunKSUFbvA
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1I919ZTpa2Y Training montage of the Zugaj brothers (Croatian 
Greco Wrestlers) using a 7 m bungee cord (probably early version of the Universal bands tornado 
rope). Shows battling rope applications of the long rubber band as well as duckunders with a 
headband (from 1:25-3:15). 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m2l-Bv_2Atc 20 minutes of training with the Universal bands 
Tornado Rope (7 m bungee cord, used like a Battle Rope) by the creator, former Croatian wrestler 
Marco Čačiċ. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4fJjRiCILw4 & https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IVRLupsb6-g 
some more training ideas with the Tornado Rope. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l3W0_AbKv9c Demonstration of the Universal band system for 
wrestlers (older version, 5m bungee cords of various thicknesses with rotating handle attachments) 
by Marco Čačiċ, showing mostly pummeling (including static work) and arm drags, but also some 
snapdowns, flys etc. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1I919ZTpa2Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m2l-Bv_2Atc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4fJjRiCILw4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IVRLupsb6-g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l3W0_AbKv9c
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iNHnZ6P_DJM Demonstration of the Universal Bands Combat 
belt with anchors on both sides and in the back for more options to attach bands for sprinting, shots 
etc. 

 

 

For a good time, tie a resistance band around your throwing dummy and hug it real tight. Might also help your lift. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SA5iw1eWbhM Training montage of the US Greco team using 
long bungee cords and rubber tubes, including partner pummeling (@ 0:40) and battling rope 
applications (@ 1:00 & 2:30) 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XlWZqPo7z7Y Croatian Greco wrestling team shows some slow 
pummeling and slow snapdowns with high resistance (multiple strands with a handle) for strength 
(among other exercises with kettlebells, plates etc.). 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iNHnZ6P_DJM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SA5iw1eWbhM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XlWZqPo7z7Y
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Dude is RIPPED. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pIn-pMpoFKE Dito, showing reverse flys and alternating 
snapdowns. 

 
Alexander Karelin: big on rubber bands. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gPshXPEZdrQ Multiple-time Olympic and World champion 
(superheavy, Greco-Roman style) Alexander Karelin shows rubber band exercises using a long piece 
of thin solid rubber string or Thera-Band tubing silver (starting at around 22:00); interestingly, he 
favors a moving anchor (person) and emphasizes the importance of moving while exercising. 
(Russian, no synchronization or working subtitles available) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zB7Li3s96RQ Shorter excerpt of the above video, but with 
(somewhat) working subtitles! Karelin explains the advantages of rubber and states one should use a 
rubber that one can pull continuously at a steady pace for at least 6 minutes. Also, he stresses 
posture and movement. 

 

Nurali Aliev, freestyle wrestling genius83 

                                                           
83 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6p-zb2W-ang  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pIn-pMpoFKE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gPshXPEZdrQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zB7Li3s96RQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6p-zb2W-ang
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CAwE6l582iU Russian wrestling coach Нурали Алиев (Nurali 
Aliev aka Leopardik) showing basic rubber band techniques, including straight and circular motions 
for snapdowns, shoulder and hip throws as well as flys. Nurali Aliev is a true mat wizard and has a lot 
of spectacularly good technique videos (all in Russian, some even with working subtitles) on his 
channel as well (highly recommended – IMHO some of the deepest insights in Russian wrestling 
technique you will find online for free!) 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_hhUxdtWej4 Greek wrestler Aposotlos Taskoudis shows a 
typical rubber band circuit for wrestling with various classic exercises and a few more unusual 
variations using long bungee cords.  

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tfotdMxXaG8 Classic band circuit (mostly basic exercises + 
calisthenics) by Cary Kolat. If you are not familiar with Kolat, you must have been living under a rock: 
he has some of the best Freestyle technique breakdown videos on youtube. 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I1RbYMeFHjo Mohammed Yahiaoui of Legion Wrestling London 
demonstrating rubber band exercises as a home training suggestion for youth wrestlers (1st part 
without rubber bands here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WxQgRtlY7tw). I have done this 
one quite often and must say I like it; especially in combination with the accompanying bodyweight 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CAwE6l582iU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_hhUxdtWej4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tfotdMxXaG8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I1RbYMeFHjo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WxQgRtlY7tw
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circuit (which I modify according to my taste and needs). Sub-maximal sets with minimal rest are a 
genius idea in my opinion, and allow you to work yourself to the ground in no time (try doing 3 sets 
of strict 20 pull-ups with only 15 seconds of rest between sets if you don’t believe me). You can play 
around with the reps and rest time to get you where you want. This was the first video that 
introduced me to the exercise I call “swimming” (bent-over rows with a circular motion, 
demonstrated from 04:30 in the first link), which has been very beneficial for my creaky shoulders, so 
I am very grateful for that. One thing I should point out is that 15 reps per exercise are fairly low 
amount of repetitions for rubber bands, and will require fairly high band tension if you want to have 
a solid workout. If you find that your band is not challenging you at the given rep scheme and you 
cannot increase the tension for whatever reason (band too short or strong to double up, not enough 
space to move back, already maxed out the rubber band budget for the year…), feel free to increase 
the reps, or to cut the rest between sets to zero (= just one big superset of all three rounds). There 
are three things “missing” in this circuit in my opinion (when comparing it to other common 
wrestling circuits): 1. Some form of duck-under 2. Some form of training for turning throws (usually a 
sideway triceps extension) 3. Some form of row with an upright torso.  

 

Ivan Ivanov: world class wrestler turned national coach, inventor & marketing genius. Owner of SUPLES. 

https://www.youtube.com/user/suplestraining Channel of Ivan Ivanov, inventor of HIRTS (a band 
system with various optional attachments, including a climbing rope), the Bulgarian Bag etc. Ivanov is 
one of the greatest marketing geniuses in the fitness industry, along with being a former world-class 
Greco-Roman wrestler, who later went on to coach the US Olympic team (which he used to develop 
and market his products ;-). The HIRTS is very present on Youtube, which the creator uses extensively 
to show off the various functions: Resistance band 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N_JxJeAc_kY, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ozaOMlsXAi8, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3uDMvYyEPNA, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c3RPDagyK08 – often, grappling specific exercises are shown, 
usually by former members of the Bulgarian national teams that Ivanov recruited for the cause :-), 
Battle Rope (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mfGQ-13R-G8, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8XBnpX9_IB4 ), rope climbing simulator and external resistance 
for sprinting (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oB4Jep5CDPI), neck exercises 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YMhCIRPBXx4). A number of wrestling teams I have trained 
with own a HIRTS for team training, and they all seem to be very happy with it. Even if the original 
may be priced a bit steeply for many private users, you can always find inspiration with Ivanov’s 
videos and exercise ideas – I know I did. 

https://www.youtube.com/user/suplestraining
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N_JxJeAc_kY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ozaOMlsXAi8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3uDMvYyEPNA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c3RPDagyK08
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mfGQ-13R-G8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8XBnpX9_IB4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oB4Jep5CDPI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YMhCIRPBXx4
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8s77JJPkzUI Older video by Ivanov, showing a circuit of the US 
national Greco team using the Gladiator Wall with various attachments. On the far right (starting at 
00:40), one wrestler shows pummeling exercises, including a fairly unusual downward variation 
starting at 00:50 (for pummeling in against the opponent’s forearms, which poses less risk of being 
countered with an arm throw compared to standard high pummeling). 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QGANzEux8xI Ukrainian Greco wrestler Zhan Beleniuk shows 
various classic exercises with long bungee cords. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AfB4FZ1XLh4 Ukrainian wrestler Andrey Brener shows how to 
set up a constrictor knot on his A B bands (generation 2: bungee cords, about 5 m long and 8-10 mm 
thick; he sold latex tubes with webbing handles earlier) and also how to alternatively grip them for an 
extra grip strength workout (on the doubled-up portion with the loose end above the knot). Brener 
recommends the constrictor knot for endurance work (attached to the wrists), sprawls (attached to 
feet or knees) and shots (around the waist). I personally find the latter a bit uncomfortable since it 
will pull very tight, I prefer using the middle of the band around the waist and feeding the anchor 
through the loops. 

 
Andrey Brener, high level Ukraninian wrestler (early 2000s)84. 

                                                           
84 Andrey Brener used to sell a training set (bands + DVD) on rubber band training for wrestlers. I found him on 
Facebook and he graciously agreed to send me a copy. Thanks, Andrey! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8s77JJPkzUI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QGANzEux8xI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AfB4FZ1XLh4
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y0s5hLQT6Mc Andrey Brener shows and explains fireman’s 
carry with bands. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bG42JJmgBY4 Andrey Brener shows and explains snapdown 
with bands. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yjsIYKAyPJY Andrey Brener shows woodchopping exercise for 
rotational strength with a long band and a piece of PVC.  

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oLJyycEBUyQ & https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-
RAADSAcMrM Ukrainian wrestling coach (from Freestyle wrestling Alekseyenko) demonstrates basic 
rubber band exercises like with long rubber tubes (knotted ends). He first explains where to stand (at 
a point where you have band tension from beginning to end). The exercises in the first video include: 
double ski-poling, diagonal curls, bent rows to the stomach, flys, front raises for pummeling, triceps 
extensions, back-stepping snap-downs, rows to chest (crossing arms, simulating getting to a butterfly 
grip). In the second video: Sideway reverse flys, kneeling sideway pull-over (for duck-under/fireman’s 
carry), kneeling crunches (simulating the end phase of a kneeling shoulder throw; note how he posts 
up the leg opposite to the held “arm” to get an additional post for stronger drive), penetration lunges 
(high single or double leg/hip attack). Alekseyenko suggests 30-60 seconds per exercise with no rest, 
1-4 sets at the end of a mat workout. Ukrainian, though Youtube seems to think it’s Spanish, so the 
subtitles are hilarious. BTW, the rest of his channel is also quite good, especially in regard to 
demonstrations of basic exercises like bridging etc. 
 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_K5cyp2ef34 Russian wrestler shows pummeling exercises 
using thick long rubber string. Working subtitles, lengthy explanation about the point of training with 
rubber bands. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y0s5hLQT6Mc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bG42JJmgBY4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yjsIYKAyPJY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oLJyycEBUyQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-RAADSAcMrM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-RAADSAcMrM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_K5cyp2ef34
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5M9cuH6SaDY Russian Wrestler shows some drills for wrestling 
and MMA with long rubber strings or tubes anchored a waist-height, including triceps extensions, 
chest flies, pummeling variations, shoulder throws, shots (high crotch/double leg and outside single) 
and an interesting variation of one-arm snapdown-rows (see screenshot). 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1tII7jQIdEU Verobyan Edward Sergeevich showing various 
pummeling drills for wrestling on a playground, using 3m rubber tubes.  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Ulq96wjkeY UK wrestling coach Salman Mirza showing some 
solo drills with a bungee cord incl. pummeling (standing on the band), shots, locked grip through a 
loop for single legs (see screenshot), neck drills, plus some shuffle runs and footwork drills for warm-
up 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q7yr1AgGxwI Salman Mirza showing various exercises w. 10 
mm 15ft or 7 meters bungee cord 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5M9cuH6SaDY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1tII7jQIdEU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Ulq96wjkeY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q7yr1AgGxwI
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BJexyp7ANmc ditto, shots holding the band in the hands, 
circular overhead duckunder pummeling with high anchor, donkey jump burpees 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vd9NgBZGedg ditto, shots with loops on thighs, various plank 
drills 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bbv2bD88dt4 Corona home workout ideas for wrestlers by the 
German National Team. Olympic champion Maik Bullmann explains wrestling exercises (shoulder 
throws, armdrags, snapdowns…) and gives recommendations on how various form of implementing 
them into training (starting from 07:00); later: youth coach Marcel Ewald shows 
duckunders/fireman’s carries and combinations (starting @ 10:00, notice the pinch grip with thumb 
and forefinger). Video also includes various tips on how to drill shots, shadow-wrestle with an 
exercise ball etc.  

  

3x Uzbek Olympian Damir Zakhartinov (Willpower Wrestling At-Home Workouts) shows various 
wrestling drills (incl. suplex, duck-under, fireman’s carry, pummeling, shots, snapdowns, battle-rope 
imitations) with long rubber tubes in the park. Also includes some circuit-training ideas. Overall, one 
of the most extensive series on using bands for wrestling training. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cAb2GGQCh5M 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l80Q8HNQ-XQ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZmIxONoe3Es shadow-wrestling with two long bands, one 
attached to the waist and one looped around the hands. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mDZFB4djPxY shadow-wrestling, some sprawl variations with 
bands looped around the ankles 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BJexyp7ANmc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vd9NgBZGedg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bbv2bD88dt4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cAb2GGQCh5M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l80Q8HNQ-XQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZmIxONoe3Es
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mDZFB4djPxY
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nsHd-b2BHc8 leg exercises including resisted leg swings 
backwards & forwards, squats with bands, resisted jump squats etc. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=toN0ThbaIkI upper body exercises including lots of creative 
pummeling variations as well as triceps extensions and snapdowns, arm circles, diagonal curls, 
butterfly swimming etc. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xHtXu2wh3fE core training with the bands including lots of 
plank variations, resisted sit-ups and bicycle crunches, kneeling wood-choppers etc. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lLVQteVy56E Bonus video: Calisthenics for wrestlers including a 
particularly interesting modified archer-push-up variation for parterre defense @ 3:10. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SGJaK6CM1U0 short high-speed circuit for wrestling including 
pummeling, snapdowns, off-balancing, duck-unders/fireman’s carries, arm circles etc. 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nsHd-b2BHc8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=toN0ThbaIkI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xHtXu2wh3fE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lLVQteVy56E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SGJaK6CM1U0
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cieCX8K4v3E Garage Strength rubber band training explanation 
(15-17 second intervals etc) and demonstration (snapdowns, pummeling, lateral movement), using 
loop bands (both intact and cut open).  

Judo 

Judokas typically thrive on uchi-komi (throwing entries), which can be trained with one partner, two 
partners, a judo belt, rubber bands, cable pulleys or a combination thereof. 

 

Shitty video quality + high cadence = endless attempts to make a passable still shot. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9AwZahK7vrY Ancient footage of Isao Okano doing uchi-komi 
with inner tubes. Even shows him slipping and falling down – just in case you need a reminder that 
nobody is perfect. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zy494bRg-BY High level Judo and Sambo coach Steve Scott 
discusses options and execution of uchi-komi using rubber bands, cable pulleys etc. in depth. 
Especially recommended is his emphasis on various focuses of this training early in the video. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r-ytZjcPhtA Olympiac silver medalist Travis Stevens explains his 
choice of rubber bands (light ones for rhythm, high speed and high reps – he says the bands are “just 
there to give you a balance” and you should feel like “chasing a rabbit”) and demonstrates exercises 
(overhead high pulls, moving foot sweeps, uchi-komi for seoi nage) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cieCX8K4v3E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9AwZahK7vrY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zy494bRg-BY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r-ytZjcPhtA
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oqbZuI4A7yw Travis Stevens explains his favorite band 
exercises for Judo in-depth (off-balancing, uchi-komi for shoulder throws, uchimata, foot sweeps etc., 
also some basic exercises like shoulder shrugs) using a flat loop band (cut open) 

 

Matt d’Aquino telling you that THIS RUBBER IS TOO BIG 4 U! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NE-TFSCLUNw Australian Olympian Matt d’Aquino 
demonstrates uchi-komi and bent-over rows with rubber bands, talks about band choice (preferably 
Thera-Band tubing for uchi-komi, various bands for lightweights and heavyweights, disadvantages of 
using too heavy and short bands for uchi-komi, using various resistance levels for uchi-komi and 
general exercises). 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S68mn2-gdkc Same as above, more recent video, also 
explaining why the Korean Judo team can use very heavy bands (and why you shouldn’t necessarily 
do that, or how you could use them to replace “3 men uchi-komi”). 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dvCzwsU2OKY More recent video by Matt d’Aquino using long 
flat Thera-Bands, going more into detail on sleeve pulls (Hikite), opening up (hikite + tsurite) and 
turning in to Seoi-Nage from a sideway skipping motion.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H5kmfXwNtw8 recent video by Matt d’Aquino using latex 
tubes, explaining the main problem with rubber band uchi-komi (repetitions need to be replicating 
the real throw as closely as possible, or you will “wreck your technique”). D’Aquino also 
demonstrates what he means by “being pulled back” (basically turning a seoi nage/shoulder throw 
entry into an arm spin/vertushka entry).  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yHa1yMBQywk suggested Uchi-komi workout by Matt 
d’Aquino. 

https://www.facebook.com/510judo/videos/2380668768891083/ Uchi-komi for Osoto-Gari 
(including leg lift) 

 

… not too big for him, though! Apparently, Koreans use bigger rubbers than Australians, who’d have thought! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ib77CF4nxF0 & 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gaUWhDXOxxA High-level (Korean?) Judo master demonstrates 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oqbZuI4A7yw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NE-TFSCLUNw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S68mn2-gdkc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dvCzwsU2OKY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H5kmfXwNtw8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yHa1yMBQywk
https://www.facebook.com/510judo/videos/2380668768891083/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ib77CF4nxF0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gaUWhDXOxxA
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rubber band uchi-komi for general off-balancing and osoto-gari (rarely shown with rubber bands) 
using the typical inner tubes. The part on how to grip the tubes to mimic the Gi is especially 
interesting. (English synchronization). 

 

Technique is important, no matter the size of your rubber. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=koRXLgVx_30&feature=youtu.be Korean judoka Wang Chi Kun 
(Olympic silver medal 2008, 2x World champion @ 73 kg) and friends give an in-depth explanation 
and demonstration of uchi-komi (gripping variations and details) and basic exercises like rows and 
snapdowns with judo tubes and flat Thera-Bands (gold; blue and black hanging in the background. In 
use, the bands are folded lengthwise to create sort of a tube). Korean without synchronization or 
working subtitles, but fairly easy to follow nonetheless and with quite a bit of comedic value 
(especially the chubby one!).  

 

I’m sorry, whose liver is ending here? The princess’s? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qnTKS85D_Ms Half-hour Korean video (subtitles only have 
entertainment value) on Uchi-komi using Judo tubes, starting with a detailed instruction on rows, 
hikite etc. Also shows special exercise (overhead squat to forward bend) for finishing the throw 
(around 25:00) and ridiculously huge inner tubes (@00:15-00:45). 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=koRXLgVx_30&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qnTKS85D_Ms
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If your rubber is too long for you, fold it like so. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MlpNiQpPyUM Korean video on uchi-komi (subtitles as above) 
using judo tubes, showing an interesting way of gripping the tubes (doubling up the ends to achieve 
the desired length).  

                                          

~~~~ = traditional Korean swearword?    Fina – is that the princess mentioned above? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SkN7lNWJ8Lw Korean video on uchi-komi (sort of working 
subtitles) using judo tubes, including an amusing rant on whether to extend the hikite (sleeve hand) 
or not. 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6sIw33E2Id8 Korean Judoka doing a complex in the weight 
room (alternating barbell high pulls and seoi-nage entries with an extra-strong inner tube) 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P7rmeBvi5OE Training montage of the Korean national Judo 
team, showing three types of inner tubes: narrow ones (about 3 cm wide) for females, the classic 5-6 
cm ones (here shown by a female judoka using only one end of the band) and extra-wide ones which 
appear to be at least 7.5 cm wide and thick-walled (used by a male judoka at 40-50 cm working 
length, shown above). 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MlpNiQpPyUM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SkN7lNWJ8Lw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6sIw33E2Id8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P7rmeBvi5OE
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Korean Judo 6th Dan James Kang, U&K Judo, shows various techniques using Danrho Judo tubes and 
latex strips: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y09bi1J00nE Tai Otoshi 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D9_WSUm3V5g Seoi Nage 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ywtcnNWnRog “bear hug” (basically hikite + tsurite) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U3eXU_GfaK0 13 minute detailed video in Korean, ridiculous 
subtitles 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xb3feXE2YLo as above, but in English, showing Sode Tsurikomi 
Goshi, Tai Otoshi, Uchi Mata and Osoto Gari. 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NG6FJKIZ13g Russian Judoka shows general and specific rubber 
band conditioning exercises and uchi-komi using 14 mm Nakover rubber strings, especially variations 
for the sleeve pull (Russian, automatic subtitles work fairly well). 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vpayyCrWO5A As above. Includes the suggestion to either train 
in timed sets (1-3 min) or counting repetition (10-30). 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y09bi1J00nE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D9_WSUm3V5g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ywtcnNWnRog
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U3eXU_GfaK0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xb3feXE2YLo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NG6FJKIZ13g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vpayyCrWO5A
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Neil Adams – a rubber band convert? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wildmTHVXzc, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=66ipQpvFwBI, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7YvucKNK2R0 & 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=727oOmI_GVY, https://www.bjjee.com/articles/how-to-
improve-your-takedowns-using-drillsrelcanonical/ Olympic Judo champion Neil Adams explains his 
thoughts on uchi-komi, including his own uchi-komi band set (bungee cords with gi grip attachments) 
and shows drills including O-Uchi-gari (rarely shown with rubber bands) 

http://betterjudo.com/articles/good-drills-bad-drills/ & https://judoinfo.com/uchi-komi/ discussion 
on sense and nonsense of uchi-komi (static vs. moving, carry-over to throwing). Also see 
http://drannmaria.blogspot.com/2011/05/reasons-for-and-against-uchi-komi.html  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Izx2CPxEbY Variety of judo uchi-komi including drop ippon 
seoi-nage and one-handed tai-otoshi demonstrated by Matsuru Canada (using a band set with gi grip 
attachments). 

 

The shot may not show it, but it’s a woman (as evidenced by the pink bands?). Her technique is great, just please don’t tell 
my coach I said that. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SIAZivfM0MI Judo Uchi-komi demonstrated by high-level 
judoka Carmen Solana using a band set with gi grip attachments, including some rare variations with 
bands attached to the knee. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wildmTHVXzc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=66ipQpvFwBI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7YvucKNK2R0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=727oOmI_GVY
https://www.bjjee.com/articles/how-to-improve-your-takedowns-using-drillsrelcanonical/
https://www.bjjee.com/articles/how-to-improve-your-takedowns-using-drillsrelcanonical/
http://betterjudo.com/articles/good-drills-bad-drills/
https://judoinfo.com/uchikomi/
http://drannmaria.blogspot.com/2011/05/reasons-for-and-against-uchikomi.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Izx2CPxEbY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SIAZivfM0MI
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If you are stuck with no rubber bands and just your belt, just train with that. Also works if you’re not 6th dan, I tried. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_qW32XDSQlE Uchi-komi demonstration (de ashi barai, hiza 
guruma, ippon and morote seoi nage and seoi otoshi, tai otoshi, o uchi gari, harai goshi, uchi mata), 
by Sampson Sampson using a belt, but of course could also be done with rubber bands. Sampson also 
covers visualization and repetition suggestions. Belt Uchi-komi seem to predate rubber bands – they 
are described by Kimura and Mifune, usually tying the belt to a tree, which can result in some “give”. 
But even without, the belt can provide an isometric effect. 

https://www.facebook.com/VinceSkillcornCoach/videos/678500122916706/ Vince Skillcorn shows 
one-handed Sode Tsurikomi exercise 

https://www.facebook.com/JudoGemeinschaftSachsenwaldJgs/videos/673609253489047/ & 
https://www.facebook.com/JudoGemeinschaftSachsenwaldJgs/videos/246038166640667/ videos by 
JGS (Judo-Gemeinschaft Sachsenwalde) about basic exercises with rubber bands for Judo (Stroops-
type with a webbing sleeve being used here). This basically bridges the gap between general and 
specific exercises due to the angles, use of isometric holds etc. 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IBdckUqFQRw&list=PLER-jZ6dp9jF8gq1rcgMhOgoMp8GIeFGx 
Senior Turkish Judo coach Savas Iyidogan showing rubber band drills (using medical latex tubing) for 
Judo including high-pull-rows, alternating triceps extensions/kickbacks, chest flies (standing and on a 
chair), concentration curls, leg extensions and pull-aparts with the legs. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_qW32XDSQlE
https://www.facebook.com/VinceSkillcornCoach/videos/678500122916706/
https://www.facebook.com/JudoGemeinschaftSachsenwaldJgs/videos/673609253489047/
https://www.facebook.com/JudoGemeinschaftSachsenwaldJgs/videos/246038166640667/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IBdckUqFQRw&list=PLER-jZ6dp9jF8gq1rcgMhOgoMp8GIeFGx
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EH65sjtugFc Four-time Olympian & US Olympic coach Jimmy 
Pedro shows basic exercises & uchi-komi (Ko-uchi gari, Morote Seoi Nage) using uchi-komi bands and 
a seated partner as an anchor. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fJikrSPIfSM Russian Judoka Andrey Martirosov gives quick 
demonstration of rubber band possibilities for Judo using long flat bands, incl. Seoi Nage, Harai Goshi 
and Juji Gatame (@ 0:25) plus some creative push-up drills (see screenshot). 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=drI1uFHLXLk ditto, seoi-nage Russian Style (incl. kake) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hyHYF6RvIAs ditto, focus on Uchimata & Kata Guruma 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5NYhRp3oZpg ditto, showing a circuit of basic movements incl. 
lunges etc. 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ynI0oe9wKbU Short speed training circuit for Judo using flat 
bands, including Uchi-komi for Seoi Nage and foot sweeps, battle rope imitations and chest flies. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EH65sjtugFc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fJikrSPIfSM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=drI1uFHLXLk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hyHYF6RvIAs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5NYhRp3oZpg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ynI0oe9wKbU
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-fKIOTofcBw Italian Judoka showing uchi-komi drills for Tai 
Otoshi using judo belts as grips for two loop bands. 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZpcKzS5R56o Italian Senior Judoka Sandro Piccirillo shows 
Uchikomi for Uchimata and Harai Goshi using bungee cords and explains some details for the tsurite 
(lifting with a straight wrist). 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UwTmHiGCdC8 Sandro Piccirillo shows some one handed 
kuzushi variations holding a tennis ball in the other hand to simulate the collar grip. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-fKIOTofcBw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZpcKzS5R56o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UwTmHiGCdC8
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G7P9EOvoKt4 32 drills (uchi-komi and general exercises) by 
JudoFightingFit, not only for Judokas. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZwX9AczD3dY JudoFightingFit detailed 15 minute uchikomi 
breakdown including combinations. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QazKBsmEGGQ Judo Olympic Champion Ilias Iliadis 
demonstrates his 5 minute rubber band circuit [5x(5x10s work + 10 s rest)] consisting of various off-
balancing drills using a cut-open loop band and a partner as an anchor. The emphasis seems to be on 
speed and getting in a lot of repetitions rather than exact technique imitation. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8ui04sg7Dtc US Judoka El Idrissi working w. Adidas Judo bands 
(uchi-komi & strength exercises). He emphasizes that he likes this particular type of uchi-komi band 
for its gripping options and because it doesn’t “pull you back”.  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G7P9EOvoKt4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZwX9AczD3dY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QazKBsmEGGQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8ui04sg7Dtc
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Travis Stevens telling you to tie the knot! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KTBENmFa6c4 Olympic Silver Medalist Travis Stevens installs a 
wall-ring and explains his uchikomi setup, including the knots at the end of the flat bands (loop bands 
cut open). 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xErr1H4biTY Travis Stevens rubber bands workout suggestions. 
He explains that he prefers to use lighter bands for uchi-komi as he only wants the band to give him a 
“bounce”. Here, he uses a seat-clamp attached to a T-beam, which is creative but would be 
potentially risky if it comes lose during training. Detailed explanation of the mechanics of the various 
exercises shown. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oqbZuI4A7yw Ditto: very detailed explanations how to practice 
off-balancing, uchi-komi and general exercises. 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DFViybyG_fs Judo Education showing uchi-komi for Seoi-Nage 
with an emphasis on the various possibilities for footwork.  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KTBENmFa6c4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xErr1H4biTY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oqbZuI4A7yw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DFViybyG_fs
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jHKmsdqczrg Spanish Judoka Roberto Naveira showing Uchi-
Komi drills (Seoi-Nage, Kata Guruma, Harai Goshi, De Ashi Barai, Osoto Gari) using an uchi-komi band 
constructed with medical latex tubing.  

 

 

Sambo 

Sambo training methodology usually falls in somewhere between Judo and wrestling. Sambo is by 
nature eclectic and highly competitive (so things that don’t work rarely last long), which also holds 
true for their training methodology. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=epCs7xVnF2w Judo & Sambo coach Андрей Шидловский 
(Andrey Shidlovsky) 55 min of rubber bands, very creative, includes applications (belt grip, tomoe 
nage O-uchi-gari, fireman’s carry, shots, seoi-nage [many variations], foot sweeps, ura-nage/pick-ups, 
morote gari, ground work like rubber-resisted bridging and arm-bars) also shows battle rope use, 
arm circles in various directions, one-arm rows, circuit suggestions, shadow grappling demonstration, 
wheelbarrow walk with bands, push-up drills, rubber band pull-downs/”muscle-ups”, doubled-up 
grip on rubber string to simulate lapel grip, shadow-wrestling with rubber bands for Combat 
Sambo…; also, his rubber band collection might even be more impressive than mine :D (Russian, no 
working subtitles, but mostly self-explanatory) If you watch just one video on Russian-style rubber 
band work for Judo/Sambo, make it this one, even if you don’t understand any Russian (there seem 
to be no working subtitles so far). 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8xiu4Rk3g2A Andrey Shidlovsky short nage-komi tutorial for 
seoi-nage (shoulder throw). Russian, working subtitles. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jHKmsdqczrg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=epCs7xVnF2w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8xiu4Rk3g2A
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Ivan Vasylchuk, Honoured Master of Sports & World champion in Sambo. Prefers “rubber rubber”. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RaD0PmFb-z8 & 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s4t3v5uFa_A Rubber bands for Sambo by Sambo World 
Champion & Honoured Master of Sports Ivan Vasylchuk (Sila Partera). Vasylchuk explains his 
preferences in equipment choice (“rubber rubber” = bare latex bands), demonstrates exercise 
variations and gives recommendations for repetitions (anyone want to do 3000+ entries for fun? 
Should only take like three hours) and varying tempo (“broken tempo”). Vasylchuk shows particularly 
dynamic nage-komi (full throws) with rubber bands, with a very pronounced rotation of the upper 
body (see above). Russian with English synchronization. 

 

 

Vadim Kolganov, Master of Sports in Sambo and Judo. Rocks his moustache almost as well as his rubber bands. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jIvPER4b8tk, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TYR-vziTGsg 
(bad video quality, but good content), https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VT3L2JaYCNU, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BSUibhaIGl0, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0o0F5G4ViIA, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NfOm_VmNl9A, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gpE_BKhSb60,  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ds23ocy3LEo, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MWvFLQLuVAg, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s-
tcV7fzEuw, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=flJsG02CHuU, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RaD0PmFb-z8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s4t3v5uFa_A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jIvPER4b8tk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TYR-vziTGsg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VT3L2JaYCNU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BSUibhaIGl0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0o0F5G4ViIA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NfOm_VmNl9A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gpE_BKhSb60
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ds23ocy3LEo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MWvFLQLuVAg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s-tcV7fzEuw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s-tcV7fzEuw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=flJsG02CHuU
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7PlxrSupNqM, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dNTMLgK0lzQ, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rYAckwLHlhg 14 Videos by Sambo coach Vadim Kolganov 
(Master of Sports) demonstrating an unusually creative selection of rubber band exercises with 
double silver Thera-Band tubing with homemade long webbing grips (from a Sambo belt by the looks 
of them), e.g shots (leg attack simulation) with the bands attached to his head. 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p-IMyNn-A2E Abdulmanap Nurmagomedov (Khabib’s dad -  ِ إِنَّا ِ�َّٰ
 demonstrates a snapdown complex, long duckunders for fireman’s carries and high (َوإِنَّا إِلَْیِھ َراِجعُونَ 
crotches as well as sideway reverse flies with single and double bands. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sk9K5JqtZlg Abdulmanap Nurmagomedov shows how to do 
overhead triceps extensions with a short band and no anchor 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZHyfH7osSBw Using long flat rubber bands, female Sambist and 
grappler Anzhelika Pilyaeva demonstrates snapdowns, pummeling, long duck-unders, shot drills, 
lunges, foot sweeps, throw entries (Seoi-Nage, Tai Otoshi & Harai Goshi), triceps extensions with and 
without accompanying forward lean, squats and even some boxing drills for Blood & Sweat MMA,. 
She especially makes a valid point that any exercise can either be done upright or in a low fighting 
stance, which will alter the exercise slightly and potentially make it more specific. Pilyaeva suggests 
doing each exercise for 30 seconds in the beginning, then working up to 60 seconds. She also 
recommends alternating running (sprinting) 200-300 meters and rubber band work, doing one sprint 
in between each set of rubber work. Russian, more or less working subtitles. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7PlxrSupNqM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dNTMLgK0lzQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rYAckwLHlhg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p-IMyNn-A2E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sk9K5JqtZlg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZHyfH7osSBw
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vpayyCrWO5A&feature=emb_rel_pause Russian Judo/Sambo 
player demonstrating various throws (foot sweeps, morote seoi-nage…) and drills (mostly snaps and 
high pulls) using a 3 m long tube with 15 mm diameter. Working subtitles. 

 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vpayyCrWO5A&feature=emb_rel_pause
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Other grappling arts 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CxfwCiVRfF8 Daud Adaev (Tiger Club Moscow) demonstrates 
creative exercises for BJJ (using 3m of 12 mm solid rubber string), Daud discusses various band 
diameters and their uses, suggests to train three rounds with 30-60 seconds per exercise, then shows 
exercises with and without anchor for shoulder rehab & prehab, full joint rotations, alternating 
snapdowns for handfighting (@ 09:15), long duck-unders (@ 09.45), uchi-komi for Seoi Nage, foot 
sweeps… (10:30), boxing bob & weave (11:30), bear crawls (11:50), sit-outs (12:25), various ab 
exercises, kneeling uchikomi (14:25), finishes with an encouragement to experiment and create your 
own exercises (Russian, working subtitles). 
 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7_T-phs8srs Demonstration of Kudo Pride Club for Rocky-
shop.ru with 5 m of solid rubber string. Lots of variations of triceps extensions and lateral raises, foot 
sweeps, shoulder throws etc., incl. some loaded stretching using the bands. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CxfwCiVRfF8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7_T-phs8srs
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XgBsLDXneI0 grappling drills with a high anchor, incl. shots 
holding the bands, grip fighting, Ouchi-Gari, foot sweeps, triangle entries, various drills on the knees 
etc. 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CBMCgrbfBz4 Indian Kushti wrestler Sunny Joon working with 
rubber tubes in the Akhara. He shows various standard variations of pummeling and snapdowns as 
well as a duck-under/fireman’s carry which is interestingly done in an ice-pick grip.  

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=saBMMufKTec&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR3P9W_eeDOigqf
3GP35c58claxMVaueyb8vQnzPyuAX-8Wd7WoSEs87nyo Rare footage of the use of rubber bands 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XgBsLDXneI0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CBMCgrbfBz4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=saBMMufKTec&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR3P9W_eeDOigqf3GP35c58claxMVaueyb8vQnzPyuAX-8Wd7WoSEs87nyo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=saBMMufKTec&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR3P9W_eeDOigqf3GP35c58claxMVaueyb8vQnzPyuAX-8Wd7WoSEs87nyo
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(medical latex tubing?) in Sumo for warm-ups in the form of an unusual alternating triceps extension 
with a wrist snap at the end.  
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9.2 Books 
 

Interestingly enough, very few books so far seem to specifically deal with the application of rubber 
bands for grappling, at least not in-depth. Usually, only a few select exercises are shown, mostly in 
books not mentioning bands in the title, so information is scattered all over the place. Therefore, I 
thought it valuable to include a short discussion of the various sources I came across over the years. It 
should be noted that this is an arbitrary selection, and it is not very easy to define clear categories 
here; most books on fitness these days also cover the subject of bands in one way or another, so feel 
free to explore. 

 

Basic exercises: 

Fatman’s guide to cable training. A brief overview on the history of cable training, exercises and 
regimes. Second edition : Probably the most extensive book on the subject, and better yet, it’s free 
(https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2a
hUKEwiLhZ349bjpAhW-RBUIHSKWDqkQFjAAegQIBBAB&url=https%3A%2F%2Fyoga-
horizons.com%2Fpdfs%2FFatmans-Guide-to-Cable-Training-2.pdf&usg=AOvVaw01r7-
gmMVxIS6puIxcgKrR). The author aka “Fatman” writes in extenso (93 pages) about the history of short 
cables / expanders, how and why they work, about 80 exercise variations and equipment options. 
Basically, it focuses on the topics that were touched upon only briefly (if that) in here. A great read for 
any rubber band enthusiast. Thank you, “Fatman”! 

Thera-band handbooks: Thera-Band is one of the manufacturers who provide their customers with 
free helpful instructions. They are provided in a number of languages, so you can download what you 
understand best: https://www.Thera-Band.com/international-instructions Their manual on resistance 
bands and tubing has 44 pages and covers strength properties and progression of their bands, 
instructions on anchoring and holding the bands (including attachments), and basic exercise 
progressions. Worth checking out, not only for rehab. 

Emre Bardakci, The Strength Revolution. An Unconventional Guide to Strength and Conditioning 
(2016): An interesting book. Bardakci apparently was a national-level Judoka in Turkey, then trained 
with Ukrainian wrestlers etc, though I wish that he had talked about those experiences more. Bardakci 
focuses on “functional training” and especially emphasizes exercises that are challenging on grip, 
forearms and balance. He also has some information on training with elastic bands, and especially 
seems to be keen on ball handles (lacrosse or tennis balls), something I have not seen elsewhere so 
far. I couldn’t find any retailer for the book, so it might be out of print. 

John Brookfield, Training with cables for Strength (Iron Mind 2001): In this book, Brookfield advocates 
bands (in the form of the Iron Mind fabled cables, a short expander for multiple bands with a separate 
protective sleeve) as a strength training tool, either as a stand-alone tool or as an addition. He also 
makes some references to grappling, e.g. an old Judoka he knew who supposedly did 6-7.000 Uchi-
komi with rubber bands daily or something along those lines. Other than that, I would say it is a fairly 
typical Brookfield book: lots of very creative exercise variations, many of which quite unique. On the 
other hand, the book provides very little in terms of advice for planning and structuring your training, 
so you will have to get that elsewhere.  

Ross Enamait, Never Gymless. An excuse free system for total fitness (2006): Ross was one of my early 
training influences, and while some things have changed in my perspective, I still like and recommend 
his stuff. Never Gymless deals mostly with bodyweight exercises and conditioning (very extensively, I 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwiLhZ349bjpAhW-RBUIHSKWDqkQFjAAegQIBBAB&url=https%3A%2F%2Fyoga-horizons.com%2Fpdfs%2FFatmans-Guide-to-Cable-Training-2.pdf&usg=AOvVaw01r7-gmMVxIS6puIxcgKrR
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwiLhZ349bjpAhW-RBUIHSKWDqkQFjAAegQIBBAB&url=https%3A%2F%2Fyoga-horizons.com%2Fpdfs%2FFatmans-Guide-to-Cable-Training-2.pdf&usg=AOvVaw01r7-gmMVxIS6puIxcgKrR
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwiLhZ349bjpAhW-RBUIHSKWDqkQFjAAegQIBBAB&url=https%3A%2F%2Fyoga-horizons.com%2Fpdfs%2FFatmans-Guide-to-Cable-Training-2.pdf&usg=AOvVaw01r7-gmMVxIS6puIxcgKrR
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwiLhZ349bjpAhW-RBUIHSKWDqkQFjAAegQIBBAB&url=https%3A%2F%2Fyoga-horizons.com%2Fpdfs%2FFatmans-Guide-to-Cable-Training-2.pdf&usg=AOvVaw01r7-gmMVxIS6puIxcgKrR
https://www.theraband.com/international-instructions
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might add), but also covers bands (Ross likes thick loop bands), showing some basic exercises along 
with special exercises for boxers (Ross is a boxing coach). During the Corona lockdown, Ross is offering 
the ebook of Never Gymless for 1$, but if you happen to be too cheap for that, at least check out his 
websites www.rosstraining.com and www.rossboxing.com. Ross’ videos have always been legendarily 
intense. 

Bud Jeffries, Twisted Conditioning. How to combine barbell, strongman and bodyweight exercises 
(2001): Bud Jeffries is one hell of a strong guy. At least at one point he held the unofficial world record 
for a rack squat from a dead stop (over 1.000 lbs). But Jeffries also has a thing for martial arts, actually 
coached various MMA fighter and doesn’t see why being strong and fit should be mutually exclusive. 
He apparently was converted to rubber bands by Matt Furey (another early training influence of mine). 
In Twisted Conditioning, Jeffries describes various training exercises with “cables”, using various 
products of the American company Lifeline. 

Carlos Santana, Functional Training. Exercises and programming for training and performance (Human 
Kinetics 2016): Speaking of Lifeline, Carlos Santana designed some of their products. Santana coached 
various high-level athletes, including Judoka Rhadi Fergusson. Pages 70-89 of Functional Training cover 
rubber band exercises, with an emphasis on unilateral and rotational movements. You can see Santana 
demonstrate some of these with his own brand of cable system here: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CJYGisvLQ3E  

Yuri Shaposhnikov, Secrets of athleticism (1975?): An oldie but goldie. Shaposhnikov shows and 
describes training with the “rubber bandage” (an early Thera-Band-type rubber band, 3.5 long 
according to Shaposhnikov), various types of spring expanders, kettlebells, sandbags, bodyweight etc. 
The exercises are simple but effective. Definitely recommended as old-school inspiration. 

 

Judo: 

Donn F. Draeger/Takahiko Ishikawa, Judo training methods (Charles E. Tuttle Company 1962): A very 
complete and progressive book on Judo conditioning, which also describes Uchi-komi with a belt and 
inner tubes (and the use of inner tubes as emergency joint braces) as well as exercises with a shorter 
rubber expander (along with plenty or weight and bodyweight exercises). I would say that few authors 
have since reached the quality and depth of Draeger & Ishikawa. The book is available digitally (though 
in the Kindle version I have, there is a mix-up of the pictures to the expander exercises, which is not 
the case in my print edition) and in various editions, though I personally must say I love my first edition 
(bound in red Gi-material). Interestingly enough, it is pretty commonly found and can be purchased at 
about the price of newer editions (a rarity with Judo books). If you’re into Judo, check it out, and even 
if you are a grappler of another style, I would strongly recommend it. 

Isao Inokuma/Nobuyuki Sato, Best Judo (Kodansha International 1987): A classic book on Judo 
technique, widely considered as one of the single most complete books on the subject (though of 
course less complete than multi-volume works such as Toshiro Daigo’s Kodokan Judo or Isao Okano’s 
Vital Judo). While Inokuma and Sato don’t describe rubber band training, they have a chapter on using 
pulley weights, which can be adapted.  

Hayward Nishioka/James R. West, The Judo Textbook. In practical application (Ohara Publication 
1979). An older but especially in regard to old-school training methods still interesting book. Pages 
171-173 cover Uchi-komi, mostly in regard to partner uchi-komi. Nishioka writes that Japanese college 
judokas often do sets of 100-200 uchi-komi, at a speed of 60 per second. He also vividly describes 
Kimura’s tree uchi-komi (though that part sounds a bit like legend-building to me…). 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CJYGisvLQ3E
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Judo Masterclass techniques (Ippon books, various years): Well-known in-depth series on certain 
techniques (and their lesser-known variations), groups of techniques, tactics etc. Pretty much each 
book will have a section on Uchi-komi for that group. Rubber is not always mentioned explicitly, but 
the execution can usually be adapted.  

Andy Burns/Mike Callan, Strength and Conditioning for Judo (Crowood Press 2017): Very methodical 
and scientific book on S&C for Judo. It covers nutrition, weight cutting, nutrtition, energy systems, 
strength standards, injury prevention and rehab, bodyweight and partner exercises, basic tumbling, 
weight training, plyometrics, medicine balls, periodization, nage-komi and of course uchi-komi, which 
are for example used to make a circuit training more “sport-specific”. I only cross-read it to be honest 
(got it while writing this), but it seems like the type of book to read if you want a grappling-specific 
entry to current training-science and lingo. I should mention it does not seem to show or describe 
specific rubber-band exercises, but you could substitute them whenever uchi-komi are mentioned etc. 

Aurélien Broussal-Derval, La Prépa Physique Judo (4Trainer Éditions 2017): Very interesting French 
book on the subject of “functional” physical training for Judo. If you speak French, by all means check 
it out, and even if you don’t, it might be worth a look. The author dedicates one chapter to the 
discussion of uchi-komi (pages 135-145, including suggestions how to cycle and periodize their use in 
training) as well as showing various exercises with rubber bands throughout the book. 

Ralf Lippmann/Karin Ritter Susebeck, Koordinationstraining im Judo. Training der 
Bewegungskoordination Band 4 (Strauss Sportverlag 2010): Another book on «functional training» for 
Judo, this time a German one. Compared to La Prepa Physique Judo, the focus is narrower and mostly 
on balance and coordination exercises. The authors show a lot of rubber band exercises, usually in 
combination with various balance training tools (wobble boards etc.) if that is your cup of tea.  

Martin Rooney, Ultimate Warrior Workouts. Fitness Secrets o the Martial Arts. Proven Training 
Techniques from around the Globe (William Morrow Paperbacks 2013): In this book, Rooney describes 
the training approaches he has encountered in various martial arts schools world-wide. The rubber 
band exercises can mostly be found in the Judo section, though IMHO they are quite universal and in 
fact, a lot of them are described in section 7 of this book. I generally recommend Rooney’s book: it 
might not be the most systematic (in terms of periodization and planning), but great for mixing and 
matching, since it has a lot of very creative exercises. Also, you can amuse yourself by trying Rooney’s 
fitness tests. 

Louie Simmons (ed.), Special Strength Training for all Sports. Eastside 4athletes (Westside Barbell 
2015): A very interesting and no-nonsense book on training for various sports. Chapter 8 (Training for 
combative sports and arts, pg. 162-269) was written by John Saylor, who has a Judo background. Saylor 
shows some basic and specific band exercises, dumbbell circuits and sled-work which could easily 
translate to bands, as well as a lot of bodyweight work, partner exercises and banded barbell squats 
etc., which is typical for Westside Barbell. Generally more of a “from the trenches” book than a super 
scientific one, but that doesn’t hurt the result in my opinion. All in all, a creative and inspiring book, I 
enjoyed it very much. 
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Wrestling: 

Horst Rothert/Willi Tepper, Manual of Basic Holds in Wrestling for Children/Handbuch mit 
Grundtechniken für das Kinderringen (FILA 1988): In my opinion by far the best publication on rubber 
bands for wrestling. The book introduces 38 basic wrestling techniques as a series of pictures (with 
additional arrows to illustrate the direction of movement), along with specific exercises on how to 
learn and improve every single one of them – and you guessed right, rubber band exercises are 
featured prominently. Also has a few pages on general exercises with bodyweight, sandbags and 
kettlebells. There is very little text (only a few pages of introduction), so it is universally 
understandable. It is long out of print, but can be found online e.g. 
https://de.scribd.com/document/290626766/Rothert-H-Tepper-W-Manual-of-Basic-Holds-in-
Wrestling-for-Children  

Luigi Chinazzo, La Lotta Olimpica Moderna. Colpi di difesa e controcolpi. Nozioni di preparazione fisico 
atletica (Roma 1970): Excellent but little-known volume on wrestling technique and preparation. In 
the section on strength training (pg. 42-44), Chinazzo shows seven exercises with rubber bands 
(alternating kneeling flys, alternating ski-poling, various leg-lfting exercises for foot sweeps, leg curls). 
In general, Chinazzos physical training exercises – buddy weight and tumbling, for the most part – 
would be pretty much all you need to get in wrestling shape. The rest of the volume is illustrations of 
wrestling techniques (the only text being the names of said techniques in italian). The illustrations are 
excellent85 and very clear (if I had to guess, I would say they were taken from or at least modeled after 
a Soviet wrestling book – it is the same style of drawings common in the Eastern Block manuals), the 
main merit of the book being that very rare and unusual techniques are shown.  

Rajko Petrov, Freestyle and Greco-Roman Wrestling (FILA 1986): Classic book on wrestling technique. 
Petrov mentions the use of rubber bands and Exergenies by wrestlers, though he only shows one 
exercise with it (pg. 104). Otherwise, great book with very clear line-drawings. 

Katrin Barth/Lothar Ruch, Ich trainiere Ringen (Meyer&Meyer 2013): Lists two basic exercises with 
rubber pulls for adolescent wrestlers (high-pulls and double ski poling).  

Sadly, this is already about it for wrestling. I remember a few other books that had very short sections 
on it, though I currently cannot remember the sources or locate them in my library. I should also 
mention my own book “Sei stark” Version 1.0 (2014, written in German, download here for free: 
https://archive.org/details/FlaisSeiStark1_1). It has a couple of pages on rubber band training (112-
116, 121-122) – basically my first attempt to write about the subject –, along with my general views 
on training at the time. Most of what is written there on the subject of rubber bands is elaborated here 
in much greater detail, though. 

 

Other grappling styles:  

Zhao Da Yuan, Practical Qin Na. Part 2: Foundational Training, Techniques and Methods (Outskirt Press 
2016): A very interesting book that shows a vast range of combat grappling techniques, especially 
those that are outlawed in pretty much all modern grappling disciplines (small joint manipulations and 
joint locks for throws). Before that, traditional training techniques are discussed, including home-made 
pulley systems. On pg. 48-53, a “heavenly” pulley system with handle attachment “the size of an arm” 

                                                           
85 Note: my two criteria for good illustration in grappling books are that a) it is immediately clear which body part 
belongs to whom (worst case: two guys of the same skin color in white Judo Gis on a sub-par black and white 
photo) and that the dynamic of the technique is clearly visible. The illustrators of East German and Russian 
manuals often did stupendous work on both counts IMHO, often out-doing modern photos.  

https://de.scribd.com/document/290626766/Rothert-H-Tepper-W-Manual-of-Basic-Holds-in-Wrestling-for-Children
https://de.scribd.com/document/290626766/Rothert-H-Tepper-W-Manual-of-Basic-Holds-in-Wrestling-for-Children
https://archive.org/details/FlaisSeiStark1_1
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attached at one end and sandbags (5, 10, 15 and 20 kg) as weights is shown. This is used for parallel 
and diagonal snapdowns, upright rows (similar to “opening up” the hikite during uchi-komi), 
“whipping” flies, various triceps extensions and arm drags. The book instructs to initially pull the handle 
until the sandbag “starts to lift, but is not lifted yet”, giving you a progressive resistance similar to 
rubber bands86. These exercises could all be easily applied to rubber bands (in fact, the book mentions 
you should buy “elastic belts as those used in gymnastics” if you don’t have space for the heavenly 
pulley), though of course you could always go out and build a pulley if you are out of rubber.  

Shou Tou-Liang & D. Ngo Tai, Chinese Fast Wrestling for Fighting. The Art of Shuai Kiao. Throws, 
Takedowns, & Groundfighting (YMAA 1997): One of the more recent publications on Chinese jacket 
wrestling (usually spelled Shuai Jiao, though I have also seen “Shuai Chiao” or, like here, Shuai Kiao). 
The author demonstrates a variety of traditional training techniques with modernized equipment, 
including band exercises (pg. 53-60: sideway triceps extensions and sideway flys, snapdowns with a 
turning step, turning in for various throws). I would assume that bands are used here as a modernized 
alternative for the traditional exercise of belt cracking as shown in Tong Zhongyi/Tim Cartmell, The 
Method of Chinese Wrestling (Blue Snake Books 2005, original published 1935) pg. 107-118.), without 
replacing it; for modern demonstrations of belt cracking, also see 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=urV_V0JNzf4 (a Youtube search will yield additional results).  

 

 

9.3 Video tapes 
 

This subsection is more of a review than anything else. Moreover, it covers only a single product. I 
am aware that Ivan Ivanov has several instructional DVDs for the HIRTS etc, but I currently haven’t 
managed to get my hands on any of them. Instead, I give you: 

 

Andrey Brener, AB Bands: 

In this 48 min videotape that appears to have been made in the early 2000s, Brener uses the AB band 
(a piece of latex tubing about 2 m long with webbing handles and a door anchor, which used to be 
available in 8 resistance levels) to demonstrate a number of takedown and setup simulations, e.g. 
“shuck-bys” (pushing the opponent’s elbow across his body to set up a shot), single and double posts 
(pushing his elbow(s) upwards to create room for a shot), snapdowns and “club downs” (short 
snapdowns done with just an arm motion, used as set-ups) pummeling, arm drag variations, high 
crotch, sweep single, knee pull (high crotch to sweep single), low single, double leg, fireman’s carry 
variations, arm and hip throws, “mule kicks” (uchimata), stand-ups, sprawls etc., as well as some 
conditioning exercises like rows, chest flys, “hammer motion”/wood choppers, triceps extension 
(three variations) and butterfly swimming. A number of the exercises I have never seen performed 
                                                           
86 I found the same recommendation in the translation of Jin Yi Ming’s Lian Gong Mi Jue. Secret Methods of 
Acquiring Internal and External Mastery (Shanghai 1930, translation by Andrew Timofeevich 2007) pg. . There, 
“a small cloth ball” serves as handle, sandbag is pulled over a beam at around chest height, and you are 
supposed to pull “down and towards you” with the opposite hand while standing sideways to the pulley in 
Gong Bu or Ma Bu (e.g. left leg forward => right hand pulls). Nothing is said about the speed of the pull, but the 
return should be slow – a strategy you can also apply to rubber bands. As with most exercises, the Chinese 
manual recommends to increase both weight and repetitions over time, and to train twice per day, morning 
and evening. The effect should be that you are “able to pull even a big and heavy man and he will fall down like 
a rotten tree”. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=urV_V0JNzf4
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with rubber bands before, e.g. a figure-8 motion to simulate double legs with a sweeping sideway 
finish and rotational arm drags (brushing the opponent’s hand off the shoulder using the famous wax 
on/wax off motion from Karate Kid 1). Andrey also shows how to combine drills (shadow-wrestling 
style) and how to drill shots on a partner with the resistance band around the waist of the attacker. 
One particular good thing about the tape is that Brener demonstrates each move with a partner 
before moving on to the simulation exercises, which is great since you can see exactly which 
variation of a certain technique he is simulating. Also, some of his wrestling techniques may be worth 
the price of the tape by themselves – Brener’s backwards fireman’s carry from outside 2-on-1 (seen 
here @ 1:05: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RZ7rJ0d32tU) for example is a variation that is 
very rarely seen and will catch most wrestlers by surprise if set up and executed correctly. Brener 
also demonstrates a few possibilities for a sample workout together with the Folkstyle team of 
Campbell University, which is also interesting because you see several slight variations of the same 
technique by different athletes (you can also sometimes tell which athlete is only used to pulling a 
certain technique on one side…). The tape is completed by detailed setup instructions for the bands 
and anchor as well as testimonials and recommendations by Ken Chertow, Steve Kimpel etc. (if you 
are a fan of the American wrestling scene, you probably know who they are; you can also find an 
older written reviews by of the AB Band system and tape by Steve Kimpel and Rick Contrata here 
http://www.sectiononewrestling.com/ab_band_system.pdf and here: 
http://www.sectiononewrestling.com/documents/ab_band_wrestling_resistance_band_training.htm
l). Back when the products were available, it appears they were mostly marketed to American 
Folkstyle wrestlers in high school and college, but I think they could also be interesting to no-gi 
grapplers everywhere, basically anyone interested in wrestling-style takedowns. All in all, I loved the 
DVD (I watched it about five times since I got it a week ago) and highly recommend it. 

Sadly, the tape and the AB bands are currently not available anymore, which is a shame: the entire 
concept was thought out very well, the tape contains some of the most specific simulation exercises 
for wrestling I have ever seen on video, and the AB bands appear to be a very good compromise for 
length, versatility (range of motion, switching between grips rapidly) and portability. I remember 
seeing the set back in 2008-2011 in the catalogues of US wrestling stores, but at the time, I was still a 
student and short on money, so I never got around to ordering it. When I started working full time, I 
remembered the tape and set out to get my hands on it, despite it not being sold anymore since 
Andrey closed his company a few years ago and said he is now working as a personal fitness coach, 
focusing on joint rehab. I got a hold of Andrey via Facebook, and he agreed to send me a copy, which 
I very much appreciated. I had a Facetime call with him on the 4th July 2020 and did a little interview 
with him. I remarked that in my opinion, the one point that could be elaborated more on the tape 
was how to implement the exercises in your routine. He laughed and said that was actually part of 
the design, since he had intended to do a second tape, but then never got around to it. He stated 
that while rubber bands are only a tool, they are a very useful and versatile one, and something that 
is limited mostly by your own creativity. He recommended to focus on drills for the technique(s) that 
you scored with most often, adapt them so they matched closely, and to build from there. You could 
use them in circuits, alternating band exercises with wrestling or drilling that technique with a 
partner, pre-exhausting yourself (e.g. by doing 3 sets of 10-25 pull-ups with 30 seconds of rest before 
drilling your arm drags etc) to simulate the exhaustion from muscular tension and adrenaline in a 
match etc. You could also vary the resistance level of the band while working for a set time (Andrey 
said literally “Put a stronger band in front of him”, though be aware that you can also change the 
tension of a single band depending on the distance to the anchor), try to get a maximum number of 
reps in 30 or 60 seconds (working on speed) or build up to longer intervals (match or round length). 
Apart from using the bands to warm up before practice and conditioning after practice (as 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RZ7rJ0d32tU
http://www.sectiononewrestling.com/ab_band_system.pdf
http://www.sectiononewrestling.com/documents/ab_band_wrestling_resistance_band_training.html
http://www.sectiononewrestling.com/documents/ab_band_wrestling_resistance_band_training.html
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mentioned in the DVD), we also talked about taking the bands for roadwork, and he said sure, just tie 
them around your waist and they won’t be in the way. 

I inquired if he had any more band training variations for parterre wrestling, to which he replied that 
in his opinion, parterre moves were not suited as well for band simulation due to the shorter range 
of motion (I should note that parterre exercises with bands are indeed rare, I pretty much only found 
them in Rothert’s Basic Wrestling Training for Children, see section 9.2 for detailed description), that 
the exercises for standing wrestling would have some carry-over to parterre and that it was best to 
train parterre with a partner (I agree on both counts). He said that one thing that he did like playing 
with was the BJJ guard, where he would wrap the band around his feet and use it to simulate an 
opponent’s arms and legs (probably similar to what Jitsgrips demonstrates on their website). Finally, I 
encouraged him to make his tapes available again, possibly as a download. He said he would consider 
it. In the meantime, if you contact him on Facebook, he still has some left over DVDs and bands that 
he might be willing to sell if you ask nicely. 
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10. FAQ 
 

 

Fire away those questions!87 

 

I am new to band training and want to get equipped. I have a loop band lying around with 50-100 
lbs of tension, can I just use that? 

You can try, but chances are, it will not work optimally (compare to the recommendations for flat bands 
in section 3.3). If you are willing to cut the band open, you could try that, but it might still be too strong 
and/or short for certain exercises. You could also try what one of my coaches did back in the 90ies, 
and cut the band in half lengthwise (use very sharp and sturdy scissors and mark a line parallel to the 
edges). On the other hand, you could just get a new band. You could look into bungee cords or inner 
tubes as cheap options, but as stated above, my beginner’s recommendation (unless you are allergic 
to latex) is getting 7.5 m of Thera-Band tubing or a similar product. It is nice to grip, skin-friendly, widely 
available, variable in strength (by varying the elongation and/or folding). Silver is the strongest, but 
also lasts the longest. I am confident you will be happy with it. A long piece of tubing like that can 
accommodate anyone from a female lightweight to a male heavyweight – the former will probably use 
it as a single strand, the latter will double or triple it. Also, as stated before, a long band allows you to 
easily adjust the resistance by walking closer towards or further away from the anchor, which means 
you can use the same band for warm-ups as well as more strenuous training. Sometimes, the tubing 
will come in one piece, sometimes in a longer (about 5 m usually) and a shorter piece (about 2.5 m). 
You could use the longer one outdoors and the shorter one indoors and/or on the road. If the band 
comes in one piece and you think about cutting it up, I would try it out first – single layer full-length, 
double or even triple layer full-length, as well as single and double layer at the lengths you intend to 
cut it to. 

What are your favorite bands? 

Hard question, since of course I try to appreciate them all (lest they get jealous!) :D 

Normally, I will pick and use whatever band I find most appropriate for what and where I want to 
train currently. 

                                                           
87 Pictured: Jörg Sprave from the Slingshotchannel (big fan!). If you want to see a million ways to weaponized 
rubber and other ways to cause mayhem in your backyard, check him out: 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCVZlxkKqlvVqzRJXhAGq42Q Slingshots are a great way to retire ripped 
pieces of Thera-Band gold, by the way (literally R.I.P.!). If you want to build your own, there are plenty of 
tutorials, but when it comes to choosing the right band lengths and widths for maximum performance, Jörg has 
you covered: http://www.slingshotchannel.com/band_calc.html  

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCVZlxkKqlvVqzRJXhAGq42Q
http://www.slingshotchannel.com/band_calc.html
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Indoor: my mat room is only about 5 m across, so I use bands that are 2-4 m long, with a central 
anchor = 1 – 2 m of active band length) to get the maximum range of motion under tension. 

When I go outdoors for a band session, I usually take long (5 m) bungee cords, 12 mm thick. 
Occasionally, I will also take my 4m of 20 mm speargun rubber for a spin, or my Dopas or 
Alphabands, especially if I want to train without a shirt in summer. 

For the occasional emergency workout indoors and outdoors, I take a 3.5 m long Aerobis Alphaband 
Argh with taped handles, string loops and a string anchor (also protected with tape). That one is also 
in my backpack when I go to work.  

 

Ok, so now I have my band(s). How do I get started? 

I would start out with some more general exercises if you are totally new to band training to develop 
a feel for the bands and how much tension you can safely handle in what exercise. A good way to do 
that would be a circuit. I have listed a number of links in the Sources chapter, but if I had to pick a 
single one for a relative beginner, it would be one of the ones I used in the beginning, posted by Cary 
Kolat88. From there, you can look into more specific exercises, grip attachments etc. In my opinion, the 
specific exercises are mostly for more advanced people, especially in regard to grappling: Specific 
exercises will benefit you more the closer your technique with the rubber is to your technique with a 
partner, and you should be able to use the band as a visualization aid to “see” and “feel” a human 
partner in front of you. 

I grapple three times per week and lift two times per week. When would you recommend I train 
with rubber bands? 

That depends, so I will give you a number of options, which can also apply if you grapple more. 
Assuming you don’t want to replace lifting with a rubber band circuit, you could include rubber band 
work into the warm-up and/or as a finisher. You could also include it as a finisher after mat practice, 
assuming there is nobody left for you to roll with and you still have gas in the tank. If the gym closes 
right after your practice, you could do what I used to do, bike or even run home and stop somewhere 
along the way to do your rubber band work. Finally, if you are willing to work out twice per day, the 
traditional time for rubber band work in Russia is the morning training during the week (in addition to 
jogging 20 min, assorted bodyweight exercises and maybe some light stretching), and during cross-
training (usually a run of 45-60 min, preferably on hills, followed by 5-10 hill sprints of 40-70 m and a 
few rounds of rubber band circuits, let’s say 4x3 min) on Saturday afternoon. You can carry your rubber 
bands wrapped around the waist while running if you want. 

 

 

I am scared of the bands snapping and of them slipping out of my hands during training. What do I 
do? 

                                                           
88 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tfotdMxXaG8 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tfotdMxXaG8
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Welt on the author’s upper arm incurred through an old flat band (red Deuser band, ca. 4 years old) snapping while doing 
long duck-unders. It was knobbed (for my pleasure, of course) on the side that hit me, if you can believe that... Long story 

short, you don’t want your rubber to break at inopportune moments – you’ll pay for it, one way or another. 

As for snapping, any rubber band can and will snap eventually, if you continue to use it, especially if it 
is overstretched and/or mechanical damage occurs, if it is exposed to sunlight etc. for a long time, and 
if it is several years old. Regardless of what band you use, you should check it for damage before 
training, and if you detect cracks, you should discard the band or at least carefully investigate the 
source of the cracks – if it’s age, then get rid of it (there are likely cracks in multiple places), if it is 
mechanical damage, you may be able to save part of the band by cutting it down. As elaborated in the 
section on equipment, certain band types can handle more abuse than others. Using one of the band 
types with a longer lifespan and by protecting it against wear and tear (proper anchors, storing in cool 
and dark places…), you can reduce the risk of it wearing out or even snapping during use. 

To prevent losing control of your bands during training, you could wrap them around your hands 
(though you will lose some of the grip training benefits that way). You could also tie a knot at the end 
of the band and grip above the knot with an inch or two to spare (so the knot will stop you from slipping 
further, but will not interfere with your grip training). You could also tie a loop at or to the ends of the 
band and use that in a similar fashion as a safety strap around your wrist. 

I have lost count on the number of times I have had rubber bands snap on me. 99% of the time, that 
was flat bands (Thera-Bands, loop bands) or inner tubes, though I have also damaged lots of latex 
tubing (especially Lifeline bands – I have killed like 20 of them over the years… I blame the handle 
design). The worst that ever happened to me so far were some welts and bruises, though I was lucky 
to never be hit in the eye – but repeatedly in the face. If you want to be extra safe, wear shooting or 
safety goggles. 

Are rubber bands a secret weapon of Eastern Block grapplers? 
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Daud Adaev (Tiger Club Moscow), BJJ black belt & international competitor89 

Well, they certainly have been referred to as such… personally, I know for a fact that bands can be 
weaponized (Jörg Sprave knows all about that!); as far as secret – as seen in the section on sources, 
the Eastern Block has been hardly secretive about their love for rubber bands in the last few decades. 
I would say they are a training tool as any other, though a very useful and probably underused-one in 
the West. They are not a magic bullet by any means, since you will still have to put in the work – on 
and off the mat – to see the results. 

One thing to consider is the role of rubber bands inside a certain training system, and in my opinion 
the two can’t be separated. As described in section 3.3, there are various recommendations on band 
strengths, Russian and Ukranian retailers usually recommending thicker and stronger bands on 
average, Korean Judokas also seem to be keen on fairly strong bands, while other people prefer thinner 
bands for various reasons. I know for a fact that especially in Dagestan (which has produced most of 
the current top Russian freestyle wrestlers, and has long started to export some of their prodigies to 
the national teams of other nations), heavy weight training is still frowned upon90. You may discard 
this as “old fashioned” etc., but I would beg to differ and look at the bigger picture: It is impossible to 
evaluate a certain preference isolated, without regard to the entire system and its parts. For one, the 
Dagestani wrestling tradition calls for a lot of mat training – twice per day for the high-ranked wrestlers 
– where they move human bodies for hundreds to thousands of reps each time (for reference, my 
coach said that 800 reps for a single type of leg attack is a good amount for one training session). That 
will take a toll on you. In order to weight train heavy (powerlifting style), you need to be rested, you 
need to recover, and you need to psych yourself up. None of this is easy on a schedule such as this 
one. The Dagestani will, however, do special exercises with weights – mostly grip work such as wrist 
rollers, maybe some plate circuits, and they will do various bodyweight exercises such as dips, bridge 
spins, rope climbs etc. And they will use pretty heavy-duty rubber, which can to some degree make up 
for the “lack” of traditional weight training. One can argue back and forth about which method 
produces wrestlers who will be stronger and better-conditioned on the mat. I can tell you that the 

                                                           
89 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CxfwCiVRfF8  
90 While you can find some video footage of Dagestani wrestlers lifting weights in training camp, it is evident 
that most of them are novices at these exercises. A notable exception was Abdusalam Gadisov, who had an 
unusually muscular physique and according to various personal statements loved training powerlifting style, 
but according to my coach was criticized for lack of stamina in Dagestan, which was blamed on his training 
methods. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CxfwCiVRfF8
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Dagestani wrestlers will feel pretty strong and energetic on the mat when you are up against them, 
even if their lifting and running numbers may not reflect that. One advantage of the Dagestani 
approach is that there is never any discussion about carry-over – pretty much everything of their 
training is directly applicable to wrestling, while you need to work specifically to implementing, say, 
your deadlift gains. 

 

Heavy bands for serious pulling: on the left 4 m of black speargun tube (20 mm), on the right 3 m of solid natural rubber 
string (15 mm). Feel free to pull either for ten minutes and then tell me this is not “serious” training or that you absolutely 

HAVE to train with heavy weights for strength and conditioning. 

Are grapplers the only ones who benefit from rubber bands? 

 

Alexei Lvovich Frolov begs to differ. 
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Far from it. Eastern Block boxers often do various strengthening exercises, among them World 
Champion Vasyl Lomachenko91. Kickboxers92, cross country skiers93, swimmers/triathletes94, archers95 
etc. all like to use rubber bands to train specific movement patterns (on the other hand, most claims 
that training sports motions with additional resistance will mess up your movement patterns will come 
from ball sports, where that may even be true. But then again, who cares about ball sports, with the 
potential exception of wrestling basketball…). Bands were introduced into Powerlifting through the 
Conjugate Method of visionary coach Louie Simmons. And I probably don’t need to tell you that 
everyone else, from physiotherapists to fitness bunnies uses bands in various forms these days. 

I have a Latex allergy. Any recommendations? 

 

Beware. 

If you really have a latex allergy (and don’t just dislike using condoms), certain manufacturers offer 
latex-free exercise bands (Thera-Band and Cando, for example). My favorite are the Aerobis 
Alphabands, made from TPU and sold in lengths of 5 meters. Butyl tubes might also work in a pinch, 
and I have seen certain types of silicone tubing (advertised as extra flexible) that might also be worth 
a try. Dopamineo has started to offer a silicone version of their bands as well (5 meters long), but I 
haven’t tested them yet. Of course, you could also try bungee cords or latex tubes with a webbing 
sleeve (Suples, Stroops etc.), which would be the most reliable options in terms of performance, 
though I would minimize skin contact and wear gloves, just to be sure. Talk to a medical doctor first, 
in any case.  

 

                                                           
91 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mS-G_YS1x_k & https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iiULwkg3CVw. 
Also see https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cdaxt1sui4Q for an instructional of Alexei Lvovich Frolov 
(Russian, working subtitles). Here another instructional by Igor Smolyanov on how to improve striking speed 
with rubber bands https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DkEAwB9ovtw  
92 See https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eDMF_2NPiZo 
93 E.g. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cgOsgc1lxnc  
94 E.g. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sr570KZvyBQ  
95 E.g. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ytpZc7mCvfs, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4MsvqhxeP20 
Please note that sports conditioning has a lot of purposes, not all of them necessarily congruent with «fitness» 
or «building muscle» - it is all about improving certain qualities. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mS-G_YS1x_k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iiULwkg3CVw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cdaxt1sui4Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DkEAwB9ovtw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eDMF_2NPiZo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cgOsgc1lxnc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sr570KZvyBQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ytpZc7mCvfs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4MsvqhxeP20
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What should I wear when training with rubber bands? 

High heels and a latex bodysuit, of course! Staying in character is very important – rubber all the way 
;-)  

Just kidding, of course. Basically, any kind of clothing that doesn’t restrict movement is good. One thing 
you might want to consider is that while certain types of resistance bands are less irritating (abrasive) 
to the skin than others, none of them are super comfortable if you do over a thousand reps with a 
fairly high intensity. Bungee cords especially can downright tear up your skin over time. Therefore, 
consider wearing at least a shirt covering your shoulders and upper arms. Rashguards will do, but 
tracksuits are better, since they have a collar to protect your neck (also incredibly Russian! National 
Flag and/or “DAGESTAN WRESTLING” print optional). To be honest, I prefer hoodies – you can pull up 
the hood and reliably protect your neck during fireman’s carries, duck-unders etc. If you think that is 
lame, please consider that you will be training with a lot more oomph if you don’t need to be extra 
careful all the time. Plus, it is what I wear when cutting weight, so it always gets me in Competition 
mode. Also, so far I have never been bothered while training outside with the hood up (though I have 
been told that with my face and choice of haircuts, I needn’t worry either way), and finally, it’s a fashion 
statement to all these spandex-clad hobby joggers and topless amateur calisthenics dorks who struggle 
to do ten normal pull-ups. FAQ you very much! 

 

 

Turns out “FAQ You” is the title of a sex ed booked geared towards prevention of STDs. Once again, we are in rubber 
country! 
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11. About the author 
 

 

Mug shot of the author for an Austrian Bundesliga wrestling team, 2017 season 

John Flais is an author’s pseudonym (bestowed by an Italian track coach coach who repeatedly failed 
to remember his real name) of a guy who also writes on the German kampfkunst-board.info under the 
nickname of Period. He also responds to a number of other nicknames he accumulated over the years, 
such as “the machine” (earned after winning a push-up bet at the age of 16) and “The Italian Stallion” 
(coined by German announcer Klaus F. at an amateur wrestling event). In his everyday life, he is a 
scientist in the field of humanities, which reflects in the way he likes to write (hate it or love it). He 
chooses to write under this pseudonym for professional reasons (for the time being), to keep his work 
life and hobbies separate. 

The author (born in Italy in 1988) started out his athletic career in competitive archery, then changed 
to track and field in his teens as a middle distance and cross-country runner. He took up wrestling 
(Greco and Freestyle) at the ripe age of 21 and quickly fell head over heels (quite literally) in love with 
it, cross-training in historical European wrestling, Sambo, Judo, Sumo and whatever other standup 
grappling arts he came across (Ranggeln and Schwingen among them) and continues to expand in this 
regard. He came into contact with wrestling-specific rubber band training after 2009 through his 
teammates and coaches, mostly of Russian nationality (including a Dagestani freestyle coach, who 
happens to be Dauren Kurugliev’s youth coach). Training up to 25 hours per week while going through 
university in Germany and Austria, he managed to make up some lost time and progress enough to 
allow him to compete as a welterweight and light-heavyweight (<74 resp. <84 kg, occasionally moving 
up to heavyweight or superheavyweight96) in the highest wrestling league in Austria (Bundesliga) in 
both Greco and Freestyle from 2013 to 2017, and to be encouraged to gravitate towards coaching by 
his own coaches. You may meet him these days at various international wrestling events, where he 
will be sitting with the Dagestani fans (easily recognizable as the least bearded among them, and the 
one who understands the least Russian) along with his coach, where he will be discussing who 
apparently didn’t do enough rubber band training in preparation as well as this year’s fashion of fouls. 
His hobby horse is conditioning for wrestling with a focus on Eastern Block methods, grappling-
oriented calisthenics and of course, rubber bands. 

 

                                                           
96 That required drinking copious amounts of fluid – like 6 liters – the hour before the weigh-in and “holding it 
in” until weigh-ins to make the minimum weight. 
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